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Under the general title State Budgeflik for Higher Education the
Center is issuing nine publications,Soach with its own subtitle and
authors. The volumes report three 4eparate but interrelated proj-
ects carried on from July 1973 to A gust 1976 funded as follows:
one on itate fisbal stringency byte Fund for the Improvement
of; Postsecondary Ethication (FIF another on state general
revenue trends by the Lilly ,rEndo erlt and the American Coun-
cil on Education, and the third of elected aspects- of state budg-
etary theory and practice by a jo,. nt grant from the National -In-
stitute for Education and the Fard Famulation. The principal
investigator for ill the projects sttr5 Lyman A. Glenny; the princi-
pal author or authors of each .v tunic. carried the major respon-
sibility for it To varying clt2g s, all members of the research
team contributed to miost of thy, volumes, and their contributions
are montipned in the' introduci one This report is the second to
he issued in the series.
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From duly 1973 to August 1976 three studies of.state

budgeting and financing of higher aucation were conducted by the

F
Center for Research and Development in Higher Education at the

University of California Berkeley.

The present study, sponsored by the Fund for the

IMp vement of Postsecondary Education (FIPSE), examines how

state colleges and universities respond when states make sub-

stantial reduc ipps in their appropriations. This one-year

. study entompases experience with fiscal Stringency in.about a

dozen states2 priharily in the five states presented in the case

studies. The :latter have belin brought up to date -as-of-late'

spring 1976.

The s nd study began 4n4jUly 1973 when the Center

for Research and Development in Higher Educati undertook. a

three-year, 50-state study ofthe processes used y state

agencies to formulate he budgets of colleges and universities.
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Its twofold purpose is to advanee budgetary theory and to g

state and institUtional budget professionals a ifroader understand-

ing of: 1) the interrelationships, roles, functions. and -

objectives of the several, state agencies in the budgetary process;

-2) the congruence or inCoAgruence of such' objectives a -ng the

several agencies; and 3).tlie practices and procedures. h build

--

confidence in the fairness the budgetary OrOcess.

Reports bved on the study describe and analyze the

organizational structures and staffing of state- vel agencies

and the progress'of institutional budget requests through these

agencies fromithe time that prebudget submission instructions

are first issued by a state agency until aldpropriations are

enacted. The primary emphasis is on the budget review and



analysis process and the procedures used by the state agencies;

the study concentrates on the administrative interfaces among the

several state agencies that review and analyze budgets and between,
_ *

these agencies and the institutions,o- systems of institutions,.

of higher education.

Intensive interviews, document review, and questionnaires --

in the i7 states selected formed the basis for a narrative and

tabular desmiptionand comparison issued in 1975. j.eqs'detailed

data'were collected from50 states by questionnaire only; these

are examined and presented in a second_ descriptive report.

The other volumes resulting,from the three -year study

are analytic in natureand focus.on the creation and use of

( budgetary formulas,'the cooperation, redundancy, and duplication

of effort among the several state agencies that review budgets,

thavie'velopment and use of information systems and analytic

techniques, and the dilemmas involved in the,design of budget

processes, along with a step-by-step analysis of budget progress

through the labyrinth of state agencies and processes.

The third study, sponsoredby the Lilly Endowment and

the American Council on Education, analyzes the trends in state

general revenue appropriations for higher education from 1967 to



1975. 'Refining earlier-wank at tKe'Center, the study compares

trends among the states fOr the several types of institutions in

;

both appropriated and-constant dollars, comparing dollar increases

with enrollment treiTds in eac1' case and also-comparing dollars

appropriated for higher education Nith those for elementarrand

secondary education._

Each volume resulting from the three Studies draws on

significant findings of the other studies yet stands alone as a

- e
complete book. Howeve awareness of the panoply of social,

political and economic variables that we found in state budgeting ,

far higher education can be gained by review of all the volumes.

We earnestly hope the readers learn as much from our research.aS

we di0 in conducting it A complete list of the volumes is found

on the:pack cover of this book.
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I ti troduction...

Retrenchment--a harsh concept ven harsher process- -

raises crucial quest

.--What are the critical decisions that must be made
during retfenchment, and who should make them?

9 Ar
--What are-the implications of the criteria and
procedures that guide response to expenditure
reductions reguiredTecause of state financial
crisis?

--What budgetary and admintstrative processes are
effective in maintaining'integrated academic
programs under conditions of fiscal stringency?

The pr ceduresan&criteria for reducing eipenditures

ctical concern to state and institutionalare.of imnediate-

offiCials and budget professionals. Of more crucial importance,

or
retrenchment presents in,cammo forM majorjroblems with which

-fi-14tier education must grapple over the next two dec Which

academic programs will be given priority in the face of fiscal

stringency or enrollment decline, or both? Where ral resources ?

are constant or declining, what incentives for ZRAnge can be



I C.

devised to meet new student and, research demands? Few states

and campuses will escape the trauma of adjusting academic pro-

grams to reduced funding, and short -term adjustments will alMost

inevitably influence the resolutinn:WFlorlger-term issue.

t-

This report assumes the necessity for 'fiscal retrench-

ment4ny state governments. Arguably, a state could maintain

revenues by increasing taxes. But budgeting is an intensely

political

option,

ctivity,-and when increased taxes are not a real

rnhment is the only feasible solution.

This is net a primer on cutting higher education budgets.

Its guidelines are not primarily related o the enormously cans
.

plex and diverse pradtices by which statee fund higher education.

We areas much--perhaps more--concerned with academic decisions'

as with budgetary ones, if indeed the two can be separated. It

not difficult Aospend,l'ess money,. if such is the sole ob-

jective. But to spend less money and-at the same tine maintain

progress toward educational - objectives requires tie highest

order of state and institutional leadership and adadnistrative

skills. Each state and each institution provide the detailed

budgetary context in which these skills must be exercised.

Nothing in this report should be construed to imply either thaC-

hi'gher education budgets should be reduced or should the. fiscal



exigencies of a particular` state so require, that specific

reductions be made.

The present one-year project began in July 1975 with

the seleCtion as consultants of institutional administratOrs in

six states. Over the summer,each provided an account of

retrenchment activity in his partitular state, together with

_supporting and-illustrative documentatiOn. These accounts,

revised into, relativeTy standard case study format,

discussed in early October 1975 when the consultants net as a

technical advisory panel

from-their individual 'experiences.

possible generalizations

The five case studies, along with notes written by

the cOnsultnts which update events to spring 1976, ye appended

to this report. The text and guibelines are drawn from them

and from.opinions about them. We, do not point out specific

deficiencies in the procedures, and this appaytntly uncritical

attitude was questioned by a reviewer. Perhaps it suffices to

say that the systems and institutions discussed were among the
_

first to suffer from retrenchme They are now well aware

their mistakes, and he positive guideline awn from their
0

experience can help others to avoid error.



A draft report was prepared after the October 1975

meeting, and in January 1976 a policy" review panel_ met to

criticize' this draft. The panel,consiste of the original con=

sultants and five other senior higher education administra

Both for evaluation and for a broader range of experiences the

draft and a short questionnaire were sent to state executive ,

budget offices in all 50,states and to-state higher education

agency heads in 'the 42 states .thatef,:did not participate' through.

.., the panels. Respon%es were received from 51 agencies located

in 39 states. In 12 states both the state budget office and the

higher edu-cation agency'respooded. In 11 states, responses were

received only from the state budget office, and in 16 states

only the higher education agency responded. Differencesamong

state higher education agencies in their authority to coordinate

and sometimes govern inntitutionsis discussed briefly later in A

this report.

Comments from the advisory -panel Members and-from

responses to the questionnaires are quoted throu0out'thetext

in italics, and are identified by. source:: "Panel," "State
-

higher education ageny," "Stat'e"bpdget-office."

The report was initially intended to be primarily

descriptive, emphasizing current activity only in the.sta -s

4



repreSented on the two panels. But as the experience and

i
opiwns covered by the panels and reviewers broadened, it became

apparent that prescription rather than description would be more

useful to the ioroSpective audipnce. While some of those. who

reviewed earl er drafts were clearly interested in "what works"

during the first years of retrenchment, most were concerned with

it heimpact over the longer term. .Both needs are real, bii-.''what

works" in the short term is enmeshed almost'beYond useful gener-

alization in the unique and complex structures and processes of

state budgeting, coordination, and g9vernance. Over tike longer

these-differences become less critical; the major objec-

tives of,higher education and state budgeting will survive changes

in structure and process.. Moreover, the real proof of "what

o k " today is its -impact on the future.

Because the future, unfortunately, cannot be predicted

by currentbudge6ry and edu6ational theory, this report reli4,

on t.- e covnsel of the expenienced state and institutional admin

istrators with whom we consulted and who responded to our ques-

tionnaire. While iii some instances their opinions are tempered

with our n, and by data and experience from our related studies

of state budgeting, these senior administrator budget prO-

feSsionals are more likely to be right than wrong in assessing

the longer-term impaCt.of higher education's current responses

5



to fiscal stringency's` The urgency''and importance of the issues

demand that guidance be attempted and tha the risks inherent in

prnvi ing it be accepted



Overview

Response to fiscal Stringency occurs over time and in

:the context of highly diverse state governments and syptems of

.oubliA higher education, The context requires an attempt to

.define "retrenchment," to poll-it out the importance of time

to indicate the differences among governing and coordinating

agencies.

DEFINITIONS

Over the centuries lawyers-have developed "terms of

ar " that allow them to communicate - -at least among themselves--

with a precision not accessible to educational and budget pro-

fessionals. Within states and among them, terms such as "student, ""

."instructional expe'hditures," and "budgetary savings" convey

widely differing meanings, "Retrenchment'.' is new to the lexicon,

but it too lacks uprecise definition. In this repprt, retrench

ment.can mean either of the following:

71-



idyear or midbiennium cutbacks required when
he state finds its revenues insufficient)to

cover authorized budget levels.

--Major reductions in budget requests during the
final stages of budget development, usually
after the governor's budget has been submitted

'and during legislative consideration of requests.
Even if such a reduction is not "absolute" in
terms of the prior year's appropriation, a
substantial' reduction in expettations can have
almost as drastic an impact.

In these situations, a particular year and event identify

a spec.ifiC crisis=to which higher education must respond. Our

discussion and recommendations are eguallyil"elevan't to states and

institutions where the cumulative erosion of state financial

IsuPporet over a period of year 's less dramatic. Indeed, a major

theme of this report is that cries situations such s that

reported in -the New Jersey case s udy ark not isolated events.

As Chanc or Dungan of theNew Jersey Board pf Higher Education

states, "Many people in higher education do not have any real

sense of thefiscaj thin is oh which they are skating."

.o

Retrenchment should be distinguished froM other terms:

--Fiscal str ngency is the cause of retrenchment,
and itself has a variety of causes, e.g, in-
elastic tax structures in New Jersey and Florida,
changing state priorities in Wisconsin, or New
York City's fiStal and cash flow crisis.



--Rcaaocation is a budgetary event like. retrench--
meet, but it-is generally the immediate result
of retrenchment. Colleges.. and universities have
reallocated resources in the past to adjust to,
changing academic priorities, but retrenChment
has an urgency that does not allow dependence on
gentle attrition and circumstance.

Fiscal Stringency causes the state to institute retrench-

meat either in the form o midyear cutba k or an untimely and
4

substantial reduction in budget quests. Retrenchment requires

reallocation of resources, and is an event in 04 transition from

a period of phenomenal growth in higher education to one of

retative:StabilItrY, whether measured by enrollment orifinancial

support. Of the 39 states that responded to our questionnaire in

Hspring 1976, 20 reported neither a midyear cutback nor-an untimely

reduction in budget requests. At least at the statewide level,

the transition from growth to stability may take place in these

states- without retrenchment. the other hand, preparation for

planned reallocation will" required even in. these states, for

"the period of cooling out after rapid growth .function-

ally similar to absolute retrenchment' (Balderston, p.

TIME

Time is a critical dimension. Faculty and administrators

are rarely psychologically prepared for-actual reduction in sup-

port or even stab44-4Tation, and few are fully, aware of the hard



educational policy decisions that reduction entails. Tt is
,

essential that the first sign of possible retrenchment -- probably

a midyear cutback--be taken seriously. A midyear cutback almost

always has a direct impact on subsequent budgets., As the Michigan

case study clearly shows a midyear reduction can directly, even

if.tacitly, determine the, budget base for the folloWing Year; the

impact will usually extend even to the succeeding year's develop-

ing request.

The fiscal results of a midyear cu ack.can be traced

into the budgets of the next two years, for these budgets are

being developed at the time of retrenchment. The impact on

academic programs is usually less clear. A student who is a

freshman when a midyear cutback Is made will be taking courses

as a senior three yeai's later; while his courses and program may

depend on how his campus responded to earlier years' funding,

the budget process alone will not reflect this continuity% ASide

from the still- tentative prospect for.fOun-year fiscal planning

in WitcOnsin, a biennial budget probably represents the limit

0_- fiscal planning in most states If budget.practice does not

reach- beyond the coming year, academic planning must.

Campuses and the agencies that govern and coordinate

them must take advantage of all the lead time available to

10
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prepare for reallocation of resources. Procedures and attitudes

develoPed during a period of growth leave states and.inqitut'ions
9

ill prepared for retrenchment: Budgpt formulas assumed growth

(Boutwell, 19731; one year's budgeting errors were 'Corrected by

the next year's enrollment growth (Maier & Kolka, 1.97, 0.,434);.

and institutions were reluctant to. examine:priorities among

existing programs (Lee & Bowen, 1975, p. 45).:

Emphasize as a lesson to others that they
must think of 'retrenchment a,s bbing long-
term.

--Panel
er,

GOVERNANCE AND COORDINATION

A second crucial dimension is the statewide Organization

for governing and coordinating higher education. AlmOst endless

variatio in structure and authority are imposed on, devised for,

or toter ted across the 47 states with such agencies:.:

Circumstances and boundary conditions are
sufficiently different among coordinating
agencies that only when action must be taken
will a report like this be noted, and then
probably only fpr information.

--State higher education agency

A consolidated governing board clearly has
wider options in responding to retrenchment
than this coordinating agency--e.g,,re-
locating faculty acro ss campuses in this
state would be very difficult.

--Panel

11



Three general types, of agencies, oversimplified for this

report,.can be identified by the eh -nt of their formal -authority:

-Strong coordination is usually represented by
the single consolidated governing board that borth
governs and coordinates all four-year institutions
in a state, for example, the University, of Wisconsin
System. But in bther states -- perhaps Kansas or
MiTsissi_pp-agencies with relatijeTy similar,
formal structures do not exercise similatIy strong
authority_

- -Moderately strong coordination is accomplished
by a regul opordinatiillg agen'ey which has

specifics tutory authority over budgets, planning,k
.academic programs, or one or wore of these. While
the strength of coordination obviously depends on

-specific statutes, it also depends on the accep-
tanceof.the agency's authority by the governor,
legislature, and institutions. The-Board of
Higher Education in Illinois is an example of a
strong board. An example of a weak regulatory
board is that in Massachusetts..

--Relatively weak cooMination is usually represepted
by an advisory coordinatinglagency, which has only
the power to make recommendations and may lack any
budgetary responsibility, Here again, strength.
depends on the credibility of the board Oith state
agencies and the institutions. An ladviYory agency
may be quite 'strong, as in Washington, or it may
be weak, as in New Hampshire.

A single consolidated governing board has more options

aVailable to meet the short-term"demands of retrenchment than does

either a regulatory or an advisory coordinating agency. Responses

to bur questionnaire indicate that theqprobability of a state

budget office relying on a state:higher education agency for

12



dilocation of redugtions among campuses and programs is dependent

on the authority of the latter.

Probable 1 r l is ce on State Hi. per Education Agency. for

Allocation of-Reductions among Campuses and Academic
Programs by State and by Type of Coordination

Coordinationa

Single board

Yes No Othe Total

84% 8 %b 100% .

(11) (1)1. (13)

Regulatory coordination 56% 38% 6%
b

100%
(9)- (6) (1) (i6)

Advisory coordination 18% 62% 100%
.

,. .,
(3) (5) (8)

Other 100%c 100%
(2)
ID .

(2)

Total 59 %', 31% - 10% 100%
(12) (4) (39)

a
Classifications derived from The States and HigheiNEducatton
(Carnegie FoundatiOn, 1976). A somewhat differlkt classi-
fication appears in the earlier descriptive report in this
present series (Glenny et al., 1975a).

bNo response,

c
Question not applicable.

The formal authority of a strong agency is an advantage

in the short run, but, overthe longer term, adjustments must be

phased over a period of years, and effective respoliSewill depend

leatt as much upon-the credibility which the agency has in its

13



particular state a upon i statutory powers (Berdahl, 1975,

PP- 4-5)-

When reductiont have to be made, I,tbink
hat a coordinating agency can Influence
differential decreases just as Mucb,,,aa!a

consolidated boarc%
-Panel

Formal authority is important; but it cannot substitute

for foresight and leadership at the statewide level.- The comment

of an institutional-officer con a-draft of the present report

speaks of the-need:

The problem of fisOal stringency-in-.-
![this state] is somewhat unique. thg-State
executive office, the legislature, and'the
individual- institutions deal with the:problem .

;independently without a visible connecting
Valid CoMmunicatiOnamonTthese three

groups' is deficient.; There is, in my

opinion a pressing need:for better higher
education codrdinatioh.nd planning,

The term "state higher education agenty" will be used

in this report wherever it appears: equally applicable to the

differing structures. In other instances, the type of coordina-

on--sinnle board regulatory coordinating

be clearly identified.

Advise cobrdinat-'
/



bout Retrenchment

At least.sixMajOr questions must be answered in every

state where fiscal stringency imposes retrenchment: s

1.
f

What are the immediate responses to retrenchmen
How,selective,can they be?

Who should participate in ,estOlithing procedures
and selecting- priorities and-criteria

2

for
etrenchmentl

, v ,

-What impediments a- there are on the 11- ibillty
required-to, resp -6 fiical Stringency? 'How-
'can these be ove me7.-

4. What special academic-and luPPOrt programs:s4Ould' -,-
.

support
. receive particular attentiom=4Uring retrenchment?

5. -What criteria and procedures should be used. for
layoff of personnel during retrenchment?

What are the possible longer term implications
of retrenchment?

Most state and institutional administrators and budget

profesSionals,wil agree with the imPorta'nceof questions, but they

may find the answers less than- adequate at first reading. The

answers are general in terms of-principles, perspectives, and



attitudes. -However. desirable-a. compact set of detailed
t

guidelines is not postible:. The state ,their colleges,

universities-, and budgeting practices are incredibly diverse'

So, in more suftleways, are the varietiek of financial diStress

among the-states: Congress, 1975-land institutions.

(Balderston-. 1974; pp. 178 -198).

qS

The Wsitions cannot be answered in IsOlation from..

the other factors that -suggest that retre hment is-likely to

had a lasting impact beyond the current fiscal stringency that

has given rise to it -"Current retrenchment coincides with

--..important although otherwise unrelated developments Firs

the projected stabilization -or decline in absolute enrollments

in the 1980s will require mu re inforMed reallocation of existing
I

resou than in the pasta Fiscal stringency has accelerated

the institutional need to-examine allocation procedures, and,

in.many instances, has brought these to the attention of state
c

agencies. Second, as a -residue of program budgeting efforts and

enrollment trends, state-level interest in outputs &education

'and in measures of program quality is increasing, Review of

existing programs may not have been initiated because-of fiscal

preSSare, but retrenchment gives such revs w1 added urgency. Thi

.info-rmation systems have been-lnz- eaSing in sophistication--
,

( ;scope. -Statewide-agencies may now-have access to information about

16



(-
courses and Programs that nowas t routinely avaiiiibta to deans:-

a.few years ago: Fourth,. state executive and legislative staffs.'

have been growing =in numbe
,f

and competence.. Governors and legis

lative committees who feel the -need to benvolved in budgetary

4details will probably .have the staff-capacity to givedepth to

their involvement '( lennyet:a1.-:,.105a, pp. ,11.-17).'

The answers below attempt t accommodate this changing

context, and are.based on the experi-nce and judgment_ of sent or'

budget professionals and higher education a nistraters who have

had to answer them.

WHAT AR& THE jiiiiminilTE RESPONSES TO RETRENCHMENT?
HOW SELECTIVE CAN THEY BE?

Response to retrenchment will vary depending on when cuts

are made. With :adequate warning, respons -ma --and should--be

selective;'- when retrenchment occurs at the midpoint of an academic -`

-an. across-the-boardallocation of reductions usual.
1

1.

"Across-the-board" reductions alleiCate cutbacks proper-
tionately across subordinate units; "selective" reductions allo-
cate reductions differentfally. CharacteriAtion of reductions
may differ by organizational level, and be id part across-the-
board andin part selective at a particular level: Line-item
budgetary restrictions-may applyjn either type of reduction.-
Frederick Balderston:(1974, pp. 222-227) has contrasted these
types of budgetarfibadjuslments in the context of institutipnal
management,
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In the short runk there are severe limits on higher

education's possible responses. If the cutback comes in midyear,

as it-did in Florida, Michi§an, and New York City, academic
,

_.

(
.

prbgrams are in place, currentpersonnel are protected by Pro-_
,

visions of tenure and collective bargaining, and students rely

on the continuity of their courses, Although vacant positions

can be allOwed to remain so, the bulk of the reduction must be

boene by- nonpersonnel a

The first reactions to a` midyear cutback are rational

yet open to criticism. State systems and campuses attemptJb

maint4n relative resource patterns by distributing the pain of

budget reduction--or most of it--across the board to Subordinate

units, Selective reductions by subordinate units are usually

expected, And procedures and guidelines usually speak of academi

goals and institutional missions. Few directives, however,

relate general goals and to speCific academic programs:

Duni the first year of retrenchment,'out-o.-state.--

travel is curtailed, plassroomS are less well heated, fewer library
A

books are acquired, some building.ma renance is neglected, and

vacant positions are left open. The faculty, vaguely aware of

retrenchmirt, continue -to instruct the same classes in the same

way as before. A critical observer might well ask for evidence'

18



that someone had made educational decisions based on academic

prioritik The evidenc y be there if the administration has

convinced the:faculty that 6s have changed. Broadly based

ncrisis" committees or task.forces may well constitute -such ,

evidence:' Creating faculty awareness of the real:ties of fiscal

stringency is probably the'majorftask:during t it t, traumatic

hs, but doing so must not allinate faculty to- the extent that

creative respo se over a longer term is impos§ibleA_

These initial retren meat measures parallel those

reported in a recent survey of 96 institutional members (2-7

campuses) of the National sociation of State Univeraiti__ and

Land-Grant Colleges (Ph' lips, 1975) Virtually all had attempted

to reduce utility cost About half reported that they had de-

ferred maintenance in 1 74-75 and would continue this .into 1975-

76. Reported limitationE on travel on the purchase of supplies

and equipment, and on telephone expense confirm other findings

(Chet, 1971, 1973 ). In our own study, library books and services

appear to be early vi:tims of-retrenchment, but otherwise theyy

survey findings are applicable-to a wide spectrum ofinstitutions

Sudden withdrawal of funds forces savings in
areas such as plant maintenance and library
acqbisitions that become costly when the
"catch -up " seriod arrives.

--state higher education agency



1

1

In the 'case studies, initial reductions were g

-made across the board by Statewide or multicampus systems

responSe to similar reductions mandated across all agencieS by

the state--usually by an 'executive orderiof the governor. In

some instances, across-the-board reductions were made even though

it was known that the fliCal stringency would continue beyond the

current year--in the city University of New York in 10.4-75,

example. Atross-the-boardtuts (as opposed-to selective and

.programmatic ones) are a practical and probably more appropriate

initial respOnse for a-Lleast four reasons:

--Only limited choices are available within the
harow area of nonpersonnel expenditures. Campuses

should be in a betterlxsition-than a larger unit
Would be to-chOose between, for example, the
deferral of maintenance and the delay of equipment
purchases. Differing campus responses in the
State UniversitySystem of Florida are cases in
point.

--An across- the - board. reduction is a publictffir-
mation that all institutions and individual$ are
sharing distress equally. An across- the -board

reduction buys time for adjustmentsycholOgical
and organizationalto the new state of affairs.

Information .on-which to base immediate-and
selective reductions may not be aVailable. In

one state, an initial across-the-board reduction,
was severely criticized state officials who
suggested that the higher education ieadets were
"taking the easy way out." In fact, because of
a recent:reorganization, nos-other decision was
possible since comparative informatiorLOn'which
to base selective cuts was lacking.:
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--There is always the possibility that state
support will return to previous levels. A
hasty judgment that a particular program bear
more than its proportionate share of the overall
reduction might cause unnecessary harm.

Across-ttie-board cuts may be inevitable because of

shortness of tim-e. They may be.desirable because Of morale.

Unfortunately, in most instances they are the only alternatiVe

because of lack of foresight. Even where academic plans exist

they rareik.anticipate any other future-than one of growth.

In an across-the-board reduction there are, of course,

ks to giVing subordinate units subs tial discretion; defe

ral of Maintenance, for example, may c se disproportionately

greater maintenance expenditUres in later years (Phillips, 1975,

p. 25). And, if retrenchment continues, restrictions on locally

selected criteria may have to imposed: The University of

niMichigaicequired central consulta ion on cuts in nonpersonnel

accounts.

/

If we had been wiser, we Ald have Airectea
campuses to allocate sufficient funds to, ibred
costs items such as Ailities and other non-
perkonnel areas.

--Panel

If ther-is any state or statewide system
which has a procedure which will'prevent
campuSes'from preserving persopnel paitions
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j.

by cutting into, support.cos
equipment replacement, I c
know about it.

One or two institution have -tried. to Save.

tenured faculty by dropping support staff,
lab assistants,' library personnel, and
supplies and equipment. They will be dou 1

in.the hole next year.
-Mate 'higher education agency.

AlthougrACross-the-board roductiOns may at times appet.

to be the most apprOpriate or the only available initial response

to retrenchment theyAssume that all subordinate units are

equAlly.A le 'to bear-their Share. But only by accident. would

thi' e the case. State:policycould require the'continuing

support of a pArticuar campus under a desegregation agreement,

as in the State University System of Florida Even though state-
/.

wideenrollment and/support-my-haveSeen growing enr ollment

)
detlitles at a particular campus may have required; earlier economy 1'

measures hot required of others. :.Suchlwas the case in the.19754

allocations in,the UniverSity.of Wisconsin System.

Across -tie -board reductions cannot be used whqn a

particular aspect of administration is 6-der formal statewide

systemwide contol,,and they should not b used when an.actfvity

is so visible or important that the goverrtfng\board or central

staff, or both must4es ' " or "the" major Vole. An increase



in-tuitionit an example of the first; and reorganization or

consolidatiOn of academic programs acrods campuses or, in some

instances, the imposition of higher faculty workload requirements,

are examples, of the second. Examples of these situations are

found in the 1975-76 procedures of the City University of New York.

Although an across -the -board reduction may leave sub-

ordinate units with relatively unfettered discretion within

reduction, directives,usually contain specific suggestions for

implementation. Although these may be merely "helpful hints"

from the policy level, they can serve two other purposes:

--They may lend'ne, ed, support O. the admintStrators
or faculty commit ees who have the burdenof making
Operational decisionst the-subordinate level.

..--They alert a1,1 faculty and administrators to the

numerous implications of retrenchment and, as such,
can be .another method of creating realistic atti=
tudes toward it.

IF

Possible criteria or bases for apportioning an across-

the -board reduction are few, and the choice among them appears to

be,determined by current funding procedures. The formulas used

to generate campus budgets in New Jersey and Florida weteithe same',

formulas used to reduce. them. Where formulas play-a lesser role,

.as in the City University of New York or the. University of Michigan,

apPropriatiOns or budgets are the basis of apportionment.



Formula-budgeting procedures traditionally assume

enrollment growth and increasing s e support. They offer

inappropriate iheentiVes.-for a Pe iod.of-decline -stability.

If a particular campus has- experienced recent 701.1-. ent 'declines,

--
reductions based on average instructional costmay be greater

than possible savings in marginal costs ( outwell 1973). Never-

theless, for an initial reduction the use of formulas is probably

-Inevitable because of the limited time available and because of

the orientation of available information. Moreover, a formula 'is

a known measure of equity among budgetary units.

Across-the-bgard cuts by formulas wili not deal,

with the numerous detailed changek'in the under-

lying,facters that make up FTE and -headcount'
figures-e.g.; imbalances will result from the

greater number of headcount students per FTP

in urban as opposed to rural areas.
.State budget office

Enr men -driven formulas were abandohed a

few years ago in this state, and it was a wise

decision.

From my experience, I strongly suggest that

state agencies reexamine the validity, appro-

priateness, and probable impact of enrollment
driven formulas in the light of stable or
declining resources and enrollment.

--Panel

More attention needs to be given in formulas

to the "irreducible minimum" or core budgeting

needs of campuses and-to the factors (size, age

of programs, mix of students, size and nature of

facilities, etc.) that influence minimum needs.

--Panel



Seize programs that were leaat able to-absorb
perSonnel reductions wera'forced to retrench
the most because of insufficient consideration

of,existing faculty/student ratios, shifts in
enrollment, andworkload indices.

--State budget office

Reliance on a forMula for inteenal allocation that

assumes continuing state support at approximately the formula:

generated level sbOuld not extend beyond the'initial response to-,

retrenchment. When funds are relatively plentiful, it may not

ble,necessarY.to distinguish, for example, among campuses. that.

have similar full-time-equivalentTenrollments but. substantially

different numbers Of actual (headcount) 'students; precision is

required as funds become restricted.

Once'the state starts to cut, the timing
is duch that -..:there is virtually no time to
pisik a comprehensive respons0. Even now,

ftaftet almost two years,,: we s4111 do not have
a very good understanding ofthe real impact
on the educational viability of the campuses.

--Panel,

One mistake which we made during retrench
ment was to keep thinking of the short-term
PToblems. and not'finding time to analyze
the longer-term implications of what we
were doing.

--Panel

Most institutions made across-the-board
cuts to take care of cutbacks."1" think this
was bad, but this:agency had no authority
in the matter.

- -State higher edUcation agency
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Attoss-therboard.Cuts maYbpjustified orAinivbiaable,

whet' retrenchment ..,strikes- without'-warning and ilustbeimpleMente

, without delay, but there seems tobe'no excuse for making across-,

the -board cuts when ample warning hay been given. A midyear

eduction is a clear-signal that additional cuts will be required.-

In times of relative stability, the absence of,specific academic

prograM priorities is-to be deplored, but: irmay not be-fatal
-...

ti7 s-of fiscal stringency, such prioritiet must be developed as

an .operational,basis fir selective reductions.

MHO SHOULD PARTICIPATE IN ESTAbLISHING PROCEDURES.
AND SELECTING PRIORITIES AND CRITERIA FOR
RETRENCHMENT? .-

The key resource of colleges-and universities is people,

and one of the earliest efforts in-retrencbRient must be o involve

as many of them as possible. Extehsivepartici

in 'higher education goyernance is not new, nor

infinite variety of administrative committees and councils.

Retrenchment reinforces traditional reasons for these extensive

consultatiVe processes.

y faculty__

the-almost

-Wide participation is often the only means to
keep people informed in a rapidly moving situation.
As the case studies show, state executive and
legislative directives often follow one another
in rapid succession, are usually written in haste,
and require quick response. Those who must
implement directives can do so only if they are
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privy to their inevitable-aMbig6lties, the
. . .

resolution of these on an ongoing, basis and
their cumulative effects.

--Selection and application of.6rite is pro
aeduree are different during retrenchent than
during periods of growth. During growth, new
programs are proposed by subordinate units with
campus approval, and appear in an Orderly fashion,
one at a time, in accordance with establishe
criteria. A state higher education agency r multi-
campus system, often with, outside faculty dvice,
can judge whether adequate resources exi t and
whether the program is appropriate for a particular

.unit. In contrast, retrenchment imperils virtually
all existing programs at the same time At the
outset, prescribed or orderly procedurel for ass ss-
ing existing programs nay not exist, and, not
prisinglY, subordinate units.are unlikely to
volunteer theif own programs for.reduced support.
An informed centralLstaff can bring a broader per-
spective to the evaluation of existing programs,
but only campus faculty may have the knowledge to
balance the quality of these programs against pthers
in the same unit. Evaluation must have the dirett
knowledge and concern of those most intimately
invoTved.

--Retrenchment requt ee a wider range of people
than usually participate in academic programming
and budgeting. Perhaps more accurately, retrench-
ment may reveal needs for representation that have
not been met in the past. During growth, economists,
business administrators, and professional educators
assume a leading role. During retrenchment, admin-
istrators and particularly faculty representing the
less quantitative disciplines must have a voice,
both to protect disciplines that may be currently
out of favor and to use their own professional
specializations. Careful consideration of academic
program priorities and educational policy objeEtives
demands more than the ability to manipulate numbers.
Retrenchment cuts to the heart oft3the educational
enterprise, and dedication to less quantifiable
objectives and to,individuals as individuals must
continually be made explicit (see Mosher, 1969,
pp. 161-162).
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At the state level, wide partiqipation in
discussion of retrenchment procedureS,has
enabled us to reach a general consensus
Which helps keep decisions, within higher ;
education and out of the political arena.

--Panel

Not only will broader participation
increase the probability of Odd decisions,
but it will also increase the probability
that fiScal stringency will be understood
and measures to respond to it accepted by
the participants.

--Panel

..The .Case studies reveal both the variety and-ektent of

faculty participation. At the University of Michigan, an existing.

-consultative body, a budget priorities committee_chairddby-a

faculty member, was prthed into service during the 1974-75

midyear cutback. In the City University of New York the advice

of the governing board urgipg wide consultation was,followedi and.

parent success of initial economy measures in 1975-76 is::,

attributed to this.

.Under- .procedures for faculty reassignment or layoff in

the City University of New York, campuses are required. to establish

special retrenchment committees to review implementation of cuter-,-,

backs. The regulations of the University of Wisconsin place

selection of faculty for layoff; reassignment, or relocation

directly in the.hands of departmental faculty, who operate under

system and campus guidelines. A Campus in the Stan University
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System of Florida established a broadly based task fo ce. to

identify, review, and recommend specific policies and proposals

a 1975-76 contingency budget. Agairrin Florida, an exception

to initial, systemwide travel restrictions accommodated the need

for'interinstitutional counCils,(e.g., the system faculty senate)

to meet as conditions changed.

There are unavoidable risks to participation. In the"

State University System of Florida, an administrative council of

.

a us executives may have delayed orderly implementatiOn dir

retrenchment procedures for fear of unnecessarily alarming

faculty. In the University of Wisconsin, faculty at a few

campuses refused.to participAte in selecting faculty for layoffa.

An extreme example of recalcitrance is found at the State Univer-

sitySystem of New York (Wakshull, 1975):

The,British Commander in the film "Bridge
over the River Kwai" . .. . ended up doing a
better job of building the bridge than his
enemy. He aided and abetted the enemy in

.

time-of war. : . .-And wejlaye faculty and
staff members eager to serve on retrenchment
committees; ready to do the dirty work,of
management. . . . Let managepent do its own
dirty work. Firing or lay* Off people is
their. business and they are paid to do it

1Let them take the consequen es and not hide
behind faculty committees.

4
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Our study does not indicate that this -point of view is*

a common one. Ladd and Upset (1976) have found-that faculty mem-

bers are willift to protect teaching "above all other aspects of

higher education, if cuts must be made" (p. 7)/ '!'Firing, or laying

off people" is indeed "dirty will " and "ma Agement" must-bear

the ultimate responsibility. But faculty retain the major--almost

the sole--responsibility for _ocation, and they cannot be allowed

to abdicate this responSibility. Deliberate and conscientious

-efforts must be mad to foster. .attitudes and perspectives that

assure:. faculty participation. --Structuring such A participatory

role must conform to the history and-organization of institutions

in particular states, and.-will rarely be an easy task. As one

senior administrator stated, although faculty are in the best

position to know what should be done, they.are in the worst

position to act on their knowledge.

WHAT IMPEDIMENTS ARE THERE ON THE FLEXIBILITY
REQUIRED TO RESPOND TO FISCAL STRINGENCY? HOW
CAN THESE BE OVERCOME?

Flexibility is essential-if the responseto fiscal

stringency is to be effective: If the principal actors can

select targets for reduction- or redistribute resources among

programs or campuses, or both, higher education can remain a

viable and dynamic enterprise. The mere existence of flexibtlity
- ,

will not assure its creative use, but without flexibility the
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enterprise will- stagnate. We do not agrea with James March

(1974, p. 133) thatihigher education is a "declining industry"

ctiaracteriied.by "indifference, passiVity, and stagnation." This

danger does exist, however, if statewide and institutional

leaders do not have the freedom to adjust and rearrange academic ,

programs to meet social and economic changes. If they do not,

tdgher education's response to retrenchment will be a cra-

uilt of activity outlined by standard budgetary categorie and

filled in by the happenstance of tenure and seniority.

It is important to keep flexible by not
permanently committing resources and by
keeping a pool of non-tenured appointMents.

--Panel

We do not inten_%-to add to the wealth of existiexistingIrk

literature on the nature and value of institutional autonomy.

We are in complete agreement with the goals of institutional

independence and local initiative expressed by the National

Commission on the Financing of Postsecondary Educati 01973,

p. 57) and by-The Carnegie Foundation (1975, pp. 130-132). Our

more modest aim is the exploration of the specific major

limitations on higher education's flexibility during fiscal

crises.
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For the most part, few new limits on flexibility, arise

from retrenchment, Dollars and state policy have always placed

an upper liMit on academic aspirations. State and statewide

agencies and multicampus systems have always imposed budgetary

controls. The academic establishment has imposed its own rules

for tenure and compensation. Whether 'entirely satisfactOry to the

educational community or not, these boundaries and conditions have

been broad enough to permit higher education to prosper when funds

were relatively plentiful. Fiscal. stringency highlights-these .

conditions and may create'a 'case for-their modification, but it

has not created them,.

The problems raised simply by not having enough money

were well summarized by an institutional budget officer:.

"Flexibility doesn't mean a thing, if you don't have anything

e49'

_ flex" We suspect that most complaints -- justified or other

wiseof departments about, schools of= schools. about. campuses,

of campuses about systeMs of systems about state higher education

agencies, and of the latter about governors and legislatures,

are faunded on lack of resources, not on limitations,of the use

of funds that remain available. In any case, shortage of funds

does require some, explicit restrictions on subordinate units.
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These explicit' restrictions are an immediate response

trenchment. They reach into areas where institutions have

the most iscretion in funding. Travel is restricted, sabbatical

leaves are more stringently reviewed, purchases of supplies and

equipment are delayed, and salaries may be frozen. Restrictions'

of this type limit flexibility and, if severe enough or continued

long enough, could have a disastrous effect on education. While

these emergency measures are modified as the dust settles, their

implications for the longer term are more subtle.

--Restrictions can broaden existing differences among-
organizatianal,levels-7the campus, the multicampus
system, and the state higher education agency. "They"
failed to obtain proper support for "us," and now
"they" are imposing restrictions on "us-." If this
cannot be entirely avoided, substantial participation
by faculty and administrators from all levels can
keep it within reasonable bounds.

--The widespread iMpaCt and high.visibilitybfAnitial
response- maydistract attention from both the current
and longer -term programmatic implications of fiscal
stringency. Concerned investigation of relative
priorities of academic programs-should begin as soon,
as the least probability arses that all programs can
no longer be funded at preexisting level's. Without
discounting the very real personal impact of these
immediate measures--a salary freeze, in particular--
care should be taken to emphasize the longer-term
perspective Unless this perspective is maintained,
small, weak, newly undertaken, or experimental
programs can be crippled, not by design kit by
oversight, and institutional flexibility may be
irretrievably lost.



Lack of funds also makes it more probable thatprOgram

adjustment may be impeded.by routine rules and regulations--both
, 4

those imposed by the state and by higherAeducation itself.

State Rules and B Procedures-

State age cies (at least those in the states in this

study) rarely take a direct hand in the internal reallocation of

-higher education. support. In orie instance, however, a state

budget office did propose detailed internal adjustments. After

,the-institution had accomplished the reductions in another
. ,

fashion, the budget office revived. its earlier proposal' to
t

justify an additional reduction.

It seems fortunate that in [this state]
specific retrenchment decisions are left to
the individual institutions. . I have
the feeling that program quality and
integrity will he key criteria at the local
level. I think this is good.

-State higher education agency

Where a coordinating board exists]
they should he given total dollars and
charged with allocation.

- -State budget officq

I would think that a degree of centraliza-
tion is essential for pfthdent reallocation'
among campuses, even -though state level
allocations of internal campus budgets are
likely to be harmful.=

--Panel
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General parameters for reduction need to be
set at the statewide level, but implementation
of policy must remain in the hands of the
institution and its fatuity, administra ion,
and students.

--State higher edUcation 'agency

Specific limitations impoSed by the state (e.g., travel

expense,. salary controls) are usually applicable to all state

agencies, and do net restrict the flexibility of higher education

more -than that of other state services. And in Illinois, higher

education was notrsubject to line-item reductions, as were other

agencies.

The most significant limitation on our
ability to respond to retrenchment is the
appropriation to specific campuses -ape
campus had $500,006 in excess funds which
could not be used to relieve enbther.

--Panel

it would be most difficult to respond to
midyear cutbacks without adjustments to
line items. Current limitatiOns on transfers
to two percent of total appropriations is
too restricting.

--Panel

Despite designation of state budget formats as "program

budgets," line items continue as appropriation categories and

control points. The line -item format Can limit flexibility

a midyear cutback, since earlier expendituresparticularly



have redOted the margin for discretion. Line-item budgets were

used in several states in the present study butwere a possible

issue only in two: Florida and New Jersey: In the only example

of actual restriction, the executive budget office in Florida

denied a requested trareer of funds during the 1974-75 cutback.

The State University System of Florida could itself approve

transfers of up to 5 percent from one line item to another, but

executive budget office approval was reqUired for transfers in

excess of that amount. The executive budget office refused a

requested transfer of funds from the salary appropriation Tine to

"Other Personal Services"; the transferred funds would have been.

used to pay teaching assistants and the executive budget office

did not believe this was necessary to achieve-the needed reduc-

tion. Other transfers appear to have been approved, however, and

the line-item appropriatiori format was abandoned for 1975 -75 at

the urging of the, State University System. The experienCeO,New

Jersey with the executive budget office was similar: For 1975-76

the state higher education agency obtained advance agreement from

the executive-budget office that institutional response to fund-

ing reductions would not be inhibited by line-i ern controls.

The;legiSlature has recognized the needs
of the campuses for greater fleKaility.by
allowing inter-program transfers.
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Relaxation of state-imposed line - m restrictions

increases the possibility of effective sponse to retrenchment:

State systems and institutions can focus primary attentftni on

programs ad of on relatively arbi ary budget categories.

This does not mean that accountabiltt, is no longer required; the

responsibility remains, and it usual_y\cannot be met simply by

__adopting prior state bookkeeping pr.cedures. Retrenchment

presents an opportunity for higher education to free itself from

the time - consuming and sometimes rivial Activities associated

with traditional line-item bud Beis But it also presents a

challenge to devise adequate prredures.

Salary matters may beat illustrate how the combination,

of inflation and recession can limit flexibility: Recession and

consequent revenue shi2rtfalls reduce the overall fund within

whichdiscretion can be exe cised- Inflation gives rise to

reasonable and vocal deman that salary increases be across the

board to meet increased i

Wisconsin, for example--a

earmarking a major port.'

board adjustment:

.dividual livAng costs. In some states--

p oulations may limit discretion by

of sa ary increments for across -the-

Even if an institution can meet actual cost-of-living

increases without hindrance by state budgetary or personnel
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restrictions, the-funds must come from other areas. n Michigan,

1974 -75 appropriations -reflected the state policy of providing

higher education with about a 6 percent increase.. The University

of Michigan distributed an average 7 percent increase to academic

units, but could do so only at the expense of other activities or

adjustments in fund sources.

If state controls over positions are seen as necessary,

they should be carefully administered to enhance flexibility, not

inhibit it. Such controls should apply to aggregations of

subordinate units to permit the most effective use of peroOnnel.

For example, ,the University of California controls positidns

although it is not under state mandate to do so. :Using such

control, both the systemwide offices 415 the campuses maintain

centrally controlled funds for temporary faculty positions that

are considered a major-source of flexibility (University of

California, 1975, p. 35).

State- imposed faculty position or salary
controls tend to lock in historic patterns
when changes are usually needed to maximize
the use of available dollars.

impanel

In some states, "budgetary savings" or "salary savings"

reflect institutional inability to use all appropriated funds



because of delays in recruiting .resignations, or other factors.

Athony Morgan (1975, p. 43) found that "State officia may raise

the savings requirement during the course of a fiscal year to

compensate for a difficult revenue situation." Although a

recognized economy measure during normal times, increased.savings

requirements do not appear to be major state measures to achieve

the more drastic reductions dictated by retren ment- This is

fortunate, for unrealistically high."budgetary savings".would not-
,

only severely limit flexibility but would also distort existing

and usually bard -won agreements,=,:and a return, to savings targets

r flecting. actual experience Would. be more

Expressions of legislatiVeintent in-or in conjunction

with an appropriations bill can Timit'flexibility during retrench-

ment just as at other times. Their use is sometimes questionable.

In Florida six of the nine general campuses responded to the

1974- 5 midyear cutback by using some qualifiedadministrators

for instruction. (At the City University of New York, the govern-
,

ing board included such a device, among others as a way for its

campuses to meet 1975-76 cutbacks.) However, for 1975-76 in

Florida, the appropriation contained the following language

(Florida State Legislature, 1975):
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A

The Board of Regents Shall thoroughly-examine
the procedures beihg'uSed to administer the
universities and shall affect Changes in those
procedures to achieve .4, . the maximum
posSible involvement of academically qualified
administrators'.intheteaching.process, even
if-on a1 part-time basis.

Administrators are always fair game for reductions.

union 1 ader at the City University of New York pointed to what

as the "proliferation of deans who seem to be immune from

bud-et cuts" ("City University Rethinks Goals," 1975). But the \

diffe ence between "administrative deadwood" and "analytic and

t

managerial capacity" is one of perspective. Administrative

manpower is demanded as state' and federal interest in "account-

ability" imposes a growing burden of reporting on affirmative

action, equal employtent, eog-ram,.costs, and a myriad of other,

activities.

Legislative interest in adminis ive cost-is reasonable

put it hardly merits special mantion.in n appropriation's bill,

particularly when, as in Flori the e ucational ;ommunity

already had the matter under active c nsideration.

'Institutional Rules Re ulations and Procedures

Statewide higher education agencies a d multicampus

systems impose their own fegulations on campuses, and the latte

4
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impose additional rules for schools and departments While

institutions can modify these to cope with fiscal emergency, they

may be reluctant to do so.

A major limitation on changing.internal rules arises

from the expectations of those to whom the rules apply. If, as

in Florida or New Jersey, a budgetary formula is accepted as an.

equitable means of allocating resources, it has legitimacy as a,

framework for budgetary decisions. This will be true even though

changed conditiOns-:-e.g. , abandonment of the formula by state

ag-nciet--mfghtsuggest revising allocation procedures. The

co aint imposed by expectations i-S.very real and is one basis

fer,the almost universal response to the initial impact of

retrenchment of an across-the-hOard cut, or one determined by

formula: While widely publicized, such cuts are often adjusted

over time to accommodate the specific needs' of/ Subordinate units-

and with little or no publicity.

F04 somewhat similar reasons, there 'is reluctance to

alter other procedures such as thoseirelating to sabbatical leaves,

research leaves, (It released time for counseling or pfogram devdt-

opment.. These procedures may be fixed in legally bibiding emplok-

ment contracts. Bit.they also represent faculty expectations,

*ationally as well as in the partic-Ular state, Fiscal stringency
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has not yet become so widespread thAtya-system or institution

can endanger its image by ignoring these expectations

4. WHAT SPECIAL ACADEMIC ANDsSUPPORT PROGRAMS SHOULD
RECEIVE PARTICULAR ATTENTION. DURING RETRENCHMENT?

W-ile retrenchment requires critical assessment of each

acabemi: program and supporting activity for its contribution 'to

instit tionai objectives, three programs'merit explicit considera-

tion both at the outset and thereafter: experimental and

innovative programs; affirmative action and related programs;

and programs for adults..

InnovatiVe and Experimental Pr ems

There appears to be no disagreement about the desirability

of shielding innovative and experimental programs from the full_

impact of fiscal stringency.

Although most people agree in. principle that
innovative prograng should be protected iri
bad ttames, the evidence from . in this
state suggests that these programs are the
first to be cut Retrenchment seems to cause

a retreat to traditional departmental

groupings-
--State budget office

'Although we are trying to. protect innovative
and experimental prograns, these have been
reduced considerably atthe camOuS level.

--Panel

.j
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evattye and eiperimentel proem will
e some protection durAng-retz.'enchnent,

but r hue they do not escape evaluation.
need4ceate recognition and acceptance

pi the fact that some experimehts fail.
--Panel

Aiowever, protection will come about only through deliberate and

positive actiOn, 'for, as one administrator said, programs "outside

traditiOnal:structures will be the ffrst to_gcW' Still another,

warned that if innovative dograms are to survive, theyvill have

to pass testi of. efficiency as well ai of educational effective-

.,

ness. Nevertheless, the reasons for favor=ing experiMental programs

are both practical and educational:

As a practicaZ natter, many - innovative programs addeess

important, emerging issues and questions. It is probable that

most of these programs will require funding through reallocation
F

Of existing support. 'Simi lar reallocation will doubtless be

required to support easing.number of interdisciplinary

programs,within campUses and other programs that cross campus

lines. the slow developmentof-the personal and technical bases

for these "innovations" should not be interrupted by'retrenchment,

for eventually the costs of computers, libraries-, and spedalized

facilities will be beyond the means of individual institutions.

Institutional vitality- -even survtyalover the next ten years



may depend. on. specific attentio to emerging programs during

.*iNetienchment.

The educational reasons for'favoring experimental

programs are equally ,compelling, for many sua.programs address

at least three serious current issues4

--Undergraduates appear to be disillusioned with
traditional instruction in the liberal arts-.

--Graduate student$ are being trained for increas-
ingly scarce academic jobs, yet their expertise
seems urgently needed in other sectors of a
complex society.

--Institutions must create, maintain, and, improve
their ties to, the communities in which they are
located.

In fact, experimental and innovative programs have

received special attention. In New Jersey, a Marine Science

i'ConsortiuM and a systemwide computer and information system were

Amitted from the 1975-76 appropriation, and are now supported '

ky Centrally controlled funds; howver, the Department of Higher

`Eitucation's fund for the initiation of new programs was

ally riduce'd the State- Uni vers System of Florida,

a new Solar Energy Center was` established in the 1975-76.state

budget. In the University of Wisconsin, the systemwide office

continues a grant program for impAvement of undergraduate
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teaching, and innovational calendar reform efforts at Oshkosh

campus were recognized by reducing that campus's proportionate

share` of A' "PrOdUCtiVity".apAck. Wisconsin also Bred

" "incentive funding" for development of multicampus cons la and

4)-F programs responsive to current societal needs. The University .

of Michigan's innovative program to shorten the time for medical

education has,been maintained, and attempts are being made to

protect interdisciplinary and nontraditional offerings.

Don't be boo o tlraistic about the zeal with
which institutions and systems will protect
innovative and experimental programs. More
attention to development fundinges froht-end
investiaont is needed, but it should be can the
basis of a four to eight year proving period
with fiscal targets as the end game. 6.xperi-
ment, however salutorg,- which ultimately
generate higher unit costs, are threatened.

- -Panel

Our study emphasizes activity of state higher education

agencies and multicanipus institutions, but protection is un-

doubtedly extended to innovative programs at the campus, school,

and department levels. We suspect, however, that protection of

innovation during times of fiscal crisis is best afforded by

those who are som distance fpth firing line. -Strong

administrative supp rt at l iels fs" required to-counterbalance

enormoUs personalyand organizational pressures on individual



.

faculty members. Faculty advice must be given substantial

consideration, but faculty members cannot be asked to weigh= he

C-
job of a colleague against continued support for a program-,

educational television, for examp16'4-in which their personal and

Professional interest may be at best peripheral.

Private and federal granting agencies can often provide

the margib of support needed by institutions that; "facing severe

financial stringency . are also under Immediate pressure to

adapt'andirnprove their programs to be more yesponsive to needs

of the learner and'the economy" (Trotter, 1975, p. 6). But

such funds are few, widely scattered, and admittedly- ma ginal.

The- state funding base for innovation must be- protected..

Affirmative Action and Relateg Programs

A serious problem is how to extend special protection

to- 'the variety f programs_that deal with the educationally dis-

advantaged and with affirmative action for minorities aneomen.

The moral obligation is clear, but the diversity of programs,

compounded by the details of federal and state laws, militates

against easy answers: The redefinition--possibly demise7-of

"open admissions" in fall 1976at iie Cjty Univers.ity of New York

is an extreme but pointed exampl.e.



In this stat remedial programs and those
for the educationally disadvantaged=will be
protected and should be.

--Panel

The crunch between programs for the dis-,
advantaged and those for thewell prepared;,
whether minority orCaucasian, is almost
inevitable. .Row can one ultimately deny
adMission co a student who-doesn't need
remediatioirand supportlx6 services while
admitting one who does?

--Panel

Academic programs fo the educationally disadvantaged

bap also received special attention.
I

Educaponal Opportunity Fund

In NewJersey, the

held essential ly'harrhless.

In-no instance were such programs singled out for-reductions

although it is probable that many bore their proportionate share

of reduEtions, as in the City University of New York. In "

California, partial state funding ofremedial:programs was with-

drawn in-1975-76, but apparently because of relatively narrow

issu4s of program-administration.

As far as employment is concerned, directives require

that the impact of faculty and staff dislocation on affirmative

action plans be considered, but as yet tenure and seniority rules

prevail to limit discretion. Where discretJon, oes exist, central

review of campus decisions--in-WAconsin, flOr example- -shows
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specific attention to this issue. Whether by central review, by

detailed directives, or otherwise, moral a-s --well as legal obliga-

tionsmust be met. The exact form of such attention must bg/

tailored
7-

to the needs of the organizations and states concerned.

Guidelines are needed in collective
bargaining agreementS for reduction of
staff so that affirmative action policy
is not violated

--State bigbfr education agency

Pro ams for Adults
. -

Programs for adult students may be offered off campus,-

fare usually part -time inmost instances, are at least partly

self-supporting, and may or may not be offered for degree credi

Self-supporting programs should be carefully e amined.during

fiscal stringency to-be sure that fees. are appropriate, as was

the continuing edutation program in the health sciences in New

Jersey

Where the -state does share costs, programs for adults

can be a specific target for reduction The state may simply

reduce-support, as the 1975-77 apprepriation bill did -for the.

extension program at the University, of Wisconsin. In Michigan,

the legislature exp e%s its intent that off-campus programs

would not be entitled"-to state support, a limitation that required
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clarification-to avoid unintended impact on regular instruction

-in field laboratories and teacher education. In California, for

the first time, the state 'hated enrollmeBs recogniged for the

funding of community college adult programs; it alSo Withdrew

support of the University of California's external degree program.

The University of Wisconsin's external deg program also remains

4
unfunded by the.state. .

A real but ambiguous tension exists between
the concept of life long learning-and that of-
public support for traditional Ogilege age
students. State fiscal strategy seems to be
to charge working adults the full cost of
instruction, but this runs head on into the
life long learning, drop-in and diopout con-
cepts of educational planning, The question
asmI see it: Can the state budget people.
refrain from emaSculating continuing edueftion
long enough for changing patterns of post-
secondary education to be reflected in changing
.funding. strategies?

--Panel

I would like to See -someone examine the shifts
in'higher education from traditional to non-'
traditirOnal programs to boost enrollments. I

believe:,th,it this may be as much a "budget
_tegYV as it is a response to educational
d.

--State budget office

The-legislature is involved in setting some
program priorities. It eliminated funding for
off-campus programs and reduced funds for
public service activities.
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Off- campus instruc---fon.appears,A0-be a-specific target,

for:- statewidereduOtions. Yet thoughtful. (some suggest, optimistic)

predictions-are that the nUmber of nondegree credit studertts will

appl'oximately.double in the next ten years (Carnegie Foundation,

19756 p. 45). There are at least possible-explanations for

this apparent paradox: First, noncredit, off-Campus instruction
..

has low prestige in the academic community itself. In the give-

f budgetary negotiation, programs for adults may be-
..

stly yielded. Second it is by no means clear-that

c.are has been taken in the past by higher education

monitor and coordinate off-campus activities. Should sca

state resources for higher education be used to support courses.

in macrame? Should two--or three:institutions offer ..thsame

-

programs compete for adult.students,within-a_few miles of each

other? 'state executive and legislattVe fiscal agencies suspect

that the higher education community has not really attempted to
.1

ahswer these questions. In anyicP, state higher education

agencies and multicampus systems can no longer afford'to be with

out detailed data about off- campus programt As in Colorado,.

Oregon, and Wisconsin an adequate.informatione can be used

bx.regional and statewide planning groupS- e unnecessary

duplication where it is found and to defend appArkt duplication,

is justified, on (factually based= academic grounds.



5. WHAT CRITERIA AHD PROCEDURES SHOULD 'HE USED FOR
LAYOFF OF PERSONNEL 'DURING RETRENCHMENT?

Retrenchment is mthicket-ofloudgetary,. programmatiC

andpro dural' issues. P sonnel--and personal-issues present

the thor 'est problems,- bg we can only outline these,in%tbe,

barest min *Lin in this repOt. We cannot, for example, explore!

\the implic tions of a collecivebargaining agreement that defines.

"retrench- ent" as "the termination of the employment of any

profetSional employee" forl.easons- of fiscal cutbacksj

reallocation, or curtailment, of an acad4nic program

975, 8). Under our broader definition of retrench-
,

mination of employment is a possibility but s not

ning characteristic. An alternative to staff reduction

may %eI1 be workload increases as one budget office reported in
I

respon ing -to our survey,

Collective bargaining tends to ensure
that,all other cuts are:made before faculty
reductions_

the-caSe studies, experience varies widely: from

the Ililhlydetailed procedures used in the University of Wisconsin

Sy5 -m to lay off, reassign, and relocate;tenured fadulty; to

h +Absence of any special retrenchment precedures for personna

d isions at the University of Michigan. Delgpiie this wide
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,diversity, four aspects of criteria. and procedures for layoff
: . .

appear relevant across -all states; procedural, programmatic,

attitudinal and budgetary.

The propeduriel aspect dominates the initial response-
.

trenchment. Once administrators are-eware that funds may.'

be insufficient to continue existiogStaffing.levels; their

first reaction is to freeze facult)4and.staff.recruitMent., They

then discover that existing statutes:anciregulations either do

not cover the possibility, of laying'dff faculty or do so in-

language too general to'be useful. Of the systems and institu-

tions in the case studies that had procedure's for faculty layoffs

all adopted them in haste.- ;

These procedures are net, discussed in detail bedau7se

eat. in governing procedures, in state statutes,

and in the status-of collective bargaining. Fulkerson

collectedexamples of epresentat4ve layoff provisions, and

Furniss (1974) discusses the advantages an disadvaritages of

differing -procedures,:as well as their legal implicati6ns. We

can add little to these earlier discussions of procedures as

such. We'd° strongly-urge that procedures be examined and

revised, or that new procedures be adopted before the need for

their use arises':
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The programmatiO aspect is always mentioned iry the

retr nchment rules In some cases, the provision regarding

academic Programs may have been added late at nightfollOwing

Consideration of the permutations and coMbinationi of tenure.

and seniority At that point, the administrative authors recall

that the numbers and formal status.of faculty really represent

past academic program decisions--and that dislOclipgfaculty

will also-dislocate these- Oogrems. The regalatiOnS are then-

revised one last time and exhausted staff go home to bed. Only

after the initial trauma do they sit down to resolve the longer

term substantive impact of faculty-layoffdn academic programs .
. / .

Where faculty,reductions did not follow,
from enrollMent reduct4cnalV:.
facility are doeipgiqt-9,f; menial. -
tasks. -This 'apPes.ar6012,e-*ti uh, a -

factory sol-qtion.

-State higher education agency

No bne else sees any urgency about this
but we still do not have any procedures
for laying off faculty in the event of
fiScal retrenchment.

-Penel

t sound critical, we are--not. of OrticOlif.
-. ,-

..;-perOnnel.,rules, but 6f-the apparent inabilit V;4f higher. .:

ucatidn instittittonsto face reality until After many options

61ing with retrenchment have been closed off. Tenure
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and seniority are important, bu ,what higher education is and

where i is. going are more so. A chie'executive officer in one

state in e study commented, "There-was no problem more w

some than t e thought that we might not be able to maintain pro-

gram integrity in 'the face of the grave personnel pressures

inevitably involved." Although the_relationshi ---betweea3 tenure

rights and academic programoOecisions is no means settled .

(Lee & Bowen. :1975. pp% '14143), tbis unpellainiy i ompounded-

.

when directives for consideration of.iprogrammatic-decisions are

included almost as an afterthought to de ailed rules about

personnel status.

The state higher education agency should
have quite s- _ fic guidelines for retrench
ment in s me arease.g., we should haVe
proteFted.nonpersonnel,items more than we

did. SoM9 cOmpuses abused their flexibility.
--Panel

Rather than waiting for events to reinforce the

possibility that retreildhmentwilLbe.cansidered almost solely

in,terms of 'personnel decisions, higher education systems and

nStitut 0 s-shbuld initiate reviews" of academic programs

try en h,tOprovide a context for staffing changes when

the evil day of fiSCal stringency comes,. Maier and Kolka (1973),

in "Retrenqhment=:-A'Primer," state emphatically that it would
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be tragic to let the moment for self-analysis pass_by and pave

thi way for a hostile and indisdriminate public .backlash" (p 438).

Their valuable article urget ongoing operational analysis of

academic programs and offers a four-page checklist for such

an41;sitl-A1:0,'Con's rainti c4r siority dr tenure,: however, a

-not'mentioned.

: The attitudinal aspect'of,personneTrrules:and regula ions
-

1

is as critical as the , actOal provisions themselves. Furniss (1974)

suggests hat a campus environment "low in anxiety and conflict.

may'be vsuitablegoal for retrenchthent prodedures" (p. 170).

Neither anxietynor conflict- can be avoide but.exPerfence'doesw:

.indicate ways in which their. level 'can be reduced Rules and

regulations can refer' to "layoff" rather than "-termination," 'and:
.g

,

to employees who are laid off as such,'

employees." Trivial Perhaps butattitudes reflect the'SU

of such minor items. 'Great care must be taken to avoid uniintended,,

connotations of lack of concern for individuals whose.jobs;are

at stake. Such concern should be explicit in thetprocedures for

reloCatiOn, retraining,' and reassignment of dislocated ffitultk.

The most imp nt_facet=of attitudes and perspectives

has already been discussed under the question.of who should

participate ln developing criteria and, procedures. There' does



trot appear to be a Constitutional equirern ,01 'that faculty

t- , / .

.

participate=in decisionS about whic epartment is-to be cut or
=----..

'specificpily who within the department will be laid off (Furniss,

1974 P., WI fievertheless, we believe that faculty should do

so,,. They may well be the only ones qualified to make the ulti-

mate decisions -about individuals, and, without their participation,

the motives of-the administraticin inevitably will be suspect.

The-Ludgte: y aspects personnel prpcedures hcwld

not be accepted as a 4first cause" of retrenchment and then given

no further consideration. In Wisconsin, the governer and the

legislatur, were responsive to the university s0em's need to

honor its commitment to give laydff notice to tenured faculty and

other staff; one million dollars in one -time transitional funding

was appropriated to fund such commitment. Moreover, if existing

budgetary procedures do'notpernit, flexibil'tyAn the form of

allowing transfers of faculty among separately budgeted units

should be sought; a faculty member who has been g n notice of

layoff should riot be retained as a "lame duck" in his department,

WHAT Al E THE POSSIBLE LONGER7TE IMPLICATIONS OF

RETRENCHMENT ?.

Until recently, retrenchment was a relatively short-term

merlon that made little or no impression either on the owth
of'
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of higher education or on educationa -l' policy.

in Florida, when the state's ectinomy was heavily;deoqiiderit'on the

citrus crop, a killing frost caused a one-year cutback in'all

state services. Higher educatir administritors in Florida

gained experiehce in reducing expenditures, but otherwise the

incident had.,,Tittle impact.

Now, however, even short -term retrenchment may have

longterm implications. In the past, temporary fiscal stringency

was usually an aberration in a context of otherwise settled values

and priorities. Today, Midyear cutbacks occur in the midst of

what Donald Percy characterizes as a "fleraclitian flux" of

changing social and edvcational valueS. The immediate responses

of the state and rri higlieneducation may indicate directions of

change that are not yet clearly articulated. Three possible

changes are discussed here: state program priorities, student

access, and tuition.

prior'Z.

7Fie case studies hint4o, possibly . ,,-ttzt Z proarc

:States appear more willing to fund academic programs

with professional o .ocoupational objectives based on manpower

considerations than p recognize general e -Ilment increases:-

ExaMples are -a recommendOtion for a newlaW,school in Michigan

and legislative maintenance. of planned enrollment. growth in
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medical education in Florida. On the other hand, general

enrollment increases may be more favored than off- camps, exten-

.4s 'sion, or continuing education programs'. RegardleSs of our

!.particular perceptions of possible state level Orioritieg, every

higher education system and campus must .heet retrenchment

its own considered program prioOties

re,lated piogeams that are still
ecgive increased resources

her areas of st
t'her areas of

--Panel

T'find it surprising, but i state 1_
r:ipear5. that career echication programs are
the mro.t vulnerable to fiscal stringency.

--Panel

The historic comMitment,to student access_vid choice

may also be undergoing change. Rare'in the past, two types of

enrollment limits, or ceilings which may

ingly common (Magarrell, 1975)

Limit access are increas-

.-:rActual ceilings may'limit the number of students
k..that 4 system or campus may enroll,. Such ceilings
were considered by the City University of'New-York
and the State University System of Florida. To
meet the issues of Tonger-term fiScal stringenty,
such cell, gs on enrollment were imposed for the
first time in Wisconsin for 1975-76=



-Enrollm,nt limits may appear in appropriations
bills, not as actual ceilings but as limitations
on the enrollment recognized in computations for
state funding. Although these have been used in
the past, they can become a severe funding
limitation during retrenchment--as in New Jersey
for community college enrollments.

I
It is clearly too early even specuTate on the

implications for access that these Short-Uhl responses might
_

have. In the past, capacity limitations were. imposed.because

of 'insufficient physical facil-- and qualified faculty. These

limitaticins have been overrome bilt health and welfare are now

powerful competitors for state funds. Iligher%edUcatifti is no

longer a high priority, and distinctions among applicant s -nia0e

required/ The educationally disadvantaged have claims to p4ces,

that may be more costly than those who are better qualified, and

adult applicants

Current short-

of the prioriti of these,df'ffer'ent-claimants.

are now making their needs known as well.

etrenchment foreshadoWs eventual Ordering

r has been increased in several instances durirg

short-term retrenchmet and these increases have partially 11-

-levialed its impact, but, except in the City ij i sity.of New

York it cannot be said with certainty that th ?ywere caused by

-otrenchment. :-The 1975-76 tuition increase at the-UniVerS1

Mchigan was based on an-informal policy-of, maint4in 1,ui lion
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as a specific proportion of educational costs. Increases in

the State University System of Florida reflected a similar p
. .

But tuition increases are a le5S 'controversial -source of additional

revenue for state government than a general tax increase, despite

the publicity given to student-demons,trations ainst them. We

suspect that they may serve this purpose in some states, perhaps

without adequate consideration of their impact on access.

campus administrators were very outspoken
against tuition increases until the iegis-
-/aturb_itldiaAtVd-that these' would he the
only source of new money;`-.-Ttk':thh'anged
their minds fast.

--Panel

-11pre will be level funding
for U976-7 offset in part by a portion
of amounts that governing boards are able
to raise by increased tuition and fees.

--State budget office

There is a current legislative proposal
to increase higher education budgets only
by those amounts whichcan he offset bi
increases in tuition rates.

--State. budget office
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New Styles of Administration

Although ratrenthment brings

that may or may not have implications for the future, the major

long-term result, we believe, will be systematic change in the

administrative processes that support academic and budgetary

decisions. The acute distress'` midyear'cuthack is a symptom-

of a chronic condition that will not be cured by hiring freezes,

enrollment limitahons, or restrictions on travel.
.

THE IMPERATIVR OFRRSOURCE REALLOCATION

The-chronic condition in which higher education will

find itself over the next decade is made_up of many factors:

demographic, chOMPsiArOWtfi-0tate-tex-supPortqd!health,,._
welfare, and environmental serviCes; energy problems: inflation;

and the shifting values not only of students but also of society

in general. The immediate future may well 5e characterized by

"creeping fiscal exigency" (Glenny, 1974-75; More, 1975),



States may not discriminate against
education deliberately when fast
comes, but higher education may ,t ;.lower

priority than some other prograig Such a.s
welfare. In addition, some other state- ser-
vices--K-12/ for examplehave rigid fuTding
formulas to protect them, and we do not.

State revenues have been sufficient for
additipnakIranding, but we have bden_Ait by
the -- change' n:priorities in allocating

e reVehues. . . (We are] getting less
do more.

- -State higher education agency

Relatively loose, unstructured, and highly subjective,

administrative styles of the past may have been well suited to

a period of growth. Whether because orim spite of them, higher

education thrived. But the new conditions require a new style,

as Earl Cheit (1975a) Suggests.:

A new stylejs emerging on campus. Unlike
the old one, which sought improved quality
mainly by adding income, the new one relieS
'mainly on control, planning, evaluation,
and reallocation to promote institutional
strength within' fiscal constraints. This

new style means converting loose collections
of professionals into managed institutions,
using more formal approaches to decision-
,making, relying more* systems. (p. 170)

,Cheit sees the new style as characterized by control',,

planning evaluation, and resource reallocation and we agree.-
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There is, in fact, little that is conceptually new about the

new style of administration. Systems and -institutionsof higher

education are being forced by the imperative of resource

reallocation to undertake realistic planning that has been urged

in the past (Glenny, 1959, pp.' 73-82;.Lee & Bowen, 1971, p. 233).

Weconsidered-pouring old wine into a new bottle by calling the

new style of administratfori "imperative
planning," but the name

is'unimportant.- Each state: and each system and institution will

devise procedures to,suit its own circumstances. It is far too

early in the transition from growth td stability to predict the

exact conformationof these, but the responses ofuhtgher education.

retrenchment point out possible common characteristics.

ReSource Allocation

Howard Bowen (1976) reflects that, in his more cynical

moments, it is easy to believe that '"internal allocations are

. incremental annual adjustments based on external and inter=

nal 'Political pressures" (p. 4) instead of on, educational,
6

grounds. -,Whether cynically or realistically we do not expect

that the new style 6f administration
will completely dispel the

pressures. of either state or academic politics. We,do believe

that while fiscal stringency will increase these pressures,

higher,education will, paradoxically, be less'subject to them--

atleastinthe form of "incremental annual, adjustments."



ate higher eduCation agencies will project

resource use beyond a single fiscal year, and

executive and legislative fisdal agencies are
likely to respect these projections. Although

one legislature cannot bind its successor, a

one-on-one projection of fiscal expectations

and academic programs will be a favorable con ex

for realizing such expectations.

--In thi,co.htext necessary phasing -in and phasing-

-out of academic programs will.add emphasis.to the-

need for matching resources to planned changes

over time.

=As fiscal and enrollment conditions stabilize,

the optiohs for unplanned, incremental change
willdwerny, Some play in the joints of the

annual tu*Wmust remain or the machine will not

run, but little scope will be allowed for re-

allocations that are not justified by academic

. plans.

We'believe that state budgeting will move toward mKlti-

year fiscal plannihg. Change will not be dramatic. Day -to -day

-procedures and guidelines -are volatile, but procedures for

develNaing state budgets-7even the formal wording of appropriation.

bills represent long-term-political relationships. and are

powerful stabilizing fattors in state government; In state

4'?.

budgeary, ractice; higher education has traditionally enjoyed

greater f scat flexibility than other state agencies. As emphasis

shifts to longer-term fiscal 'planning, some of this flexibili

will be lost. Still, the shift in emphasis will not apply to

higher education alone, and other state agencies may gain

'flexibility in a more rati,onal context of planned change.
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Higher education can be more effective and
responsive to future fiscalisituations if
higher education institutions and their
state executive and legislative counterparts
can develop realistic plans Iand adopt a
concept of forward funding.I.-. This con-
cept would provide timefOrIsmooth transition
to approved program eha-ges:

ha of education a

In this state, collective bargaining agIve-
ments require a two year iZad time in retrencir
cent and campuses,.have someiddscretion in
closing revenue g4s because of this

--State budgee7office

9

Academic Plans and Plannin

Under the new style of admini ation, the substance

and format of academic plans will differ substantially from"those

that generally formed part of higher e 4cation's paraphernalia

in the past:

'--Plans--as'in the new ilinois explicitly,
consider the impact of Vossible fiscal stringency.

, --Plans will be revised on an annual orbiennial baifS'.
and will no longer be assumed valid for fixed five-
or ten-year periods. More frequent revisions will
be based on current budgetary and enrollment
projections.

--Plans will be more inclusive of other sectors of
education: independent institutions, secondary
schools, and vocational and technical schools: The
time has passed when the differing sectors can be
allowed to go their separate ways.

r6



--Plans will be more specific-about shortrange
objectives, particularly anticipated new programs,.
Chi the other hand, they may be less specific
about long-range objectives,,to keep the fewer
available options` open.

--Institutional roles' and missions are less likely
to bp ,stated in general terms--e.g., "am urban..
university"--than by well defined academic program
and constituencies-

- -Plans will still present institutional .images
to outside constituencies; but not in a lavishiY
illustrated, slick paper format. The proper; mage

of the next decade will be one of frugality, even
if money were available for, a more impressive
presentation.

Our new academic plan warns campuses 'that there.
will be-an enrollment bulge from 1977 through

,.1960, but fal, decline thereafter. The plan
encourages increased productivity and the
reallocation 'Of existing .rbsources. While not,
specific, the plan does lay a broad framework
for future responses to fiscal stringency.e.

--Panel

ileademic plans have generally not been useful
pecauSe they were not specific enough, but hard
planning:during hard times can improve quality,
productivity, and effectiveness.

--Pane

c

Even if we cannot accurately predict the particular

characteristics of aeadethic plans, we are certain that these

plans will be mpre,difficult to prepare: They will no longer

be expansively built to have something good for "everyone." But

it'will be essential th1W-1 everyone" clearly understand the
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SinFe 1970, .both' the scope and intensity of review of

ew ancFexis ng academic programs has increased (Glenny et al.,

1975b, p. 124; -Cae & Bowen, 1975,1ap.

of administration, the trends will continue:

6-57). Under the new style

7-The costs of existing programs and the projected.
costs of new ones will be wincveasingly critical
factor and a major (although never the oily)
criterion for evaluation. '

--Quantitative data on costs, enrollments, and
faculty and staff characteristict will be routinely
collected and analyzed. TheSe data will not sub-
stitute for informed academic judgment, but they
will be major criteria for deciding when and where
qualitative factors must be made explicit.

--Executive and legislativeJ4cal amcies will
show great6r Interest in academic program evalm4:-
ion. Butas in California and Wisconsin'-7the,

should. generally restrict their.atientiont6 the-
procedures by which state higher education agencies
undertake review. Unless the higher education
agencies are derelict, state fiscal agencies
should not themselves assess the effectiveness-a
individual acadeMic programs. .. t

--State higher education agencies will--as in West ,

Virginia and Wisconsin -- explore and develop .criteria

for minimum size of academic programs and campuseg.
Regardless of enrollment limits, state interest in

i imantainng a campus for a particular region must,
J3 reflected by adequate funding. On all cambilges%
-high cost programs that serve only a few students
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will be subject to scrutiliparticularly special-
... , .

ized programs that'areAdplitated on other state
campuses. ,.,

. ,...

recently terminated about 50 degree:programs,
,ut half of which will result in substantial

*savings. We looked at trend ,in enrollments and
.degreeS, the importance:of the'program to the
total campus mission, critical mass of faculty,
and the general guality'of the progrAils in reach-'
ing the decisions-4

--Panel

Academic program reviews have been heliful in
responding to fiscal stringency, partiCularlY,
at the institutional level.

- -panel

The University responses to reduction s
have been essentially ad hoc, but.1976-77
requests reflect recent, very careful campus
reviews of academic programs.

.

State budget office

Until .recently, few existing academic programs were terminated,-

and many new one's were instituted, simply because every" liberal

arts campus or "every"-research-oriented university should offer

them. The new style of administration will inhertt many such

programs, and, if campuses are to retain their vitality, some-

thing like "zero-base" academic review will be required.

Information and_Information systems

Much more so than in the past, the new style of

administration will make use of routinely collected,- quantitative'
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information. Within the higher education community, decisions

willcontinue.to be based on informed academic judgment rather

than on numerical indices, but the indices will be available and

can direct attention to possible problem areas. An example is

prov'ded by the monitoring of campus resources (the "composite

support index") in the University of WitC_4onsin System: Yet

information may create as many problems-as it resolves:

-State and federal agencies demand reports of
increasing scope anal complexity. In early 1976,,
the New York Stan Commissioner of Education was
sufficiently dismayed by a federal survey that
he requested the D6Oartment of Health,, Education,
and Welfare to withdraw it (Nyquist, 1976). The
apparent asSumptiOn that unlimited informalion
can be-easily and cheaply extracted from automated
data fi is one that all who labor in this
particu r vineyard know to be false. '

--Although compilations and analyses ofxlsting
'statewide data usually explicitly warn of data
inconsistencies and ambiguity (see McCoy, 1975),
these compilations undoubtedly will be used or --
even with the best intent--misused by state

cal agencies for comparative purposes.

--InforMation systems are outside the mainstream
of academic objectives. As both external ancr_
internal demands for quantitative data increase,
resources.for data collection and analysis will
usually be available only in competition with
equally valid demands of instruction`and research.

We found that the pain of retrenchment was
eased by good structures and prdcessesfor
consulting as many peo0e as possible, by a
fairly comprehensive informatiOn system .and
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data analysis, ark .by d_cidIng early just
what had to be done centrally and what'had .

tope done aethe campuses.
- -Panel

analy s of cost data for 23disciplin-
Arnaa'Wab ver ful:in avoiding a

flat across-ihe-boa44Z percent reduction.
that was required in fiscal` 1976.- Analysis
provided a rational basi.Sfor selective
reductions.

--Panel

l!Whplieve-that ret nchmegi was implemented
more;Leasily-because of the cos,t information

which, had been deVeloped about various

institutions.
-'=Panel

CentraliZation::, tr

It appears inevitable that some academic decisions that

were the prerogative -,of departments, schools, or campuses in the

past will,mOvg to a higher organizational levb1,,..,,EightyfOur

percent of the''state hi,gher-edOcatiNagenties responding to ou-

questionna0e agreed that state fiscal stringency had led or would
.

to lead_to,greater centralization of academic program.

decisions in their offices. Al gh "centralization" is a

notoriouSly'ambiguous term, it does capture a perception of the

future that is shared by seven,of .eight consolidated goor6ifig

boards, by'10.of 12 regulatory coordinating agencies and bye,

three of-foun advi ory coordioating agencies. Our consultants,

who were drbwn from all three -types of agencies, agreed that

",
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consblida ed,goverhingboard had greater optiont for short -term

responsgs to retrenchment han most coordinating agencies.

suggested thiX demands for fast decisions could lead to greater

centralizatimi of authority in consolidated boards. Consolidated

board representatives agreed on the possibility for greater

centraizatien but not the probabilit9_ All concurred that the

diversity ot-governance.and coordination across statesincluding

the person44!characteristic of the major actonS-_-precluded

generalization-,

A state,level higher education agency
.has,to be out front with positive recom-
mendations end .a progratn to minimize the
impact of retrenchment on the students.

f =panel

Retrenchment has trengthened ability
to exercise' the statutory .ant rity that
we already had. 4)

--State higher education agendy

You should emphasize' the need flpr centrally
developed retrenchment gadelineS and set,
ting-of pr4or,ities as opposed to uncontrol-
led carpus . autonomy.

--State budget office

This study of the immediate impact

'could oot explore - possible trends toward "centralization. Some

evidence of centraTiz ion maybe present in states where greater

ibteresf.is being -Shown in the costs and in the possi

retrenchment



program duplication of off - campus fferings. Pilopo$ed strength-..:

erring of"coordinatiO,agencies-76r their establishmerrtAmhere none

0
exists,--may be,similar evidende in states lik&'.MarPand, Massachu-

setts, and Mich *The Opihions-.of those Whdare responsible
0

for higher education in their states that centralization-will
--.

(cur Jif concern that it be infyrmed, deliberate,
r

and

assurin accountability and the achievement of

current and

als.'''Such-atsuran66-tsbest prdilided,we'believe by

realistic academidpins that reflect.botK program

and budgetary considerations.

ND. pDIDELINE

ate-differs ftom neighb i,n its trl'itition

fr4 Apwth to stability, end in the extent,td which the-44ntir

.

ticl maybe distorted by -fiscal 'stringency- and r Irenchment.

Mo-eove.r, acadebic and fiscs author' s found at.diferene,

evels aeross states and often across institutionsliithin the

same state. Our principles and guid4lines roust be reach

_these differences in mind.

oreiletrenchment-

There are, we elieve,=seven

=

ad Ministration that apply at'all'time7 to
0

stet s.° The first five mandates are well

principles of academic

andall institutio

known to everyone who



d .a conference or read a book on acade is

the
,

las -e the dct4te of- Common sense. Th e mandates or

not r"peere simply because we have .attended (ie same con-
1'

ferences and- read the same books. Reitera 'et:wired because,

as famiiiar 'as ty are, these.mandates are Mot refletted in
. . .

- current practicesvand reassessment and reexamination-of curren

practices are uPgRpt necessities;

Establ'i campus rOles'and missions t terms of,
existing d reposed -academic proqrams and caMpus
and progrOvo ctivp -Missions should incorporate

ctions stude i. ollment:andipf .faculty
ver.

Frew new and existi
pi tideddres. that. requ

patign: Reviews s
4Pdf ofterings. and

cative onet.

rams

cdlty Oartiti-
ieboth imps gvekrit'

weak or dupli-

Asture routine Coilpctionof-baiit'-infomation
about,stOdenttfacutty, academic -programs, use of
facilities, and coSts.40If common Statewiille defini- :

i s are lacking, agreement should breached on
odures thWW411 assure Teasonablecompara-.

bil . ty of Majeirrdata elements: '

netermine academic prpgram prioriltiet: ed on
campus missions, atademic plans,.and data pro-

. jectionsi- scheduling propos.ed changeSip existing
offertngstover a three to five year peljod --

Assure fiscal-ancLprogramatic'flexiylity tiji
retaining or recapturing uods, facUlty positions,
or both, to meet shifti. 2 'studentAemands.and to
support new and experimental prod` ms.

_,--



Thes%, first' five principles. do contain,orl

=

mandate mto plan u Standing alone, sucha Mandfte may be too
-N

broad to have meaning. (see 14i14avSky. 1973)... We do know that

similar mandates have. had little effect in the 'Past. But we'd°

suggest that -1 planning g --howev
1

*
mi dons area expressly bounded

,-,

tions and are set within a matrt

nevi table_ if campus,

Parfing.s and -eX t a- 44

dent enrol lment

awl- fa c utity composition.

The sixth principle ve y specifid:'
a

6. pevelpp proedures or.th'e.layoff, relocation,
retpining, and termination of tenured, and nonce
tenured faculty and staff; These procedures -should ti

clearly amarvrtir causes for chan s

!'in faculty status: .ftscal...stringency or retrench-
ment, enrollment decline, and programmatic chan

Art,.

4

The seventh' princIplk is very

7. .State,higher education-agmcies
and legislative fiCal':agencies
akoiitinuingdia-49gue with the
defining explicft,volattonstlip,s
elements of student t-access .aca

end .budgetai-y support.

and ekecuti ve

should maintain

ngthe
emic qual ity,

n times of growth he fa r access,

cademic quality,- and budgetary su-T.or. e related by budgetary

ormulas and ,guidelines. E..fross enrollment figures
r,

were related to state dollqrs, end -= explicitly or. implicitly -a



educa qual it/ was represented by a student faculty ratio

2
that was essentially an artifact of the formula itself. Budgetary

formulas will continue as aids to calculation, but they must be

modified by more detailec-conSiderations of program type and cost,

student characteristics, and by the best available opinions,on

the effectiveness of rirograms in meeting student and state

objectives. Firm budgetary idlines. in any state are unlikely

in the face of substantial fiscal uncertainiy, but, should retrench-
,

anent bg required, boKsiate and institutional response will. be
,-

-Ened by :prier exphrationOof Althoigh

s

, _

may not be resolved, areas- of ditloWestill I be subttantial

and cleantitatiVe and qualitative inforMatiowbear4n

them'wiil be available.

Following these first principles will not of

an .adequate statewide plan fo

tithing, of the broader is

e)seWhere Olennyq('Weathe
Ori

Foundation, 197 B).

her education.. They say

rdirotion,discussed at leng

rdahl, 1971 ;.CarnegieJ
These principles

ncy other.than in the personnel procedu

critical guidelines nevertheless. If fal lowed

anticipate fi s

es . Ttley are
S-4

theylvi 1 provide

-a firm basis for the 'deciSions required dining retren ent.



Public, higher edUtation:cannot contro an :uncertain-

future. either unilaterally or with the Most complete cooperation

of state fiscal agencies`. But if a system 0-institution kn

what resources it has and what it wants to do with them--in h

plan then it is immeasurably ti ter prepared for

'adversity' than the all too rr ny,coTleges'andliniversities whos'e

:most specific goals ire their. catalogS.

Almost, y definition, re_renchriA comes as a surg e.

statt her educatitrf agency, a'multicamRus system.

. -

campus .lack, a adeffil-c,-,progrIT objectives and priorities or dpes.

not have acdes 6 deail;d:infRrmation about students arid.

faOhy, stf ck of surprise will ominate its response:

Specific advice 011 be of little help. Where.theres been

1Rreparation:for planned,change, however, and recognition that

athitving recwire resource reallocatinn
y- ,

-ponse anergiliOince are possible:

onsidered

1. reductions
_

Selectfv as opposed to across-tne-b ard
will usually be the more appropriate.responsC;
time is available to implement them. Oaly by acc4'-'

dent will proportionate cutta-Cks recognize the.'
differential needs of campuses and program0

Acrpss-:the-board reductions may e the only alter-
native; if time is not Ayaifable or if institutional
morale isoperceived-to-Aquire them. If-use



ch r ducti h base a1 annu91
budgets to-the ex, ,possibl fund,-
balances at the, ti e of the, reOiction

. The
happensta of expenditure timing-.sh uld not
replace ea lier: mere considered, jud ments' on
relative needs.

c
. ---.-----

Fixed or relativty_tiXed costs should:be clearly
identified, exaMTned,-fid widely publicizes.
Utility costs and contractual salary commitments,
for example, reduce tie eargin for programmatic

4response.. These =11 t,1 s on flexibility should be
explicitly-stated. .

-i
4 Existing fpculty and student consultative groups

should Wbrought into discussions as early as
-passible. ler ieroprate.greups do not exist, ad
hoc adviso committeesftuld be established and
kept f nformed.

.

Institutional rules and regulations limping
fiscal.tlexibility should be identified and-re- ,

vised tolEassure maximum flexibjltty:
. .

State rules and' regulations limiting f sc

iAlt
fleiljlity ld.be_ identified and app pH-ate
ctianges rpq etc' assure-maximpm-fle biliity. " !...0.'

e'
---17.0. Use of -fl'exi)bilitly by subordinate onis should

7111e.ana.lyze-raha,-if-necessaryl'coer l points
,-s-houlebeesta tshed to assure that future needs

.

oi it-bothArin and sUpprort areas'are not
.ictrificed . cttrrept convenience.

1

edu6res for facUlty. layoff or relocation
uld,be reexadipecr. The actual or imminent

eofiifftse procedures i likely to Gdicate
dificitia4 that.,h4d n. been considered-aen

,

. edureskwere .ori lha y-developet. , s.

e olved by immediate-response in a sing/le year. -A midyearL

cutbaOk or am.untimely and dras tc reductOn in a budget request



ost always an .early symptom ntinuilig fiscal stringency.

'nd immediately- available edikctiOns--travel and p rchase

s rictions, for eiample:-are."first aid" measures, not remedies.

Relatively painle one-time reductions cannot be repeated with-'.

/out undermining re a toilships betW-e essential supRprt functions

and academic program objectives. The_long-terMOmpact must not

be di*regarded in the has of immediate re '.gecausie

readily availabl reductions are only partial solntions.'higher

education an0 the state must both accepst responsibility for the

longer-term poliqies and procedure that address the longer term.

R6garding pat

4

have already urged that preparation

for retrenchment requires a continuing dialogue/on the relation-
.

ships among stude'ot access, program quality, and state support.

'The'general expectatibn that state higher'education agencies with

govern or,tiegdlato ribrity will allocate reductions to-

puses and prog not obscure'the fSct that access

`.qual4ty, apd fundin _ policy, issues as well as educational'..

ones. In implementi-ng state policy, state higher education

agencies,10eampuses,, and lndiVtdual ad iisrators ,,and faculty

members must accept respoObility for diffixult, usually un-
-.

popular, programmatic\-Od ersonnelAecisfons. St at; government.

hls their responsib ty of affording policy guidance:



Governors and legislatures must indicate ex-
plieitly what changes in state policy they wish
to haye implemented when fiscal stringency upsets
the-expected and traditional relationships among.
student access, program quality, and state support.

Regarding procedures, an6adequate long,term response to

retrenchment will be posSible only if budgetary development and

administratton.are integrated over time with academic program

objectives. In our questionnaire, we asked if retrenchment "led

to greater,integration of academic program planning and budgeting

wfthin-higher education systems'and institutions." Of the 24

states reporting some incidents of retrenchment, 12 agreed that

such integration'had taken place, and six reported that it had

Six others either did not respond to this pa_ticular question

or stated that it was inapplicable. ,While these responses are not

discouraging, neither do they,indicate,that academic programs and

4
budgets will be integrated* -mph, under the press6ri-of a midyear

rP bcutback pr a substantial and untimely eduction in a budget re-

Aue Higher educaticin should take the lead in this integration:

10. State higher-education a es and institutions
must base budget requests on realistic. multiyear..
fiscal projections that incorporate specific
,academic program priorities1-,



her education cannot solve its problems alone. Multi-

year budgeting requires some-stability, if not in state fundi-ng,

then in the -pr h that funding, is ed. State fiscal

gencies are a ne ssa y party to any attpmp itutions to

Plan beyond the Current-budget cycle. Gove n, ,legislators.

must recognize that'i truction is sequential and highly dependent

on very specialized personal services. The reasonable expectations.

of students. and the contractual conditions of faculty employment .

impOse seyerelimits on rapid 4institutional change:

11. Governors and legislatures must recognize,' at least,
in principle, the need for multiyear funding in
higher education so that reallocation of funds can
be'phased over time.

THE ROLE OF STATE* BUDGET AGENCIES

GenerizatiOns and prtdictions about new styles of

administration in higher education carry substantial risk; but

far less than those'dealing h state bdci y styctpres and

r Auc _ -udgets are

relatiVely uniforms accoun th costs' of studeti,

teachers, and fatilities (NationlrAsi,ociatipn of College anti/

Uni'Versity Business Officers, 1974). At the state level, however,

-
practices. A ross a sta

there are enormous variations- in the format and content of

governors'-budgets, appropriation bills, and allotment practices.



A.currSilt studY

execy,tiv dget'

ate budgetin

ice s may-ifave a

r more profesienal Staff e

es found that

ne and as many,_ as

wing .higicer pducation budgets

stAffing patternsny et al: 1975a, pp. .< 1y8-19)-.

ow not only variations in size but many ofliers elltepto the

structure of sUbstantive and fiscal .committees. Despite this

_

great diversity, fiscal flexibility and accountability are two

Aspects of state activity thit.are -particularly relevant to

retrenchment.
.

Fiscal Flexibilitty

The governor's office and his fiadal staff- are the firs

to cope with fiSoal stringency.. They usually arjoeafenecessary

reductions across the board to all state agencies-1-!3'nd all in-

eluding higher education.organizations- are del

sibility for detailed) impl niation of:the cu

exegptive b'udget,,nffice-apprbv'al .is regbired fo
,

.,

has usually beenlorthcoming, and states have

e.respoh-

1,:ther&-

immediate needs of the ftigheeducation institution

1 pximItili Y.

hen fiscal stringency continues into a second y

.yond, this awaren > a etrs to continue.. In Ne erse

exect.itiwAbudg7" offtce. gaye advante aSsu



trarisfers would be approved. In Florida,. the IdifslatUre

changed the appropriation bill frdm a line-item to a 1 Mp-sumC

format to,Ormit greater flexibili

In this report, retdhchMent appears,, as the major

Iactor that points up the need forlfiscal flexibility, but it

is,t1 no means th_---011, -one with higher.education must

Uncertainty Qi federal 'and extramural funds
further reduces the necessary guarantee of
fiscal flexibility required in times of resource
constraint. Funds such as indirect cost re-
imbursergent from grants and contracts are less
avai)Ole as a source of discretion, as they
are` diverted' to activities previously supported.
by the state. Similarly; facultyccollective
bargaining may make inroads on fiscal flexi-
bility as unallocated dollars -are required_to
caulk ,the seams of negotiated contracts. 130.

We urge that state iseal agen0;ies continue to recognize.
4:gm

higher education's ne0for Tespurqesi
e
to maintainerag eress towarpldnned objectiv" is an imperative, ,,7

Sy

but higher educat on imut have the flexihilit to respond to it
'

.

Fiscal lexibility does'not mean

.-prorammaticacceuntability t

1 Commission on Higher Education. 9 971) we-believe the-s ate must

'exercise influence and even control" (p 105) over k4riety pf

the end of either fiscal or

e state. With thd C negie
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matters, including effect use.of resources

legislatures-ph maintain control over the effective 'use of

resources by;Ciearantr-0701 it-policy, by:participating in multi-

year fiscal.plannihge,a d d tauditl. Restrictive 1-00 teM.

budget categories:45nd data* T 4,,preaulii and similar procedures

can control resources

use of: them.

Accoun
-a

but they 1011 not control the effective

To achieve program accountability there is% growing,

reliance on special prograM odoperformance audits undertaken by
14,: . :

staff units (Glenny 1., 1975a, p.`' 50)`. 'Their aCtiyity-
, . :--

..

ssupplemented with requests higher education furnish

r
tudies-and,reports on OdrtitutZr topid t.s

. v

special

Suc- stud4es.can be .a powerful' Aid to

legislaturesboth in determintrig futire OelicY direc ionS,,ancrin

eviewing higher &itication's compliance with past directives,

or higher education such studies can substi'ute thoughgul and
,

.

in-deptivApalysis:of performance for mechanical guidelines dnd--
. P.-

form, u.A nd.. .the often sup. er,fi ci a auditing of .compje
p.

erati ons.
4 .

The form and content of these studies will-vary with the issues,:
#

but et. their best. ere 12the,rearpossibility of the true

"policy analysis" that Aaron Wildaysky .(1969) seeks torescue

romedrlier planning, programming, and budgeting-procedures.
,
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HavieVerthemo more detailedthe i nformati on.-aboat the-

operations of higher education, the greater is the temptation to

CO-reef perceived deficiencies= Tire increasing analytic dap{ oity,

state-executive.and-legistative budget agencies ii potentially

beneficial, but the immediate impicf.is Mixed. The need lxists

to define more explicitly the bophdary between legitimate state

fistal,c6licerns and educational prerogatives. State probes often
. =

seem unconstrained by an awareness Cf the-costScif response to the

institutions or of the
16

utility of such probes to senior state
.

fffcials and budget offic- 'Staggered response deadlines,

avoidance of duplicate inquiries, prior agreement on the precise

reason for inquiry and the result desired, and costs and priority

of requests should be among the minimal conditions -of any state

inquiry. Recognition of the expenSeof accountability in time-

and money is growing (Cheit- 1975b)i but costs are not the only

problem, and almost heroic self-restraint on the part of governors,

legislators, and their staffs is e0entialfo,avoid unnecessary

and possibly harmful intervention into internal campus management.

CONCLUS ION

Retrenchment is unfortunate even if unavoidable. It. can

cause personal tragedy, and it inevitably':' ntails institu ional

disruption and trauma. It can drastically alter an entire

educational system, as has in the City University of New York.
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I Inay result in i-nting lawer. funding I with a imilarly

drastic impact on individnal programs or departments:
_ niay

. .

.
reduce edocationhA opportunities ay limiting enrollment- --or impos-

cion higherlition. But adversity has its uses :fhose who have

enerienCed retren ment,tre now fully aware that institutional

deppnds on the'!villingness and ability of faculty And

to s.tat specific.academic program objective toadministrators

.orden'th4e aspriorities,'And to alTocate

They are also aware that the task requires

of executive and legislative

resources acdordingly.

the informed cooperati

setter inregration fAeoademi--prOgram pla
ning eil budgeting is mandatoryQf wq;are to

wive. This is, of coorsk, a necessary
Cdr all institotice'. .'.-not just

terse Saoing'firmncial -exigency. The main
thing is t0 keep the ball in our hands by, do-
log our jobs; othorud.spstatefbudget officers
and legislators. (or le4ds/ativa teftly will
be forced to toot for us.

-state higher education agehcY

/ do not know of ang serious er'tealiseic
'integration of program planning and bUdgeting.
But under' current fiscal realities, Such
integration must occur or higher education's
relative position in the resource allocation
process is going to decline. !

--Stato budget office
rg

Many states have not experienced retrenchment, but the

1 sso ofqhose who have are applicable'to all: They are not
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-only lessons in retrenchment, but in the b

istration of public higher educe-tion ,:
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,Appendix: Case Studies

The case tudies in this appendix generally cover

responses to fiscal stringency during the fiscal years 1974-75

aid 1975-76. They were prepared from extensive documentation

furn shed by our institutional consultants and from correspondence,

discussions, and telephone. conversations with them. Drafts of

the Ase studies%Were- reviewed by them and also by a person in

each state--usually an executive or legislative fiscal staff

meMberc-not connected with the instituticn during the -retrenchment.

The case studies. reflect most of the torments of these reviewers,

but in sortie instances,- limitations of space may have prevented

extensive or detailed,explanation. In others, we may have empha-

sized a factor which we perceive as relevant to other states even

though it may not have been perceived as critical in the particular

state. Moreover, the relatively common format adopted for pre-

sentation may be/a procrustean bed distorting specific events.

We do believe, of course, that the case studies accurately portray'

the major features of retrenchment in the five states-as of early.;

fall 1975. To the extent that they do, the credit belongs to our
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-consultants and revie To the extent that they do not,

we alone must take t e blame. The_cohsultants themselves have

prepared "postscripts" which%pdaie the case studies as of late

spring 1976. Our inde tedness to them is ob1 ylous, tend the time

taken by them to preparT these postscripts is more than ad9gbate

evidence of
1

heir- sincere interest in this attempt to help others

meet the ptiblems of fiscal stringency:

_05
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FLORIDA..
. State UrdvorsitySystemof Florida

OVERVIEW AND CAUSES OF RETRENCHMENT

The State University System of Florida,administers nine

general campuses which are funded by the state as a single budget

unit. In the middle of the 1974-75 fiscal ,year, 'the State Univer-

sity System- -along with' all other state agencies--was requireeto

reduce expenditures from state general funds by 3.3 percent. For

the following year 1975-76, the overall appropriations exceeded

that for 1974-75, but state general revenue fund support was

reduced, the reduction being offset.by an increase in tuitions:

1974-75 & 1975-76 State Funding by Sourcei: Nine Campuses
(in $ milliolis)

-Fund-Source

,1974775 1975776

'Boyer-
3.3%- Board nor's

.

Appro.- .Reduc- :. , recom- recom- Appro-
iation tion Net mendation mendation riation'

State general
funds 193 (6) 187- 240 1.81 186

Tuition and
Other inceme 49 49 50 54 65.

Total 242 (6) 236 . .290 235 251
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Under=p eviously existing standards based on requests

geneated by an enrollment-driven for2mula, appropriations- for

1974-75 would have accommodated a 2.5 percent enrollment increase.
=_,

=

In fact, a 5 percent increase occurred. Enrollment is expected

to increase an additional 6_percentin 1975-76.

Ael

In additiOn to the $251 million appropriated for the nine

general camauses, the State University System received $114 million

to fund other budget entities which it administers -- overall, some

$17 million more than the 1974-75 appropriation. These appropria-

tions to higher education were part of an appropriation of $4.5
4

billion for all state services, of which $2.2 billion was general

\?,,fvenue, The general revenue appropriation wasrsome,$300 Million

less than the 1974 =75 appropriation--repOrtedly- the first time in

over 30 years tf at state general,revenue spending had decreased

from one year to the nex

Retrenchment in Florida clearly resulted from a decline

in state revenues. The revenue estimate which precipitated the .

fisca1,1974-75 mid-year cutback was:
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Fiscal Year 1974-75

January 1974 estimate
November 1974 estimate

Total

2,322,100,000
2,204,00,000 .

117,500-,000*

*As adjusted for legislative changes.

The decrease in the 1974.75 General Fund estimate,
is broad-based, reflecting the generally poorer
economic activity in the Nation and the State. Of
the 20 major General Revenue tax sources, estimates
for ten were revised downward, only five were
revised upward and five were not changed.,

For the State University System, the1974-75 cutback

was compounded by the need to absorb internally some$2 million

in unexpected energy costs.

HIGHER EDUCATION COORDINATION AND GOVERNANCE

The State University System is a state age .cy, subject

to all state regulations except as otherwise exp essly excepted.

It is one of four divisions of the Department of Education'which;

undet an elected commissioner, reports to an unusually' constituted,

State Board of Education: The governor and six other elected.
.

officials whoare memberS of .his cabinet. There are four major

divisions in the OepartMent of Education: Elementary and

Secondary Education, Community Colleges, Vocational Education,

and Universities (i.e., the State University System



Within the `State University System, a nine-member
4.

governing board, the Board of Regents, appointed by the governor,

is responle for'sevel. budgetary units or "entities." EMphasis
tgor.-

in this study is on the fivefour-year universities and fain,

junior - senior -level institutions 'Which are funded as a single'unit

under the budgetary title of " "Educati>nal and General." The o

six entities are the general office of the governing board admin-
.:.

istered by the chancellor for the system, our centers or institutes

administered by the University of Florida,. and a medical center

administered by the University of South Florida,

Twenty-eight community,colleges within the Community

College Division are coordinated by the Division of Community Col-

leges' within the Department of Education. The community colleges

ve4local governing boards but are fully funded. by the state on

a cost- per - student basis. They are not subject to' the-some controls

as the State University System but the impact of retrenchment

was nevertheless quite severe, particularly for fiscal 1975-76.

Many community college have limited enrollments rather. than

ad he ing to the normal practice of admitting all students. ethers

have-limited specific programs, vocational as opposed.to

academic program.

108
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Approximately 83 percent of all students are enrolled in

the public sector in,Florida. Between 1970 and 1974, both public

and private higher education in Florida grew at a greater rate

.than in the nation as whole: 36.7 *cent compared to 22.7

percent in, the public lector, and'6.6 percent compared, to 4.4

percent the privatej
2

Headcoun nrollment in nine :universities

I
(Educational and.General ) grew by 48 percent over this period --

from 70,90 to 106,231j The State University System, throU0 the

University of South Florida, is currently assuming the operation

of the formerly private New College in Sarasota.

Hiltorically, One of the nine universities in the system

has had a predominantly black enrollment and the state has entered

into a desegregation agreement with the Department of Health,

Education, andWelfareto guide systemwide planning in relation to

its campuses The agreement has resulted in special allocations,

for example, to Florida AgricUltural and Mechanical University for

the improvement of specific programs. Some.special allocations

were reduced or deferred in the etrenchment proceSs.

tTATEBUDGETARY PROCES.S

Flcirida has an annual budget with the fiscal ye. eginnik

dedJuly 1. The nine universities in the university sy

through a lump-sum appropriation. Subject to gene
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and legislative direction, the system can shift funds and positions

among them. For the past six years the system's budget request has

been based on a comprehensive budgetary formula, the major elements

of which are:

'ected student credit hours are divided by a
productivity factor-to determine full-time academic
positions. The productivity fact6rs apply to all
nine institutions and vary by fourJevels of
instruction and by 23 disciplinary 4:reas.

b, Additional faculty positions are generated by
applying systemwide ratios to the number of
teaching positions to obtain support for research,
for public service, for academic counseling, and
for academic administration.

Salary dollars are computed by multiplying
full-time regular faculty postftions by average
salariet-. Average salaries are on a systemwide
ba'Sis and vary by the same instructional levels
and' disciplinary areas.

The system provides a dollar and position target for

each campu based onthe:fdrMula- on anticipated funding for new

aefiviti6, and on cost rand-reItenye projections. Individual

campus requests are not comprehensive, but are narrative listings

of special issues, problems; and priorities -Campus requests are

reviewed and staff priorities set at bearings'betWeen the chancellor

and System Council of University Presidents. Aker Board of

Regents' approval and preliminary review by the governor's budget

:office, the system request is forwarded through'the Department of
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Education for final submission to the state in November, prior to

the_ beginning of the fiscal year. The State University System's

1975-76 budget request had been completed before 1974-75 revenue

hortfalls,becanie apparent.

The university system requ is reviewed by the governor's

budget fice and by legislative fiscal staff in both houses.

Review generally considers systemwide, as opposed to individual,

institutional issues The governo ' --budget, submitted in March,,

is in program format _'-aggregating the total appropriations by

the 13 elements of he WICHE/NCHEMS program -classificati on system'.

at, but not -by individual campus.

The legislatureenacts an appropriation for higher

education within the General Appropriation Act. ,jn 1974 -75 -the

appropriation for the nine universities:(Le 'Educational and

General") was disaggr gated not by program but by four major items

of expenditure: Salaries and Benefits, Other Personal-Services,

Expenses, and Operating Capital Outlay.

At the urging of the State University System,, objects

of expenditure lines were eliminated in.the 1975776 appropriations
0

bill to allow greater fiscal Legfslative statements

tr
attached to the appropriations bill gave overall 'policy direction.

For exaMple:
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It is the intent of the Legislature that the order
of priority for providing resources for programs in
the4State University System shall be as folloWs:

1. Apper-level undergraduate
2_ Lower -level undergraduate
3. Masters-level graduate
4. Doctoral-level graduat
51 All remaining program

Ov all the budgetary process in Florida:,allows sutk.

stantial discretion to the State University System in resource`,

allocation among its campuses, and to the.campuses for internal

STATE7j,EVEL PROCEDURES AND CRITERIA

Immediate curtailment in mid-year of expenditures

1974-75 appropriated funds was concurrent with revision of.the

1975-76 budget request. Revision was, in fact, initiated _slightly,

earlier than the need for immediate 'action becanle known.

Fiscal 1974-75

In Novembpr 1974 the.State-University System was notified

that expenditures for the current year 1974 -.5 would tiavo to be

reduced. Initially, the cutback was announced.by the governor's

office without specification of an exact amount:



Current economic events_ have reduced the expected
level of 1974-75 state revenues by $117.5 million.
AS a result of thiS condition, Governor Askew has
directed me. to request that you review your spending
plansfor the balance of this fiscal year to reduce
proposed expenditures. Please advise me by December 6,
1974, of the reductions that can be made in the
various programs in your agency.4'

In mid-December 1974, after approval by the Board of

Regents, the university system requested .that the nine universities

takeimmed1ate.steps to reduce costs.5 The major step was. to

freeze. emPloyment until each campue could guarantee:. 1) a reduction

of the campus total Salary and Other Personal Services lines by

2 percent; 2) ,a vacancy of 2.5 percent in faculty nianyears at the
1

end of the fiscal year on-June'20., 1975; and 3) a reduction of

2 percent of ithe total annual rate of salary expenditure by the

same date. In substance.and across the system as a whole, this

,

meant a reduction of at least 13Q fulltime academic.positiou

from the 1974-75 authorized fotal of 5177

UniVersity system guidelines pointed out other whys in

which costs might-be reducecU

Review of the number of small -sized elan
and reduction of that number if possibly

'2, Suspension of out-of-state travel except with
approval of the campus chief executive.



3. Establishment of policies limiting telephon
service, pr)nting and duplicating costs, and the

use of outside consultants,.

4. Cancellation by the campus chief executive officer
of nonessential intercampus council and committee'

meetings

Still ter. ritgria included review of state-funded:organizational;

membershipsfandd reexamination of energy Conservation procedures.,.

SpeCific direction was given o.reduce'tmlee:1974-75 line fair

P
Operating-Capftal Outlay by 15 percent.

The generally stated need for retrenchtent became quite

specifiOn miOLJanuary when the governor:ordered a 3.3 percent

reduct4on of state general -revenue spendin For the State- Univer-

sity System, this meant that it had six months to reduce 1974-75.
,

general revenue fund appropriations from $265 million to $256

million.

mid-e_ruAry the nine campuses had identified the

addl tments required under the,uRiversity sys eM guidelines.' To

gain flexibility in meeting targeted cutbacks, the campuses

requested transfers of funds among object-oxpenditure categories,.
-4'

and these-were routinely approved by the university system to the

extent of the 5 percent discretion allowed it under general state

statutes. In some instances transfers of greater than 5 percent
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were approved by the governor's budget office. "The budget

office, however, would not negotiate transfers from the Salary,

- line to the Other Personal Services lino in excess of 5 percent--

apparently becatge it did-not-believe that such transfers were

essential to achieve the mandated reductions.

The State Universiy System-gain3d some flexibility in

the.1974-75 cutbacks because "special unit" budget entttiei,had

new but unfilled budgeted positions. For example, the University

of lorida campus was able to "borrow":/funds from a separately

bu peted Institute and a Health Center during 1974-75--to be

repaid, however, in 1975-76%

*Although the -1,974-75 retrenchment was accomplished within

the university system by an across-the-board cutback in propor-

tion to the. formula-generated budgets, t campuseg'varied in

the extent to which they internally althea d thecutback to:areas

such as libraries-- or example, as opposed to deferral of equip-
\

ment purefiases.

The role of =the budgetary formula during 1974-75.

retrenchment was pervasive, but not explicit at ,the state level.

It determined the extent to which the loss of specific faculty

positions at the campuses resulted in specific dollar reductions.
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Each position lost reflected an average salary by level of

instruction and by disciplinary-area.

p
The timing of the 1714-75 retrenchment did not permi

the university system, had it so wished, to control or guide the

programmatic. decisions which may have been required at the

campuses. The 1974-75 retrenchmerit did, however, give urgency

.and reality to the need for fiscal,flexibility in meeting program

objectives in he revision of the 1975-76 budget request.

Fi 1 1975-76
0

The State University System's 1975-76 budget request

had teem approved by the governing bgard in September 1974= In

October the .governor wrote to the chancellor of the system

advising him that 1975-76 revenues were-expected somewhat

below the current long -range projections, "6 Informal discussions

supplemented the low -keyed letter and the chancellor alerted the

campuses:

It is with reluctance that I write this letter and
hope its contents are treated with discretion, The

reluctance stems from the possibility of misiriterg
pretatdon and unwarranted alarm. However .- ;

prudence dictates precautionary planning at this
juncture.

I request, therefore, that you take the following
steps:
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1. Prepare a contingency plan which wil enable, you

to operate with no addttional personnel A no additional
money. That plan shouTU contemplate increased costs in
such areas as utilities and supplies without a corres-
ponding increase in university income.

2. Prepare an alternate contingency plan which would
visualize a ten percent reduction, in number of personngl
and operating funds.

3. Prepare a sequence of steps with timetables to
take those actions beginning 1 May-1275 necessary tia
implement the plans on 1 July 1975.7"-'

His letter requested contingency plans in bad :outline

by mid-December 1974. Campus chief executives were also concerned

about unnecessarily ilarming-faCOty and, for example, were un-

willing to agree that the campus contingency plans should be in

a-standard budgetary format that would overemphasize what might

be just a planning exercise, By late- November, however, current

revenue shortfalls pointed, up the seriousness of contingency

planning for the following year. The same letter from the

governor's office that asked7-for unspecifieji cost reductions in,

1974-75 also asked for revision of the 1975-76 request in quite

specific terms:

In view of the economic forecasts for the coming
fiscal year, Governor Aslew also has directed me to
begin contingency planning to develop the information
necessary to reduce yqur 1975-76 budget request to
the 1974-75 level of appropriation. To assist us
in this effort, please provide me with a revised
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summary of your 1975 -7fr budget request, identifying
areas where such redactions can best be accomplAshed-
in,order to allow you to carry OQ the essential
responsibilities of yoiir department.8

The governor's office asked that the revised request

-list expenditure proposals in priority order and that it be

completed by mid - December. Because of the complexity size'

hh'e university system and the number of options an1labla.to

it,.the governor's office agreed that its propdsed revision could

be de rayed until-alternatives were' analyzed under'the contingency

planning already underway. The governing board,'after review of

staff analyses, selected an alternative which included an actual

decrease in the number of positions funded in 1974-75 The

major reductions which it approved were::

Governin Board A roved

Item

Reduction 1975 -76

Eliminate all workload increases (except
,dentistry, USF Medical Center, Teaching
HospItal)

Eliminate all. salary rate increases
EliminAte all other inflationary increases
Transfer of $8 million from operating capital outlay

to operating expense tb cover inflation
Eliminate all program improvements
Eliminate all new programs

Except: Solar Energy Center.
EEO Plan

Increase average class size by additional 5 .

Amount
$ millions

$15.8

30.7
14.0

Total $74.1
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Over $4 million in additional reductions Were to be

achieved by'delayng the opening of the veterinary medicine

school, scaling down twa' special programs, and eliminating

'equipment purchases. In addition, the staffWas directed to

ez(ploreseveral other alternatives, including the following:

Alte natives for-_ 1975-76

Amount .

Item millions)

Reduce first-time-in-college ceilings
by 15 percent $4-6

(Less loss of matriculation fees) (.2)

Net .4

Investigate three to five alternatives
for increasing student feet $1 to $6 million

Decrease number of out-of%state fee
waivers 1.3

Eliminate summer operations at all
laboratory schools .2

Increase agricultural research
productivity bY*5 percent 1.0

The revised 1975-76 request under the governing board's

recommendations would have meant the loss of 288 faculty manyears

irmanyear" is one FTE academic position'on a fopr-quarter basis)

and the elimination of a number of specific items across all.

nine campuses including outside consulting, faculty retraining,

graduate fellowships', faculty recruiting, and travel allowances

for teaching off-campus courses
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In January 1975, and because of funding uncertai=nty,

the' governing board had suspehded the acceptance of new freshmen

enrollment applications for 1975-76. This suspension was lifted

in March folloWing revision of the budget request)and after the

board approved increased tuition fees. Although tuition

increases had been under study for some time, the increase in

March appears attributable to the reduced budget expectations.

Under Florida statutes, tuition policy in the State University

System is announced by the governing board, and/the policy

automatically goes into effect unless the legislature acts to

the contrary.

The governor accepted the recommendations of the

revised system request without major exceptions. The request

responded to his request for reductiob primarily by: 1)--

5 percent increase in productivity fact9rs in the funding

formula, 2) restrictions on salary increases, and 3) very little

recognition of inflation factors.

The legislature granted additional flexibility to the

StabyUniversity System by eliminating the line-item format,and

by appropriating funds for 1975-76 as a lump sum. The appro-

priations were also fh accord with the State University System's
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revised- budget request. AlthoUgh the.legislature,appropriated

-funds over the governor's recommendations sufficient to elimina

the need, for the productivity increase, subsequent enrollment4

projections exceeded. earlier ones and (e system ended up in

approximately, the same position. The legislature, hoiever, did

appropriateJundsfor the operation of the formerly private New

College -snot an operation:which the system considered of high

priority..

. In overall dollars and positions, thelteallacations

required -end r t %e 1975-7. appropriations bill were distributed

Among the'nine campuses in an essentially across-the-board

fashion: The legislature expressed intent in several instances

-about theways'in'which funds should be expended, but in generalf-

the campuses were free to adjust to the funding provided.

.
according to their own program priorities.

INSTITUTIONAL PROCEDURES AND CRITERIA

FiSca1,1974-75

In mid-December 1974; the State University System

froze employment at the campuses until major reductions in
4

current personnel expenditure levels could be guaranteed ps of

the ehd of-the fiscal year in June 1975: The 3.3 percent
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reduction in the.State General Revenue fund expendit6res

directed by the governor amounted to 2.6 percent of the total

expenditures of the state university.

The 2.6,percent cutback was allocated acrossthe-board

to the campuses based In:proportion to their 1974 -75 budgets, bUt

the campuses 'lad-substantial discretion in their internal

distribution of the reduction Some cut back library expendi-

tures, for example, while others deferrechequipment purchases.--

One campbs reported its internal allocation as follows:-'

'Physical Plant -3.1

Library 15.0%

5tudent & Administrative.Services 2.8%

Instructional and Research 1.2%

Educational' R6Sourdes- 2.5%

A

The. plan the Universityadopted had virtually
unaniMous .support from all segments of the University
-OmmunityinVolved in itS, fOrMulation and implemepta
tion. The net impact of. this decision was clearly
in'our best interests_at USF --the Instructidn and
Research function .which represents approximately
70 percent of our total. University. budget for, the
current year was only required to contribute funding'
equal 'to approximately 30 percent of the overall

reduction

Normally, selective and differential allocation by

the campuses would have been restricted by the line-item budget

However, the system chief-executive recommended,taiegorieS



and the governing board approved, eliminating

to meet.the current year cutback.

his restriction

Although the governing beard approved this increase in

flexibility;. its discretion was limited bystate'law to transfer

5 percent of.the budget line. 'without apprOval of the governor's

budget office,

The position .of the historically black Florida

Agricultural and Mechanital,University was particulerly difficul

This university traditionally has had a low turneverxete in

personnel. Therefore, it has.

attrition er reducefa

been able to OWend upon

lty or to increase the number of

non-black faculty. The desegrgat plan for this unlver y

calls for new programs--e.g., a school of architectureto

revitalize the campus. Although, some portion

gation-plan were delayed because of retrenchment, the current-,

the desegrer

primary effort--i.e., new At Florida Agricultural and

echanical University -- was -not.

The time available for implementing the 1974-75

reduction was so short that the campuses had few options for

selection of- criteria. Although variations. existed, the-

criteria for internal allocation of the cutback generally



focused on nonsalary items of expenditure hoUgh a few were

able to make use of vacant positions for savings.

Fiscal 1975-76

With a longer time frame, the campuses could have more

options for responding to the projected level funding for

1975-76. But "level funding" had different implications for

different kinds of campuses. The head of an older campus could.

detail,possible reductions in two pages, stating in closing:

"As difficult as it may be to absorb the increased cost of

additional enrollment and inflation, it may be possible. However,

there is no foreseeable way we can offset the increased cost of

utilities from within the cur-tent:base." On the other hand, the

head of a newer campus was 'initially inclined to respond with

i'he following sentence--1Mcannot be done.'" He did respond,

however, in 25 pages, clearly stating the problems of new

institutions during retrenEhment in his opening:

In my opinion, it is irmossible for this insOtutinn
to maintain the status 'quo which your instructions
require. A "hold the line" budget (which is a much
reduced budget when inflation and other fixell costs
are considered) presents particular problems to a
young, only partially-developed institution in a
rapidly growing urban area In fa it presents
extraordinary problems to a two year old urban
institution located in the est growing community
in the United States. The fundamental problems are
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the lack of any reservoir of resources or any'depth
in program and program support areas. This institution
has not had ten years or even five.years, let alone the
100 years that many established institutions enjoy, to
have acquired a library collection, well-developed
facilities, an inventory of equipment, and .a cadre of
senior faculty.

Still a third submitted a,contingency plan but emphasized

his opinion that the formula allocation did not account for indi-

itiduAitampusAifferences:

The. leadership of the State University System should.
bear in_ OM that the WICK allocation model neither
penalizes inefficiency nor rewards economy, In that
historiCal data.(rather than standards of performance)
are used In the current condition of total System_
enrollment exceeding legislated (and thusly,iftiOded)
enrollment, the next year's allocation model will not
providi_Addltional funding . Athievement of
standards, rather than the ebb and flow of historical
data, should be the bases for computing positions and
productivity.,

More ,specifically, he pointed out t# at his campus spent more

than 000 each year:for travel to the system's offices, an

expense not incurred by two other campuses.

a fourth campus head saw the experignce of current

year reductions -as being beneficial to the contingency planning:
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In retrospect, I believe that all . hae
benefited from the painful but sobering- experience
of defin:lng,and fmplementihg specific so'utions to
the'probleth of reducing our. budget by apOroximately,
$1 million even though it occurred,. . after the
institution haCprogressed six Months.idtOthexurrent
year ProSpectively, I, Wi.eve that we will,befbetter
prepared ,to face the financial realities of next year
as a result of oUr-'experience.

, .

He went one to point out he need for program needs to taket.

priority over the admittedl 'More humane and technically feasible
--

-

solution on attrition:

While it is pOssible to meet the current 'projected
budget reductions for next year by usingpositions
ihat,become vacant through attrition and.thosa
currently vacant; the impact of such an-alternative
would. place an uneven burden upon some. of the Programs
and activities of the University. The -reductions-

that would occur under this alternative would in no
way reflect sound `academic judgment as to program
needs .or priorities. In fact, it sholild.be understood
that such an alternative may severely cripple some
of our programs and will significantly affect-.our
ability to support some of:our instructional, research.,
and service activities in:the upcoMing year.

Having given assurance that the revised target could bi,.

met byattritionsif required, the campus head.then set up a
4

formal i"Contingency Budget Planning Process for 1975-76" to-be

coordinated bx a broadly representative task force of 18 members:

ten faculty, four staff, And four students. The specific
_ .

responsibilities of the task force± were:



Identify, review and recommend specific policies and
proposals ,to assist the (Jniveritj in developing its
contingency budget plan for 1975-76.

Review college contingey budget plans; CoUneil and
Committee recommendations, the Vice Presidential and
central administrative Officers'-plansand-provide
appropriate recommendations. ft

Raise issues not previously addressed.

Refer-issUeT not previously. ad ressed to the appropriate
Person.; Council, Committee, orliCe President for review
andxotisidera ion.

Review other issues brought to it from sources, not
identified in this proposal.'

An internal meMhranduth of the State.:UniverOty SysteM

summarized the campus efforts to plan for the reduced level.of

fundihg in 1975-76 along the following lines:

A1.1 universities indicated that they could meet the

. proposed reductions through attrition of current employees, if

combined with increased flexibility in budgetihg.

2. Six universities sPecifically indicated that pci ions

currently used for administration would Assume instructional

retpOnsibilities to. some degree.

All plans (except suggested that curricula

offerings would be scrutinizedin-an effo
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productivity. Plans called for consolidation or elimination of

small classes, review of courses mandated by degree requirements,

And/Investigation of course sequencing which may be negatively

affecting productivity.

Of those plans Which were submitted in detail,'two

in particular indicated that considerable attention has been given

to reducing costs in nonsalary areas. In general, the plans

reflected a continuationof-those actions undertaken atthe time

of revision of the 1975-76 budget request.

b. Three have.all expressed concern over increased

enrollment compounding the Ulty °fa reduced bpdget.

6. The most consistent theme contained in all submissions

was that effective operations would depend to a significant degree

upon flexibility in budgeting procedures.

In general, contingency planning and the time available

for it enabled the campuses to project and-utilize personnel

reductions in 1975-76, an option that was severely restricted in

the.mid-year 1974-75 retrenchment.
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POSTSCRIPT: SPRING 1976

. 2 Clarence C. Elebash
Office of. Planning and Analysis'

State University System of Florida

In December-1 75 it became necessary for the gOvernor

and the state cabinet-to direct a -2'percent reduction in-the'

general revenues portions ofthe fiscaUyear 1975-76 state agenCy

budgets. The economic recovery of Florida had lagged thb

national recovery by about six months and, as a result, Florida

tax eipts in the first mor'hs of fiscal year 1975-76 were

less than had been forecast. The general revenue reduction,

amounted to a 1.7 percent overall reduction for the Educational

and General Budget(E&G) of.the State University-Systerh The

Bbard of Regents applied this -reduction uniformly among the nine'

universities. There has been some revival in tax receipts since

October, and no further reductions are expected during the

current fiscal year.

In November, the chancellor of the. State University

System directed the formulation of plans bit meet-the contingency

that revenues available to the system in fiscal year 1976-77

would -be no larger than the revenues available in fiscal year

1975-76. This directive was prompted by the lag in tax receipts

in the current year, a recognition that there is little

1
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(Postscript; Spring 1976)

likelihood of'ain early ncrease inthe tax- base,and informal

?-

adviCe-from legislators that the university .system. could expect

to receive about the ,same appropriation next year as it received

for this year At the same time, it became clear that the

legislature intended to provide a pay increase to state employees,

inasmuch as r o increase was allowed in fiscal year 1975-76.

Thus, the university system was faced with the ossibilify of

having to provide pay increases out of a stable budget. As would

be expected, university administrators were reluctant to address,

this possibility_ However, initial plans have been prepared,

and the obvious conclusion is that significant salary increases

would have to be fina6ced in part by the involuntary termination

of employees, unless revenues are increased.

Regarding layoff possibilities, as the fiscal' crisis

deepened a year ago, in the spring of 1975, the governing board

asked its staff to prepare rules providing orderly procedures

for terminating faculty in the event of retrenchment. Hearings

on proposed rules were deferred, hoWever, when it became apparent

in late spring that it would not be necessary to -use them. A

year. later, in the spring of 1976, the Board of Regents has ntit

deemed it necessary'to. establish such rules or to declare

"financial exigency."
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(PoStSc p Spring 1976)

Another outcome of theyinancialstringenty -is that the

Board of:Regents,hascontidered the possibility of limiting or

even ducing enrollments. Th0 board: has directed that_fiscal

year 1976 -77 admissions be limited until the .eppropriatiOn bill

has been passed _y the legislature, which usually occurs in early

June. , This Move his aroused considerable opposition, but there

is also_some sentiment for the view that admission and retention

,polictes in recent years have been too liberal.

During-November and December 1975 and January 1916, the

`chancellor held 13,public"town hall" meetings throughout the

state entitled, "Report to the .People.".-. Hundreds ofcitizens.

attended these, and through them the- university system gained

valliable insights of public. expectations. It was also able to

explain and discuss its own position in a forum less contra-

'versial than-newspaper reports. on budget hearings.

The fiscal year 1976-77 fiscal outlook fOr higher

education in Florida Is aggravated by the increasing needs of

the health related programs within the State University System.

A recently established second medical college has-not reached

its student capacity, the dental college is still growing, and

the college of veterinary medicine will be enrolling its first
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;Postscript: Spring 1976)

students in-the fall Of:1976. -With-o y modest increases in

neral. revenue forecast underthe p esent tax struc e the

financial needs,of..themedical units will impact-on other
. ,

..-university activi.ti and on other state agencies.

_The governor released his budget recommendations for -7-

fiScal year 191647 ieearly.M.arch 1176. _ The' recommended pAget

is bksed on an estimated 9 percent increase in general revenue

forthe,state. The E&G apprbpriation for the university system.

is scheduled for a 10 5 percent increase, however, the general

revenue portion of-the E8G appropriation is only 5 percent

higher. Thus, the universities, would receive less thin a

proportionate share of the increase in state general r nue and

would become increasingly dependent upon tuition and miscellaneous

income. A summary of the fiscal year 1975-76 E &G budget and the

governor's recommendation for_ fiscal* year 1976-77 is as follows:
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1Pos spring -1970

.1975-76 & 1976-77 State Funding by- Source

Educational and General in $ millions

Fund source

General

revenue

Tuition and
othdr income 65

2%
Appro- Reduc-
riation tion. Net

$186 $4 $182. $250 $191

1976-77

Beard's Governor's
recom- recom-
mendatien mendatton

Total

65 74 82

$247 $324 $273

The governor's recommended budget provides for a percent

Salary adjustment for faculty'and professional employees.= This

modest increase will compensate for anticipated inflation during

the Coming year7.,but.wt:11-not be a step toward restoring faculty

and administrative salaries to the competitive position they held

in 1972.-73.

Both houses of he legislature are. .actively participating

in the budget process. Appropriation committees have been meeting

since January and the formal 60-day session will be convened in

early April, and it is possible that the appropriation bill that
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(PostScr ipt: Spring 1976)

4.
is -finally passed. will differ considerably from what the

.

`governorihas recommended. :However the legislature will be

constrained by the total amount of genefri-revenue available,-

as was-the governor,
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State .of Florida, Department of Administra ion. nd
Tallahassee-, November 15, 1974.

The Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching.
More,th4n survival. San Francisco:. Jossey-Bass, 1915, 7 -19

State of Florida. Legi.siat.ve appropriation. Tallahassee,
June 1975.

State of Florida. Memorandum:
nirlington. Tallahassee, Novembe

Ireland, Jr. to Ralph
1974.

State University System of.Florida. Jilemorandum: Rober
Maut2 to members, council of presidents. Tallahassee,
December 11,..1974.

0. State of Florida, Office of the Governor. Memorandum:
Reubin Askew to Robert Mautz. Tallahassee, October 11, 1974.

State University System-of Florida. Memorandum; Robert B.
11,7aut2 to members, council ofpresidents. Tallahassee,
October 23, 1974.

State of Florida.- Memorandum: L. K. Ireland, Jr. to Ralph
Turlington. Tallahassee, November 20,,1974

`State University System of Florida. MinBtes of the Florida
Board of-Reg,ents. :Tallahassee, February- 3, 1975.
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MICHIGAN:
University of Michigan

OVERVIEW AND CAUSES QF RETRENCHMENT

Retrenchment in Michigan can be characterized by

recent history of relatively minor but cumulatively significant'

limitations on expenditures.. "-These were compounded by a sub-

,

stantial reduction in the rate of growth of appropriations for

1974-15, by inflate, by a state revenue shortfall, and finally

by a mid-year limitation on the expenditure of appropriated funds.

I4etrenchment criteria and procedures in 1975-76 are related to

the events in 1974-75 and shape planning for 1976-77y From the

point of view of the University of Michigan, retrenchment has

meant that internal across-the-board reductions which sufficed in

the past have had to be replaced by selective and differenti,a1

reductions. Four major difficulties are experienced in under-
,

standing the situation in Michigan. First, the executive budget

office and an active legislature use different budget formats and

differently organized informatiOn. Second, in late'1974 and

early 1975,- retrenchment applied to three separate budget years,

and it is difficult to isolate specific procedures or criteria
-c

for a particular year Third; budgetary documentation is vague
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in specific dollar impacts of retrenchment. 'Finally, the

constitutional status of the senior institutions appears to.limit

the direct impact of statowide- criteria--other, of course, than

as a dollar reduction of support.

For the six years prior to 1974-75, state appropriations- -

for higher,education increased by. over 10 percent each year with

only one exception J1971-72). They increased by only 7.8 percent.

in`1974 -75, a time wheni6pport from tuition and other sources

was alsospredicted to be at a low point. The increase for 1975-76

was 5.7 percent. The governor's budget message for 1974-75

presaged retrenchment, noting the possibility of energy shortfalls,

general economic uncertainty, and the ex ertation of considerable

-slowirig of economic andrevenue growth. In April 1974 he noted

that state general purpose operating expenditures for 1974-75

would increase less than one-half the average annual percentage

of such increases over the prior tep years. In October 1974 the

governor asked' all agencies'to institute budgetary savings to

avoid a 1974 -75 deficit, and imDece0Zr 1974 implemented this

request by.an executive order- limiting expenditures. In March

`'1975 the governor:noted that the recessio, was particularly
k

jsevere in Michigan with a serious impact :n revenues. In

1975-76 the appropriation for four-year or more-colleges and

-universities ($447.4 million) was $25.6 million less than would



be required just .to maintain the level of operations funded in

.1974 -75; assuming the 12 percent inflation of the period.. In

general, two-year- campuses were subject to the same reductions

as the senior campuses. Although shortfalls in state revenues

are the primaryfactor in retrenchment, these have been compounded

by indications of stable enrollments since T971-72, and by a

pervasive fjeling that college graduates cannot find jobs in he

current market.

HIGHER EDUCATION GOVERNANCE AND COORDINATION

There are 13 separately governed state colleges and

universities in Michigan In 1975 -76 they are expected to enroll

230000 students (headcount'). Three institutions are complex,

arch universities. Five are largely undergraduate and, with

-one exception, were originally teacher education institutions and

continue to place significant emphasis on teacher education both

at the graduate and undergraduate levels. Two institutions have

specialized missions, one in engineering and science and the other

in vocational-technical programs. Three institutions (and two

branch6of the University of Michigan) are smaller developing
/ r

undergraduate colleges with a liberal arts emphasis.

Planning and coordination of public higher education,

including advice to the'legislature on financial requirements, is
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a constitutional duty of the State-Board of Education. It has

not, however, played a significant role in the state budgetary

processes generally, nor in retrenchment in particular.

Between 1970 and 1974, public higher education in

Michigan grew at a rate of3l6.9 percent compared to a national

average of 22.7 percent.
1

The,bulk of this growth, however, was

in the two-year colleges, and full-time-equivalent enrollment

infie` senior institutions has remained virtually cdhstant.

No other stats has as many institutions with constitu

tional status, and in none has this status been more jealously

guarded against state governmental intrus-On. In October 1975,

the Michigan SUpreme Cour upheld, in substance, the contention

of the three major univers es--the University of Michigan,

Michigan State University, and Wayne State Universitythat

recent legislative appropriation billS 'unconstitutionally limit

and interferes with their power to supervise and to control and

4
direct the expenditure of the institutions' fUhds.

Private higher education, enrolling about 14 percent

of the students in 1974-75, grew 4.4 percent.2 Michigan is one

of only eightstates -- including New Jersey.and New York in this
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study - -with general programs of institutional aid to all p

institutions

STATE BLETARY PROCESS

vate

Michigan has an annual budget cycle with fiscal years

beginning each 0_1 1 Institutions submit separate requests to

the governor's office in 0-ctOber. BOdget hearings are held by

the- executive budget office in November for staff to question and

arify requests. Institutional heads meet with the governor in

December to review preliminary recommendations prepared by the

executive budget office and to suggest changes, and the governor's

budget is submitted in mid - January. Legislative hear d gs usually

begin in February, but the appropriation is rarely enacted before

the beginning of the fiscal year. The 1975-76 appropriations act

was signed on September 10, 1975. In the past, the governor's

dffice has a vised the institutions of the total size of,the

budget and of his salary and other cost policies. In 1975, the

kgovernor gave target figureS for each institution fpr 1976-77

trtierele on revenue estimates and percentages of his 197546 budget

recommendations.

The governor's budget is in program form, -using a

modi ied WICHUNCHEMS Program-Classification Structure.
. Ins uc--

tion is grouped by the REGIS discipline categories. However,
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_recommendations for changes are summarized by the governor

accordi to "Economic Changes" comprised of compensation in-

creases, cos ustments, and "Program Changes" which may include

enrollment changes as well as academic and administrative programs.

The legislative budget bill is in a sub$tantially similar format

except that instruction appears by organization rather than by

'REGIS discipline categories. To support its organizational

categorilation, the legislature requires institutions to submit

budget requests in line-item format. The legislature utilizes

the organizational format of the budget' bill as a summary for

tracking institutional expenditures The executive budget office

has expressed serious concern over the duplication of effort:

Lack of acceptance on the part.of the 'Legislature
of established. executive bill .structures,. results-in
a requirement upon agencies to prepare-the .budget.-.
anew in legislative. format. When both fiscal agencies
purtue their. own end in this' regard, the result is a
serious undermining of executive authority.- Iiouble
budget systems, conflicting common informatign. bases,
conflicting' appropriation -- organization --program
structures all result in-mass confusion:which maket
comsunicatign .and. understanding nearly impossible.4

The'"mass confusion" with which the budget office is

concerned has been compounded in the retrenchment-activity, as

institutions have been called-upon for multiple reallocation

plans.
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STATELEVEL- PROCEDURES AND CRITERIA

Although our major interest is in the 1975 -76 budget

year, both the prior year and the succeeding#0ne must be diicussed

because of the state's xplicitly incremental budgetary process.

The 1975-76 budget wa built on adjusOepts to the 1974-75 budget

base. In turn, it is the basis for 1976-77 budget planning. The

1975-76 budget was signed by the governor in September, over two

months after the beginning of the fiscal year. It added $25.2

million to the 1974-75 base of $422.2 million. Under executive

office guidelines, however, compensation, other cost increases,

and some enrollment growth would require $42.2 million, forcing
1

the institutions to reallocateabout $17.1 million to carry for-

ward essentially the same level of OograMs. The amount of the

required allocation grew sporadically as revenue estim tes fell--

a probably unavoidable uncertainty. However, this uncertainty was

:compounded by the unwillingnes's--perhaps inability--of state

.agencies to state clearly and explicitly the impact of any one of

-the revenue estimates on the budget.

1974-75 Budget Year

197475 Governor's Budget

Explicitly incremental`, the governor's budget recommended

increases over the 1973-74 base in two categories: " "Economic

Changes" to maintain the level of current activity, "Program



Changes," including enrollment changes, to increase or reduce

that level:

Economic changes
Compensation increases
Noncompensation adjuStments
Utility costs

$26.2 million
5.5

2.1

Program changes
Enrollment .09

-Operation of new facilities .7'

Medical programs/continued expansion 3,8
Academic programs 1.6
.Travel decreases ( .7)

One-time decrease (2.4)

Total changes $36.9 millions

The recommended decrease in travel of $.7 million represented a

15 percent reduction in travel applicable to all state agencies.

The recommended "one-time decrease ".of $2.4 million reflected

executive office acceptance -of legislative designation that the

prior yeWs level of funding for equipment and special mainte-

nance would not be needed, in the Aurrent year. It should be noted.

that "Economic Changes" were both detailed and justified in the

narrative.

.1974-75 Legislative Appropriation

The legislative budget bill increased the governor's

budget recommendat_ons by some $2.8 million. In general, the
.
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legislature increased program funding at the expense of the

"economic factors" and by selective program reductions. In a

memorandum from legislative fiscal agencies,6 funding policies

which supported. these changes were stated as follows:

1. Funds are assigned.to specific operating units
. (line items to schools:and colleges);-

2. Only on-campus enrollments .are funded (o campus
activities are to be self-supporting);

Out-of-state students, are to be limited to
20 percent by school and college and to be
charged fees equal approximately to 75 percent
of-the cost of instruction;

4. Maintenance projects in excess of $25,000 are to
be managed by referral to executive or legislative
agencies;

5. Alumni programs are to be self-supporting;

New degree programs are to be, funded only after
authorization by the legislature;

Funds with a one-time expense characteristic
arejo:be deducted; and

Fixed-cost payments are to be excluded from
inflation adjustments.

These legislative directions were not directly enfo.Kable in

allocations- in the budget bill, but constituted policy direction_

to the institutions which- the legislature would take into account

in reviewing expenditures.
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1974- Reduction b Executive Order

December 1974 the governor, by executive order, called

for a 2 percent reduction in operating appropriations of all

state agencies 'except the Department of Corrections.?

.institutions -of higher education, the renctiOn was stated to be

1.5 percent (about $6.4 million) rather than 2.0 percent in

recognition of their labor intensive operations. The executive

order-transferred appropriated funds from each inst tution to the

unappropriated balance of the state general fund as of June 30,

1975.

1975 -75 Budget Year

1975-76 Governor's Bud e

It is virtually impossible to simplify the procedures by

which the Michigan executive office reached its ultimate recommen-

dations for higher education. An attempt to explain these is

useful, however, for they'epitomize the complexity that can lie

behind the public announcement of a "4 percent reduction." As

definitions and computations change rapidly with the latest revenue

estimates, it becomes extremely difficult for senior administrators

to explain state action to their faculty and the public.

1. In October 1974 the governor, by letter to each

institution, gave a 1975-76 planning target based on a.4 percent
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reduction.in the 1974-75 net state appropriation. Individual

dollar targets were liven. El-

_. In December 1974 the governor, by executive order,

reduced the r974-75 appropriation by approximately 1.5 percent or

$6.4 million, as noted above.

3. The governor's 1975L76 budget submitted in January

1975 recommended an increase over the 1974-75 base of $31.5 million,

of which $10 million Was .explained in detailed program changes.

Unlike the prior Aar's budget, however, "Economic Changes" of -

$30.5 Million7-called "Economic, Enrollment, and Fiscal Adjustment

Changes"--were neither detailedstnor justified in the narrative.

The only mention of 4 percent reduction was single sentence:

"In addition, reductions of approximately 4 percent have been

reflected from the level of the 1974-75 enacted budget." The

introddctory fiscal summary by institution did not refer to the

earlier 1.5 percent reduction of the 1974-75 appropriation. The

1.5 percent reduction was, however, allocated both in a statewide

program summary and in the campus program details as an additional

item among the usual modified PCS programs.
9

Earlier informal discussions with the executive

bUdget staff, and a worksheet from it in February, advised each
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campus separately of the detail's of the_"economic factors"--the

in r sod costs of maintaining programs at the 1974-75 level.

.These appeared to total $42.2 million based upon the worksheet

provided the University of Michigan:

All institutions U. of Michigan

Compensation, a
5.6 percent increase $6,7

Noncompensation, a
(Not

5.0 percent increase de-

Utilities tailed)

$42.2
million

Enrollment

Total

In the governcir's budget, therefore, t e dollar amount

of the 4 percent reduction was not explicitly stated either on a

statewide basis or by institution. It was derived from the

difference between the recommended details of the "economic

factors" which do not appear in the budget and the dollar amounts

actually recommended, reduced by the earlier 1.5 Orcent reduction.

ik

All institutions U. of Michigan

Unstated economic factors $42.2 $9.5
Actual recommendation 31.5 7.1

2.5% difference 10.7 2.4.

1.5% difference 6.4 1.5

4.0% reduction 17.1 1-3.9

million million



For the University of Michigan, therefore, although $9.5 million

would be required in 1975-76 to maintain prbgram levels, only
1.J\

$7.1 million additional funding was recommended. Of this $7.1

million, $1.5 million simply replaced. the earlier 1.5 percent

reduction so that it could be incorporated into the 4 percent

reduction. The balance of $5.6 million was new state-funding fob

programs which would in fact require $9.5 million'. Reallocation

of $3.9 million would be required.

'1975-76 Governor's A-11 Revision

In April 19/15, by letters o the legislative leadershipl°

and to the institutions,
11

the governor recommended a further

reduction. The brief letters schedule by institution thp dollar

amounts of the further(but not the total) reductioni proposed,

and refer to them in three different ways:

1. As an additional reduction of approximately 2. percent

of the 1974-75 net budget base for Lil institutions (e.g., state'

funds but not tuition or other in

In conjunction with the 4 percent reduction already

reflected in the governor's budget, as an approximate 6 per:cent

reduction of the 1974-75 budget base for institutions.
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3. In- conjunction with the 4 percent reductioh on net

already reflected in the governor's budget, as An approximate

4 percent reduction of the gross budget of each institution.

Computation of the further reduction for each institution

did Rot in fact reflect any of these explanations: but rather was

determined by the difference between 4 percent of the gross

1974-75 budget and.4 percent of the net 1974-75 budget. Although

the Tina -F-result was an -overall- 2 percent further reduction for

all institutioi the impact was greater on institutions with

relatively higher revenues. from sources other than state suppor

A -majo research university -, for example, May charge higher

resident tuitiOn than, do ihe other school's, and even higher

tuition for a greater number of nonresident students.
3

may,-

alsci derive greater revenue from reimbursement for the indirect

costs of extramurally-funded research. The differential impact

can be illustrated by an example:
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1974-75 Budget

lin $ millions

All

institu-
tiOnS

University
of
Michign

Western
Michigan
Universitl

1974-75 Gross

Less: Tuition
Other,revenue

$634.6

(Not
detailed

$156.8

(46.9)
(14.2)

$47.3

13.8)

1.1)

Subtotal 212.4 61.1 14.9

1974-75 Net $422.2 $95.7 $32.4

April Revision

4 %-Gross less 4% net 8.5 $2.4 $0.6

As percentage of
1974-75 net 2.0 2.5 1.8

These revised recommendations of the governor reached the

legislature after institutional hearings and did not appear to in-.

fluence final 'comMittee recommendations. It should be noted that

in these revisions, as in the:governor's budgetitSelf, the dollar.

amount of total adjustments being made is not explicitly stated.

1975-76 Le islati e A+srouriations

The legislature appropriated an :incremental increase of

$25.0 million, $6.5 million less than the original recommendation

in the governor's budget, but some $1.9 million more than in his

April 1975 revision. The legislature added several items to

tightenup appropriations':
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1. Finhncial-aid monies for medical and dental students

were,transferred to the language section of the appropriations bill

and made conditional upon 4brmal agreements to practice medicine

in the State of Michigan for five years immediately following

completion of their medical or dental resident training";

.2. A 10 percent reduction in entering- classes of colleges

of education -was to be implemented beginning in the 1975 -77 fiscal

year;

3. Institutions were directed to "cooperatively .develop

a self-insurance pool plan for the purpose of financing for direct

loss to real anOersonal property . And for medical

malpractice";

4. Appropriations increases for utilities were replaced

by an "intent`- language section with allocation conditional upon

audit by the auditor general; and

5. A ceiling as placed .on enrollments which would be

funded in 1975 -7.

The exact dollar authority for expenditu for 1975-76

was in doubt as the appropriations bill emerged from conference
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committee. In the closing days of e legislative session in

mid - August, and at the urging of thesg vernor:general revenue

appropriations were reduced by 1.0-percent- om $476..3 million

to $471.5 million; (The proposed appropriation actually:amounted ,

- _

to $472.8 million:- $1.3Mtillion appeared in "boilerplate"

appropriations in the language section of the bill, half for

support of a skill-center program in northern Michigan, and the

.baJance.to six named institutions for off-campus instruction at

service installations and prisons and for financial aid to medical

and dental students.)

ditionally, as revenue project rms.-continued to dim,

the legislatOre qualified its appropriations with the following':

language:.

Of the general fund amount contained in this act
each amount shall .be reduced by the Department of
Management and Budget by .5 percent in order to
equal the amount of estimated revenue as reflected
in House Bill No 4439 of the 1975 regular session
of the.legislature12

n late. August and before the appropriations bill was

signer, e govern the executive, budget dffe notified All

state agencies of its intent ."to make an additional one percent

reduction to .establish a contingency fund to meet later-reventie
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deficiencies. "13, In a ruling requested by legislative leadership,

the attorney general indicated that this additional one percent

reluction was an unconstitutional exercise of gubernatorial

authority tut-not until Al er the 1975:76 appropriations bill

was signed by the governor on September 10, 1975, over two months

after the beginning of the fiscal year.

In sighing the appropriations act, the governor exercised;

his power of line-item veto to remove $1,597,600 in program funds

at two institutions ($1,136,600 may be restored by supplemental

...aPpropriations since only several hundred thousand to start a new

college was the disapproved item). He also vetoed language

sections which would have provided funds for fire and police

services on contract with local municipalities and for reifnburse-

ment'of increased utility costs. This latter provision is

necessary expenditure and is projected to require five to ten

million new dollars for all state institutions in 1975-76.

'Although not vetoed, medical and-dental education were notedas

having received disproportionate increases in appropriations.
14

On September 25, 1975, within a few weeks after the

appropriations act was signed, the executive budge office' issued

a warning letter saying further reductions would be needed in

15
1975-76 and urging discretion in expenditures.
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1975277 :Budge

1976-77 Formulation

p

In October 1974, when the governor originally proposbd

cent reduction of the 1974-75 state appropriation as-a

target for 1975-76,,he also proposed a, ceiling for 1976:77 of .

103 percent Of his 1975-76 recommendation. In late April 1975

(after his xevised P1ecomendations for 1.975-76) the governo

revised the:1976-77 targets from 103 percent to 97 and 92 percent

of the 1975 76 recommended levels:

Consequently, my budget policy 'for- 1976777.-.,
-specifies a target level. 'of 97`p.ertent of the
current operations portion of the fiscal. year
1975 -76 recommendation for each department plus.
an alternative target of W. percent. This

-additional-level. is designed to identify the
,sensitivity of program impact to vOying levels
of suppoTtand'igOlate the program and,,p014cy
priOrities:.,The two target levels are exclusive
of economic factors16 .r

Thereafter, in May 1975, the executive budget'offige

provided "Target Management Plans forms to implement.budgetWry

. -

planning for 1976 -77. In substance, these forms called 'rots the

allocation'of the 97-92 percent target among the program sub-

!'

categories (i.e., the HEGIS - WICHE /NCHEMS prograM categories and

AEGIS disdpline subcategories) with justification in, terms of

"Need/Demand," "Outputs," and "Resources"-for each subcategory.
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=Resources included full - time quivalen positio n for faculty,-

administrative, and service personnel-. Aniexampli of the "Resource

and Performance Data" recOired was given in the memorandum:

Social Sciencellftc,SgUlijiberal Arts CC/JC

Need /Demand . COURSE DEMAND -i.e., number of students
desiring to enroll in social sciences or liberal arts
:courses, taught by qualified faculty, with specified
'credit hours and contents.

Outputs = COURSE SUPPLYi.e., number of credit hours
of social sciences or.liberal arts courses with
specified contents, taught by quaiified- faculty,
provided to students

Note: Data may be broken down b ass levels i
desired. At institutionS w rec6Fal,do not in lude
.students turned away at registration, past need/demand
and outputs will tend to match. For target budget
management plans in whith the institutional responses
include cutbacks'in outputs (quantity, or specified
quality aspects)_ shortfalls then will appear in
relation to given need/demand-17

The "Target Management Plans" were to.be submitted by

July 31, 1975, with the intent that all parties to the budgetary

process would have a greater opportunity to review programmatic

riorities without-being diverted Li), the attention to minute

fiscal details. In his April letter; the governor stated the

rationale behind the management plans, as follows:,
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Last'fill's experience-in developing my=fiscal
year 1975-76 bUdget convinced Me t FIhat the devel
ment of agency Ttquests in the context of targe
leVels lofi-OVallable resources leads to more
relevant analysis and discussion than the ogre
open ended request.policy of.the patt several ,-
yearTS. The target process allowed us to concen-
trate our efforts on the major concerns f ing

;
each -of you. jn.the context-of feasible fu7:ing
level's- and he)ghtened the real.natUte.of-te
11adeoffS that face decisionmakert in the lidget
process.. It is my belief that the criticisms of
the fiscal year 1975-76-budget developmenprocess
acknowledged earlier in this statement are:con-
ttructively dealt with by a:policy And process
that provides sufficient lead-time-to analyie the
programmatic implications.of,meeting varying
target levels.18

INSTITUTIONAL PROCEDURE S AND CRITERIA .:

2975 -76 Budget Year

In early 1972 the University of MiChigan established

threvcbmmittees to extend planning and budgetin 1) Long-Ran

Planning, 2) Program Evaluation and 3). Bildgel:B iorit4ei,.19, Each

had key administrative, substantial acuity, and some student

representation. The committees were subsumed under the title

) Office of Budget and Planning," but by 1975 it had not yet been

integrated-into the formal administrative structure. A notable

contribution of this structure was made by the Budget Priorities,

Committees in advising-On the.rqalloCation. of the Lis percent

reduction--about 4,0 mill n--of the-1974-75 budget base for.

1975-7.6.
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The responsibility for budget cutting fell to the vice

president. far academic affairs, whP.serves as hairman of the

Committee on Budget Administration. The-process began in December

1974 after the governor's office outlined the 4 percent rdtlloca-

For several years the university'hadlien fated with
,

annual one to three percent,reaqocations din ,thb form of cutbacks,

recommended productivity increases-, and the necessity to achiev.,
- .

a balanced budget with a reasonable compensation program. Thise

internal reallocations were acros9-the-board, for the most part,

and cut nonpersonnel expenditures to a bare minimum cannibalized

nfilled positions, and delayed appointments. By late 1974,

these techniques were inadequate and unOopular, and h'process

/ designed to prgduce,differential cuts was required.

The general criteria established by the' Committee on

Budget Adminfstrat were to 1) preserve the central mission

programs 2) weig.heavjly the budget unit proposals for cuts;

3), seek, eqUi -4)' maintain enrollments, minority programs, and

financial ai nonpersonnel expenditUres cuts to be proposed

only by 'priovconsultation in exceptional: Cases;,and 6) maintain

.qua 'ty.
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Each dean and major'hudget -unit head was scheduled for
.

a hearing-with the vice president. At the hearings, proposals

were to be made for three increasingly severe types of reductio

1) 1 percent of the 1974-75 gross base; 2) 1 percent of reduced

1974-75 vise; and 3) further cuts of 0.5 percent, 1.0 percent,

Ptrcent, and 2.0 percent,

'Ille:gea'rfrigs were attended by vice- presidential staff

Members,Aidget Priorities Committee members, and budget unit

AnaIyfte4,1 information was_provided by the Office of

a

Academic Planning-and Analyis (the former Office of. Institutional

Research

The more. .specific criteri established by,the Committee

on Budget Administration were

Units whose mission is mostt rectly )inked to the,
overall combined instructional-research-role of the
University will receive a higher priority than
others less closely identified with that role.

The following relationships willbe c ose,IA
examined for each teaching unit:

1. Instructional workload per.-FJE, aCultymeMber
in comparison with peer institutions , acid

relative distribution of,tbachjhg,bylfvel,
,(e.g., freshman, graduate,-etc

Number of` support staff per FTE faculty.



3. Aonsalary support for,faculty.%

The pattern of Extension and Jerm III teaching,

9- and 12-month appointments, and teaching
compensation arrangements.

Number of graduate students in relation to

What-are rega?ded as optimum enrollments.

Other significant information which.each
unit may wish to provide.

Comparable data on cost-effectiveness will-be required

for all noninstructional units.

Units with effective long-range plans and review

Procedures will 'be given fuller consideration in

proposed budget reductions than those with no such

plans. Where posSible, "loans" may be made to

units with long-range plans to facilitate significant

budget reductions.

e. Units performing a major function in the program
of other academiC units will receive a higher

priority than other. units.

New programs or program improvements requiring new

dOlars will be deferred and/or given low priority

unlesS there are compelling reasons for-their early

implementation.

Units should consider the following possible personnel

Actions:

1. Selective freezing of unfilled positions and'

positions replacements.
r

Making faculty replacements only at the Assistant

Professor level. '1

Review will include consideration of earlier. budget

reductions in units and also the.contribution of each

unit in generating funds froM external sources

i. Particular attention will be given to areas of

possible duplication of effort.20.
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By early February-1975 the procedUre had been completed

and differential cuts pFepared for about 140 b6dget units under.

approximately 25 deans or.major unit heads. Units were Classifid

roughly-as minimum cut (2 percent) moderate cut (3 percent), and

maximum cut (4 perce-ht).

Minimum 4 units
Moderate .. . . units'
Maximum 119 units

Aduanistrative support areas were .generally given maximum

cuts except, for example, utilities accounts. Minimum and moderate

cuts tended to be in the academic unIts-4the leSchools and coy'

41

leges. Ln making these differential allocations, the University,
,

of. Michigan often -.relied upon comparisons with similar'instruc,

tional.unit in other major universities as indicated in the -

paraphrased quotation from an internal memorandum;

On the basis of.an-analysis (ackhittedly several yea
old) of schools of at five, named. major
universities, the school at the PniversiV of Michigan-
is in a relatively good position to abs-efb maximum
budget:reduction. student-tacultx ratio and
teaching loads were light compared to other schools,;

thanits funding per student better th alrother I

peers except two.
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In other instances, the _university recognized the ability

Nof units to absorb curreugit'cuts"through the use of other than

ate funds. In.one such .instance, however, longer-term consider-

ations prevailed:

In the short run, the school could absorb a maximum
cut by shifting a greater share of expenses to non-
General Fund sources_ However, the stability
those sources is_ questionable, and .retireMent

inakes it imperative at the eiGenena3 Fund

operation base be preserved to attract the best
possible leadership and provide: it with maximum
support.'

By late February 1975 the apparent severity, of state

appropriations cutbacki was such that the Board of Regents

endorsed a freeze on expenOit4rei. Requespjorecep ion

proCessed7by the Committee :orCBudget'Adfilinistylation. This
Ft,

procedune was effective-and yet.alJowed essential operations to

continue.

76-77 Budget Year

The. university responded to the requirements for.cutbocks

,

fo 1975-76 through procedureS resulting in selective-and

ehtial reductions. On the other shand, the .1.1fliversitY's,-

sponse to the governor's request for "target managemerit

lanS"%fbf )976-77 projected internal, across-the-boa d -reductions
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which would require staff layoffs and enrollment reductions.

presenting e across-the-board plan, the university noted its

teotative na

The management plans we are submitting "deliberately
avoid fiscal detail." We have tried to create an
overall picture of the impliCations of each Oa
upon our programs. We ask that you regard it a at
,best, a fairly accurate illustration of a possj
outcome of the 97-perceNt and92 percent_bud6et
targetS Were such' reductions to beco4,a reali
the actual, process, would involve much more input
from the university community and, consider more-
alternatives and specific courses of action than can
adequately be presented in the management plan
format. A serious problem in any action is the
lead time required in making personnel changes,
especially in units that would be forced to reduce
tenured faculty.

21
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kiSTSCRIPT: SPRING 197 q

A. Lawrence Mnctier
Assistant Vice President

for State Relations
bniverity, of Michigan

=a-
ThiS potscr t addsdevel nts of the period Oc ober

1975 hrough March 1976 to the case study.
A

Fiscal 197546

The September-25, 1975 warning letter from the executive

budget .office becaMe substantive when the governor.` issued

Uec6tivebr4er 1975A1'on October 29, 1975, Some $7;471,060

was proposed for, operational cuts from selected 'higher education

-institutions and programs. .ThelloiversIty of Michigan was

assigned. a reduction of 1,623`,35O -or 1,6-percent.

priation, The recommended reductio4.4dere select

froalerb to eight percent by institution or'prog

This executive .order was rejeCtecFby the legislative

,

appropriations committees and a process of,negottati .benan,,

between: the executive and. legislatie branches, A politically

palatable order then followed-on December 9, 1975' Executive

Order 1975¢12. The amount-of reductions was essentially tht

same 7,510,250), but the distribution among institutions
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(.Postscript: Spri g 1976

programs had been changed ignificantly table on -the

following page shows.

The extent of selective reductions recommended by the

°executive budget office departed from prior practice with respect

to both higher education and other state services. Criteria. for

the final differential reductions were nOomade explicit and

appear to be the result of political negotiation.

Fiscal 1976977

Annual ieetins with the- executive budget ice staff

and the governor, outlined in the case study, were held in

116venber and December 1975, respectively. The tenor of these

discuss MS was "times are hard"' andvflit looks likep standstill

Widget for 1976-77." Executive budget-recommendations were late:

They were not known in general-until February; details were not

published until' early March.

4
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(Postscript: Sp ng,.19-76)

Coniparison of Fis'Oa1.197576 Executive Order Reductions

October December
Institution or s=m recommendation recommendation

Central Mic'higan Uolversity 363,389 ,$ 400,000

Eastern Michigan University 700,000 300,000

Ferris State C61,,lege ; 248,241 0

Grand Valley State College '0 160,000

Institute of Gerontology .47,840 50,000'

Lake Superior State College 20,000 50,900

Lake Superior Institute 149,250 149,250

Michigan State University 0 1,230,000

Agricultural Experiment Station 0 200,000

Cooperative Extensio&15ervice 0 100,000

Michigan Technological University 500,00- 175,000

Northern Michigan Univeisity 700,000 175,000

Oakland University 248,551 250,000

Saginaw Valley State CoNge 300,000 50,000

The University of Michigan-
Ann Arbor 1,623,360 1,600,000

The University of Michigan-
Dearborn 108,838 -'110,000

The University of Michigan - (

. Flint 79,935' 100,000

Upper Peniiisula Health'Planning 6,93'5 :8,000
-.

Wayne State University ' 1,341,816 1,350,000

Western Michigan University 750,707 500,000

Grants for Michigan Resident
Allied Health ProfessiodGradnates 53,000 53,000

Grants for Michigan Resident
Dental Graduates 50,000 0

Grants for'State Competitive
Scholars'hipS 0 500,000

Total $7,471,860 $7,510,250
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(Postscript: Spring 197

The_'executive recommendations were essentially "

still" in terms of institutional appropriations although the total

increased $7,07 Z18. Examination of the "increase" shows

-approximately:

Sta e:administered financfal aid
Oper4,16Anew facil.itiet-'7. A

Restore oed-reogral,',fatOt-
Deduc -callecrthe41the funds.
Enroll a Tov*- g institutions

'4,000,00©
2,000,000
1,000,00-
1,000,001)

500,000
_

500,000

7,000,000

Le5isidtive at ions appear, be moving promptly as

trave been scheaured for in March 1976, The

compl#ted

bearings are bei.Fg

has passed 'a resolution calling for all work to be

on budgetloi315 by dune 10, 1976. Institutional

conducted beforg joint- House- Senate

priations Subcommittees on Higher EducatiOn. As-noted above,

the "election year" factpr is prorninent, Legislators speak

the need 10 raise taxes later, the need'tcoproject anti stabilize

revenues forhig'W-:.education in the future, and the need to

develop a, formula for funding. Of necessity, the focus is on

p inciples ing .pr6cedures there is no money to carry forward

e process at the present time.



(Postscript Spring 1975)

The University of Michigan is preparing for the 197647

fiscal year with budget conferences conducted by the Vice President

for Academic Affairs along the same lines as were followed in

early 1975. He has asked units to explain how they would accom-

modate a 3 and 5 percen t reduction in se budgets. ,

Key components in the institutional budget equation have

been identtfied--state appropriatius, :tuition, base budget-

Tedudtions, compensation program, and unavidable new exp.endilures.

Each component contains much uncertainty. Appropriations appear

to be for a standstill level, but this is uncertain dUe t rum ras

of further reductions in 1975-76 and plans to extend-the fiscal

year Tuition is relatively high; in general comparisons; and

although it seems reasonable that a 5-10 percent increase

keeping with stet nd national trends, 'the policy position of

the Board-Of Regent is undetermined. Base budget reductions for

units are being evaluated, but it is clear that qualityrprograms

will be damaged by 3-5 aprcent cuts. Five union contracts are to

be negoSI,aied 197g; several negotiations are in process and

will result to a systerri minimum for compensation -' eases. The

unavoidable new expenditures come in increased'cdsts of jtems s cb

as social security taxes, utilities, and health insura
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Postscript: Spring 1976)

Although not directly related to retrenchment, another

unknown at the present time is the governor's recommendation for

4

a constitutional amendment to create a new State Board of Higher

Education. His State of the State message in January 1976

indicated a belief that such `an agency would result in "improved

planning and coordination.
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NEW JERSEY:.
Nev.v Jersey Department of Higher Education

OVERVIEW AND CAUSES OF RETRENCHMENT .

During fiscal 1974-75, public higher education in

New Jersey absorbed approximately $7.1 million in increased energy

costs and salary ivreases largely through delaying equipment and

book purchases, deferring maintenance, and leaving positions

vacant. Ih Jandary '1975, moreover, the executive budget office.

required that'the coordinating agency, the. Department. nf, Higher

Education, plan for a $6.1 million reduction in the expenditure

of funds appropriated for 1974-75. This reduction was not in

fact implemented, but the reserve of $6.1 million established to

meet it was not-released until June 1975, and state purchasing

procedures precluded full utilization,of the funds. The emerging

fiscal crisis in fiscal 1975-76 found higher education operations

already constrained by the events In fiscal 1975.

The governor's 1975-76 budget in 'February 1975 called

for asmall increase in total state operating expenditures and a

substantial increase in state aid to public schools. But-

projected 1975-76 state revenues fell short of proposed'
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expendftures. hick included both implementation of a State

Supreme Court mandate regarding funding of elementary and

secondary schools and proposals for property tax reform._ The

shortfall was approximately $900 million. To meet this gap, the

governor proposed the imposition of a graduated personal income

tax. The higher education operating budget, along with those of

other state agencies,- became a pawn in the broader disputoi

between the governor and the legislature over the imposition of

he income tax. The final result was an appropriation for higher

education approNimateRy.712 percent beloW the Board of Higher

Edication's recommendation and five percent below the fiscal-

104775 baSe. Allocation of specific reductions was negotiated

-=-betveen the Treasury Department's. Division of the Budget and the

Department"of Higher Education, a statewide coordinating agency

with budgetary responsibilJty. Department policy was to allow

maximum discretion to the campuses in their inter =nal allocation

sl '-

of reductions. It did monitor their plans, however, and provided

statewide luidelipes 'for faculty-layoff procedures.

HIGHER EDUCATION GOVERNANCE AND COORDINATION

There are i2 senior public institutions in New Jersey,

each of which has a separate governing board., Rutgers, the sta

university, is a large, formerly private, 'research- oriented

university. There.are:eigjit state Colleges which share similar.
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missions. Six of these develop?ed from teacher- education

,.,-

institutionS and two--Stockton and Ramapo--were established'in

1969. Theee is also an external degree institution: Thomas A.

Edison College of New Jersey, which is organiied as a state

college. The New Jersey Institute of Technology former]; the

Newark College of Engineering, offers primarily engineering and

architecture. programs. In addition, the New Jersey College

Medicine and Dentistry includes two public-medical schools, one

dental school, and some allied health programs.

There are 17 twd-year community colleges jointly funded

by the state and the counties. State funding is on the statutory

basis of $600 per FIE student. Prior to fiscal 1975-76, the

excess of actual enrollment over projected enrollment used for

computing the prior year's appropriation was retroactively'fOnded.

The Department of Higher Education considered this after-the-fact

funding as an essential factor in providing substantial open

access. Retroactive funding was not provided in fiical 1975-76,

however. Although actual fiscal 1974-75-enrollment totaled

rd
56,400,FTE students, the appropriation provided for only the

budgeted 53,129, and legWative intent was explicit:
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It is the intent of this appropriation to
fund a total enrollment during the 1975-76
fiscal year of 53,129 equated full-time students
and no adjustment shall be payable in future
fiscal years to compensate any County College
for enrollment in excess of its proportionate
share of the.said amount.

1

The Department of Higher Education a statewide coordi-

nating agency with bUdgetary authority, is one,of,the 18 principal
. ..---

departments of state'government. As a coordinating agency, the

department appears unique in that its administrative.head, the

Chancellor, not only sits as a member of the governor's cabinet

and serves as!a member and secretary of the Board of Higher

Education, but also is a statutory member of other boards or

groups including the governing hoards of Rutgers and the medical-
,

=

dental, schoo the:Council of State Colleges and the Council of

Counp Colleges, the State Scholarshi Commission, the EdudationaL

Opportunity Fund;Board, the Bducatipna Facilities Authority, and

the State Board of Medlcal Examiners. The comple-iity or,the

chancelloMs professional role is compounded by the differential

authority of-the board over institutions_ It ,has limited

statutory authority in the case
)

of the-university, the technicalt

.
institute, and the community colleges;. but substantial,

administr ive,control over the nine -state colleges.

In'the fall -ot'1974 th rollments of the various

institutions differed markedly.
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Part-- "Full- 5Part4
idnal sector 4 time time time1Vft' .,

Untversiii. , 23,856 8,801 3,566* 7,021*.
Si to Technital Institute 2;647 , 1',491 1.34 881
Eis t state coldeges 47,596 21,306 684 9,351
Two year public collOges 36,017, 40823 na na
Fou_-year private' colleges 32,918 12,481 3,295 8,419
Two-year privatcolleges 918 423 na na

Total public
Total private

Total

110,116 73,353
33,836 12,904

143,952 86,257.

*Does not include students at two law schaq1s

4,448 ,17,275.
3,2 5 '8,419

7,743 694'

een 1970 and 1974 en ollment in public higher

e catio institutions in New Jersey grew by 42.3 percent--almost

tw e rate of national growth. In sharp contrast, enrollment

in the private sector declined by 4:7rperdent in New-Jer'sey,as.

grew by 4.4 p cent natiopall.y.2'

STATE BUDGETARY PROCESS

New Jersey Was an annual fistalyear..b

Some 16 months prior VI the budget year - -that is in March 1974 for

the 1975-76 fiscal year --the Department of Higher Education

furnishes "Pia in -Dollar Benchmarks" or target figures to 'l chi
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public campus. Each,"Benchmark" represefitan amount which the

departMentthen believes fiscally reaonabitie: and-campuses prepare

and submit, requestsbased on enrollment -and program prbiecti:,

~within this target figu're. About 51 percent of the total higher

education budget generated by formula. institutions may also

submit "above formula" requests. In the fall, after staff evalua-'

tibh, the bpird reviews programs4and priorities and recommends a

consolidated budget for higher education to the governor. The

governor, with the advice of t le Division-of Budget in the Treasury

Deairtment prepares his budget which is submitted to the

legislature in February: The format of the governor's budget is

essentially programmatic (e.g., instruction, sponsored research,

academic suppo

subsidiary basis.

ith line-item information shown on" a

Legislative hearings begin in March and generally focus on

both specific programs and specific line items in the institutions'

budgets. The governor's budget recommendations are defended in

legislature by the chancellor of the-Department of Higher

E uation and his staff and by the Division gf the Budget. On the

whole-\.-the Board of Higher Education's recommendations As modi

by the governor's office have set the boundarieS of discussion and

negotiation during executive and legislative hearings and

negotiations - -and this was the cAse in 1975 -76. the legislatu
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appropriates funds to higher education institutions in four

differ'entforms. For the state colleges, them is a gross

appropriation to each institution for each of six programs. For

the state university there is a single, lump-sum appropriation

of net state tax funds (i.e., excluding institutional income from

tuition and other sources). The medical college receives net

.appropriations for each of nine component units, and the Institute

of Technology receives a similar appropriation which represents,

net state tax funds under a contractual agreement between the

Institute and the Board of ,higher Education.

43

Although' oily one appropriations ill. is uSual, for

1975-76-a supplemental budget bill was passed after substantial

exercise of, veto authority by the governor. _Uncidtthe New Jersey

constitution, he could not approve the original approprialions bill

since it proposed expenditures in excess of expected.revenues.

The supplemental budget bill restored some vetoed items because

additional revenues were provided by a supplemental tax bill.

=

STATE LEVEL PROCEDURES AND CRITERIA '

State-level retrenchment activity for 1975-76 occurred at

five major stages.: 1) the initial recommendation of the Board of

Higher Education,-2 the governor's budget, the first ap

priations bill, 4) he governor's veto which required very



'substantial- downward adjustment of institutional.ind other high

education

revenU lls vepich permitted some, upward revision. The supple-

budgets, and 5) the supplemental appropriat1 6ns- and

meptopprppriations.bil-ls conTPaplated tuition increases,for the

second-semester of 1975-76, but the Board of Higher Education

elected'to,Mve with" budgetary cuts to avoid raising tuition.

fergeneral, despite the ebb and flow-of a tbrbulent

legislative session, both the executive office and the legislature

were concerned with lump-Silm.amounts and felied:on t Departm t

J.
of Higher Education for advice on allocations to ins- itutions and

academic programs.

1875 -76 Board Recommendations

IhFiSeal )974:75 the budgetary mula had not been

Jully funded, and in its reOmmendations to the governor for

1975-76,the'board sought,both a.restoration of the prior ;ear's

'reductinn and full- formula funding. It also recommended enroll-
.

-meet increases averaging about six.percent at the State university,
_

eipercent at the state colleges, 10.7 percent at the community.

and the _maintenance of student aid. Thus at.the time

of.iis recommendation ember 1974, the boardcontemplated

both increased fUnding and increased enrollments -dyer 1974 -75



though not at_the -levels urged by the campuses. For the ten
3

general i:.,ampUSeS recOrrienOti were:

Rutgers
Eight state cO)leges.

New ,Jersey Iristitute

ojejhn0110

,Total

1976-76 Governor's _Idg,t.L

1974-7
A rd riation

Board 1975-76
iecorrmen at

$ 81.0
113.8

=9.6

$204.4

92.0
29.0

The governor's budget,included the following reductions

- in the Board of Education's operating budge recommendation:
4 ,

.0) "Merit increase increments" were iminated for

state agencies including higher education institutions: These

.increments had previously been: virtually aytowatic within th-
.

state agenc.ies ands the higHer'education in-Stitutions.The

gov4nor noted in his audgei message that this was an economy

move*but also art of his adminigtration's commAmentlito bargain

collectively with the gnits',rw.$enting state employees

Subsequently ,the legislature appropriated funds which will

cover only 75 percept of thepInc.re Guidelines for the



dtstribution of th increment funds-were not. yet promillgated in

October 1975, howe incrementsincrements have not been distrj,buted.

b) The princjpalksubstan jve reduction way in the

board's recommende enrollment at the county colleges,

diffe e

ductions.-Were made thr=ough teahnicet changes

or gefferal_supoopt and.instruetioq and research.

d

the ten general campuses, the governor's.bildget

t board recommendations as follows-:

Fiscal 1975 -76 in$ millic

Institution

Rutge-s UniversitY
Fight stateiolleges
New Jersey Institute
pf Technolpgy

Total

*excluding mel

Adjusted boar=d iSovernor s Differ--
reCommendation* buagetl ence

89.-8 $ 89.8
126:4 - 120.5

11.5 10-5

7% $220.8

*excluding t salary increases.



ns Bill Gove lemental

, _

propriations bill passed by the legislature

,made littl ernbr ' s recomMendati ons It
a

did.

-sr.educe stag -svp11qt but the reduction was--intended to Tie offset

in part by increased ektiow reeride, primarily for nonresident

studtnts. The legislature did eliminate some "special programs,"
.

namely funds for the CoNinission On FiOncing Postsecondary

.Educationtkfiti:tfW Councilon Higher Education in Newari.. The

first appropriations bill' -videdsome1219.-4 millfonfor the

, ten general' campuse5 out: ofra era-U.-- 'a- propria-Citn of
..)., :

.41t.
-'' ',

. .,.

.8 bill iort; To -a balanced budge

mi.] 1 i on, S ta,tewiddeliminated some 5.

appropriations tai

rdlienue retlored $268.milliOn-fo/ thus

governor;

ng increased

budg as a whole.

',The implications of the' veto .-and:,the'Aupplemental budget

Q r the -ttn general campuses and other her educa"ti"on} pr

fotl low



Fiscal: 1975-76

Ten general campuses

State colleges
Rutgers_ University
Ne4- iersey Irrtitute

of. Technology

Other h-1(tier-ercation

State aid independent
col ges aTtd

uni ersifies
State aid to hospital

scrlOols of nursing
Statewide special

programs
Agricurtural Expe

Station
College of Medicine &

Denti-stry operating
budget appropriation

State aid to two-year
co unity colleges

Reduced by
governor ' s

veto

- 13,8401

thouds)

Restored.
-underl.supplel

mental appro-
priation

5,604,"
+ 5,75

I .7

Pi osis

governor
original
budget

1 018

over.

ro-rams

- 4,000

t,860.

625

2,100

625

304-

1,893

-0-

-24,299_..Total
4

State eNecutive'and legi.IgIvp action a

acticsiri what one writer has allgdbeen dictated imari ly by

npther qkirm h fry a 'longi losing campaign 60 the: g

, pa

,eve dual objectives of tax form wl inrreas jd rrevenues forte

--;
i ek

/stage- t
,,6

'ograms. _ For Higher educatir he ,-,J.es on to describe
0

the outcome:



_reasonable to ask whether too much has,been
made'-of the effect of the political impasses on
higher educatiRq in Ndw Jersey. Some knowleidgeable
people deny that there ;is a crisis- -they say that
New Jersey is a wealthy state. that higher education
is popUlar, and that the wrangle in Trenton is only..
a temporary perturbation. After all, most of 'the
dollar cuts were restored, no hefty tuition increase
was'imposedc and there have been no mass firing

But it is difficult to tak the view thaF6-1-1-arm

teat& wha'was ordered fire 4 lot of people, or .le
was done if you are a col egq or university adeinis-

a faculty member who got a letter infor ing you that
you mthi,be fired, as occurred in ersey in
July.. While thims never quite eac e panic
stage, the atmosphere, was hard favorable for

, planning fur a new term at was little mo
a mbnth away. (pp. 621-62

7,

Althbil 'most of the dollar cuts were restored," the EloarO of

Higher Education was still left with a $17 million reductionfrom

the prior year's stateAupport, anga $44.7.million.reduction

from its or-iginal recon mendation in November 1974 for.1975-

r--

Throughout the appropria -plgroC:eued he Soarc;ofl

Higher Education waS generally succeg'sfu.f-1

author

lning its

establish program priorities in higher eddctdan.-

Once executive and legislative. agencies had determined over 11

increments or decrements at a particular time the board was able

of budget')to specify their-4mplementaiion,- Durihg the peri



forthulatio and in'a

board was guided by

lbcation the final, appropriation the

hreeT'major object.Tv es:

1. The_maintenance access:Ito publiciogher education_

aintenance of student financial -aid resOrceg,

,

The maintenance aec uity.among the 'various sectors

Nof hiper_education at a y particular futldi level. This
f , '. , r

\ r cr'-'

ebneerned relation )ps -between both the ublic and private
7,- .

e

, .

ectors'and amok, erent types of
x
institutions within the

public.sector.

,The ton inuectViabl!lity o MAjor elements of "

higher- ducdti Although aware of longer-term fitealuncertain-
,.

ty,E;the board consideredithe 1975-76 budget year a speci

situation. It endeavored Co continue all except a fewlow-

YprOgreilliS,IpiltW:th6 expectation that the re tent 4rew h of
k

higher echeatt6n in New Jersey was On10erlporar&ly i ter-
, .

.

..,

the 1975-7,63Jurmoil,

4
Another thajorobjectiVe of the board, perhaps otiented

procedurally rattier than substantively, was the vaintenance'-of.

continued fLxibility w, hin whatever overall f scal constraints

were illiposetl. An its nevotiations with state officials, took



the form of arguing agen

in institutIonaludgets. For the m st part this

gsuccessful,_although minor rogram reductions were mad

legislature.

caching its proposed 1975-76 4udget the board

ied the highest -:and Yowett-priority programs and objec-

hrpur its/norMal PrVcQs, which involves: 11)

review of ins tutiohal regnktio: 2) departmevtal_ dis

institutional executives Whearings ior'each insti

bard. subcommittee, 4) subcommittee

a

departmental

'on with

on before
.

decision on depart*ntal

InStituticnal )1-oposaL, and-5)'Boara of Higher Education

of, an integrated;higher.educatron-system budget for the

-on tip the ,govgnioX.

-mall inerAse in enr011m n

JF

uniVer$Sly b) eontique growth in enrollments at the
.

&n'd,:dnrf 1 tchools,

0
priorittes established were:

-4100.

Percent) at the state colleges

I access to the community-

system Ullnding of the.instructiOnal

the*c t stistakItlk rn fisda) 1974'7_ and (i)
.

nt fi ancia_ aid.

fortule tO

mi ntpnance

se priorities throughout t e period o

approPIriatiOn.. The major prinryty of acres

cessfut in mAtain-

budgetformulltion

was in peril,



tuAi Tcollege funding (ultimately supported

tfte-governor's:budget) became a bostage in t*
rip

-lave

bader'-politiCal battle,over a state income tax. The'Agricultura

,Experiment Station.a gersyas alsi a targ in the sovernor's

veto message:: He elim ed::tbtal state sup t for the
4'

Experiment Static)? ($7.3 million); -however,17.0

.

mately $1.7 million-4e ow-1974-75 supportwas restored in the

supplemental appropr 6411. Because of the: Cal situation

facing New Jersey in fiscal f975 -75, the department and .Board.of

Higher Educdtibn did question-whether the full range of-Experiment

Station programs4khould,be men inedWthe expense of what they
'.

.

perceived as mare vital univ40i. functions; The govertiOr'sVeto--_.

message reduced financial aids ci the private sector from .$d million

to $4 million, of which $2 million was restored by he suppleMental

-appropriations' bill- -final funding was $5 million.

/ However a maj:

.1
wiliGh-could not be accom

rthe department -and board

1975-6, was th*e restoration of

)

ady been cpt in isca1.1974-75.
.

futf-formula funding whith
4 -

r

rri general, thefinal bidgettu

the original Board of Hjgher-Education

amon- r secors:ofh r education

'original enrollment goals a

I
$44.7 million rom

is were aTlOcafed

n proportion to the

es 6f4the board. The.

-V;

-p



Maier moIificatioi w4 the legislative refusal to continue

the practice of funding.the pre -ding year's enrollment overru

at the comu colleges.

The budg-gay formula: determined the allocation among

the ten general campuses of the $26.2 million reduction applicable

to them, and-in acZordance with board policy the allocations yere
tiq

essentially lump-sum disributions. The departffent did review'

campus plans for,internal Aistribution of the redtictions to

determin6e their impact. The budgetarYformula was designed by

the board to ensure the equitable distribution of funds during an

anticipated period of growth. It is described here however,

because it erved. 5 the majOr criterion for allocation of the

reductions.

Prior to 197'3-74 the exec ive budgef:pffice.had used

three separate udent.4faculty'ratios to determine the level of

support f-r the hree types. of senior institutions--the.research-

or'lented hiversity, the eight state colleges, and the N. Jersey

5-hitute

he Tre ury s Diyision of -13 dget, adopted a;formula

Technology. For 1973-74 the board, with the approval

all ten tutions Utilizing one teaching ratio for all

institutions with add-on factors for 'each type, of institution.'

Somil'factors (called iiiput variable " orMula-are



applicable to all institutions--for -example, numbers of-full- or

A
parttime students, square feet-ofbuilding space, and the like,

e of campus -act' in identical

Other factot, called 'system parameter determined

boil'd policy. Some "syStem parameters ha ear value

aneiiibent-teaching ratioi:are the major

example of these. With the.exceptions of engineering, pharmacy,

and nursing, identical undergraduate student-faculty ratios apply

across all ten institutions, Fof graduate instruction and7for

which measure

the exceptions noted, student-ficulty ratios differ by disciplinary

ilk group, and their applicability d more than one institution

dependS on thefcategori' s of: students enrolled. Other "system

parameters" vary with campus_ mission end'board:policy. For

example, the research university has a:formula allowance fbr

`State-supported reSearch_ substantplly larger than have the state

colleges. The formula also allows.for funds foe the AevelopMent

of new educational ins ructioha methods. and

=

dministration.

ff

academic

The formula g era es two p t of ecommendatiorii: The

first is an overall dollar figure to which are added nonformula

items-to constitute ah institutional budget. The second is the

number of full- and part -time (fTE) faculty. Institutions can

employ,more part -tune faculty than the-number generated by the
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tenure impact thth

= .

fuT tirile-faca

.

f&ential funding of "InstrUctl

ResearttL,_:crosS eripuses.iS entirely explajpedby!fermA.
.

variables, Differential funding' of "general: support"..Wbrary,

student serVicgs, computers, and admini4ip:ation).: is largely

eiplained by extrapolation from historic41 cost data

For fiscal 1975-76 the board''s recommendations and

eventual ,appropriation allocations to the institutions we e as

fellows:

Fiscal 1975-76 Net State Appropria ion*:
in $ millions -

FY 74 -75.1 F

Adjusted

-APOro- -BHE:Rec
',er4a.tion ril rLqt1,_

State colleges
.

$ 69:6 '''S 84.41 .

Rutgers University ' 81.0:. 91.9
-w Jersey Institute.
f Tedinalogy 11.1

.4.

1 %
6 $188.0

udes udent tuiti.n /fees and nth income.-



The allocation among the eight s,t e colleges o

difference $15-2 Million ($84.4 milliob less $69.2 million

betweeh theTbeirdis formula-based recommendation and the eventual

appropriAtion was roughly in proportioh to enrollmeht.

Tn July 1975, when it became a=p0rent,that the financial.

situation might* res -a reduction in number of faculty and

other professional emp yeea, the Department of Higher Education

developed and distributed a stktement of lay-off procedures .to.

the state colleges,*" ilve procedures, which becaMe effective%

only after review by the attorney genlral's office and consulta-4

tipn with the employee col3e.Wvbargaining reresentative
i .

requiredr the Oolle to considera num r,A,factors in-deter-

Which.emplojees uld'he laid off. FPIexaMple, colleges

were required to keep _in mind the requirements of theIna-ffirmative

. I

.actiodprograms and the need to consult with tns various campus

constituencies. The primary factor; howOver
-

protect programs of major academic s'onific

After consi e

as the need to

'the 'College.

he needs of the college? th'e campus

adminis ion was .required to identify the. "layoff-unit"--i,e.,

those classes of edministrative 00itions,and!eeaching areas

\both, to be reduced. Within the 'layoff -units," which
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-neceSsarily, encompass an en Cademic department or

edthinistrative area., all untenuredl employees would be laid off

before any tenured`, employee 4 However, among untenured. employees

seniority would not be

ernptoyee had ."qua 1 i ficatjo

Ant if a perti.cUlar untenyrd.

al to the continued viability

of the Unit." The procedures -p oaf dej fdr notice tp.. employees
. -

and the "empToyee representatives specific reassignment and

reinstatement rights. FinallY,. the department-reiterated its.

position that tenure pertained Only to the particUler college at

which it was awarded.

INSTITUTIONAL PROCEDURES AN ITERIA -

*though the board madb its allocation of the reduction

rding to the budgetary formula as thiswa percelved,as thez . ,

most equitable-mode, it dd dot t ii5e controlt over the:manner

-

.t'I .

,:th Whili the cofteges_made internal apocatIons. The board': an

he Department of- Higher Educations-real ized that ih meeting tite

ons, the college would have to use instruction and

ental research funds to meet minimum collelewide oper..Apng

To ease the impact .of the 1975376 reduction or the

lie'board'and department obtained the assurance of the



State Divi5ion o the Budget that transfers could be made freely

OP
among all accounts throaghout the year Ih addition:

a. Formula "add -ons" for educational development,
research, public Service, and academic administration
were diveroted;

b. both faculty_ and.support std
left vacant;

personnel reductions were-required in acadeMic
and,administrative 'SUPOot areas;

d.: purchases of educ-a.tignal equipment Ind supplies
and library, acquisitions were Cut back;

e. overall faculty-student ratios were increased;

F. thenuniber of faculty teaching overloads increased,
along with an increase in the number of parttime and
adjunct faculty; and

g. virtually all preventive maintenance was eliminated.

Despite budget ingencies, however, innovative programs--

e.g., Marine Science Consortium, Thomas A. Edison College, and the

Hudson Comity CoMmunity%College Commission-- _ e maintained

although sometimes on a reduced basis. Similarly, Rutgers and

the Institute'of Technology were both able to accommodate the

growth of major new programs and units, e.g:,,the Gradu-to School

of Applied and Professional Psychology, and the School of

Architecture.
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Enrollments were of reduced when -the.1975-76 budget
,

reductions were made, and the ME4 Jersey Higher Educatiom System

is'educating more students than in 1974 -75 with fewer dollars.

In the case of the priva e sector of higher education,

the deWtmeht consulted with the executive coMMitteeorthe

Association of Independent Colleges and&iversitfes of New Jersey
'

prior. to the alloCation of the approximately $2 million reduction

Thq salient leaturA of the private sector aid program a

'The Cost of Educatio Pr
. _

gram (COG) provides up

for each f 11 -time New Jersey resident enrolled in a participting

independent institution who was tile-recipient of some form of

need-based aid in the preceding year.

The State Program to Utilize R _ources (SPUR) lowers,

the,e fective, cost of education to New Jersey students by funding

institutions on a per capita basis of up to $175 for each lower-

division New. Jersey student and up to $225.for.`each upper-division

New-Jersey student' enrolled in the previous year.

The 'Graduate and:Professional PrO'grams employ, special

resources of the independent institutions, and reduce or eliminate

1



d for the state tecr6late

stitutions to meet an

puter, Libra

permits.indepedet institu

services -now ravaila

Fpr'fiscal. 197

colleges was allocated

$39 Millian. The' depa

76

rn

or expand such,programs at

xisting demand,

and Other Services Program

ions to- share certain specialized

ublic institutions.

.the $6 million aid to.lodependept

-ollows: COG, $21 million; SPUR,

t and the association decided. that

the best means of util zing 975-76 fund& would be to fund only

the COG and SPUR grog ams. Th 6 million will provide

apprdximately 85 per ent of full funding:
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POSTSCRIPT: SPRING 1976

James M. Rosser
Vice Chancellor

New Jersey Department
of Education

flis'the time for fiscal 1976-77 appropriations dralks,,,,

, . e

lear, higher edUcation iniew,Jersey-faces- an even more difficult

-,- situation than that reported in the .case study for fiscal 1975-76.

As-shOWn'in_the tabletielow, the net .state appropriation for the

state colleges, Rutgers, and the New Jersey Institute of

Technology for fiscal 1975-76 amounted to $161.5 million. The

governor's budget now under legislative consideration is drasti-

cally lower:

Fiscal 1975-76 Net State Appropriation, and Fiscal 1976-77 Board .

Recommendations and Governor's Bud et $ millions

FY 76

Apprb-
priation

'State colleges . $ 69.2

Rutgers 82.4

New Jersey Institut
of Technology 9.9

FY 77

BHE Reborn- Governor's
mendation budget

3 52.0

106.7 66.3

13.0 9.2

Total $161.5 $207,0 $127.5

*Source: State of New J6illSey: Budget, Figeal
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Postscript: Spring 1976)

14
In fiscal 1975-76, the governor's original gross appro-

ions budget for New Jersey's entire system of higher education

was some $19.7 million Mow the recommendation of the Board of

Higher Educalion (080, but in that budget he had excluded-

expected revenues from a new state income tax which he was pro-
,

posing. -As related in the case study, the proposed income tax

was not adopted by the legislature. The governor's 1976-77 budget,

finlike that of the prior year, does not assume additional revenues

from a revised tax strkture, and the difference between the

board's recommendation and the governor's budget amounts to

$80.5 million.

The board is recommending that the reduction be allocated

among institutions and programs so tha:t essential educational

services will be preserved.` Butin so doing, it recognizes that

academic standards can be maintained only at the expense of

budgeted enrollment. Under the reduced funding proposed by the

governors, enrollment t the senio.r..instutions will decrease by

some 13,604 FTE studen 5:
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Postscr4pt. Spring 1976)

Fiscal 1975 -76 and 1976-77 Full-Time E uated Students

FY 76
Actual

FY 77, Based
on estimated
funding , Difference

State colleges -P,637 54,525 9,11.2

Rutgers 38,037 ,33,859 - 4,378

New Jersey Insti ute I

of Technology 3,924 3,810 -: 114-

Total 1P5,598 91,994 - 13,604

However, in building the BHE proposed FY 1077 budget,

there were included funds to restore the quality of the baSic

formula level provided in the Board .of Higher Education budget

request:forFY 1976, adjusted for inflation, and this improved

base was included in -the governor's budget request for FY 7977.

Thus, maintenance of program quality in the face of reduced

funding resulted in _an actual increase in the average dollars

per student for ins ructfonal support and general support.

Fiscal 1975-76 and 1976-77 Dollars per FTE
Student instruction and General Support

FY 76 FY 77 Gower-
8ppropriated nor's budatt

State colleges $1,420 $1,510
RUtgers 2,202
New terse_ Institute

of Techn ogy' 2,641
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4P,

(Postscript: Spring 41976)

Should the 1976-77 appropriation approximate the level

of the governors recommendations, the impact on higher education

in New . Jersey will be profound and tragic. Selective, rather

than across-the-board, allocation of enrollment reductiOnamong.

4,
the state colleges is now under study. Tuition will rise sub-

stantially, and funding support for released time fOr .resew

and other non-instructional actiOtivill be reduced sharply at

the .state colleges, Rutgers, and WTI-.

The chancellor dries not see New Jersey's problems as

unique. He warns that, "Many people in higher.education do not

hAe Any real sense of the fiscal' thin ice on which they are

skating.' Although the absence of a state income tax is the most

obviou§ factor in retrenchment, the impact of state supported

social programs also looms large, Of the $2.7 billion proposed

in the'governor's budget; some $637 million is for state support

of locaT schools, ands$773 Million is,for medicaid and welfare,

N
both of which are growing ,and,tied to federal aid.

At thepresent time, the Board of Higher Education and
4,

the departMent are mkiiig 'a strong case to.the legislature for

Multi funding of the ME's recommended $388 million net state

:appropriations budget.' The chancellor and the,chairman of the

ise



(Postscript:5pring 1976)

BHE Budget Commi-tee-presented.the'case for restoration before

the Joint Appropriati-ens Committee_on Marc i 19, 1976. The am-
.

mittee has identified approximately $94'million in additional

funds to -be used to support. retorat-iOn to...the governor's budgk.

These 'additional. funds are based primarily on increased revenue

estimates, redUctions by the. committee in the governor's budget,

-and anticipated federal revenue- sharing, To date, $62 million

has= been restored -to the governor's-budgetc_of which $22 million

has been restored' to higher education to restore enrt lments to

approximately the currently budgeted level at Rutgers, the state

colleges, and NJIT, to reduce faculty workload, and to restore'
)

research funds tothe Agricultural Experiment Station, arid to fund

research at Rutgers and the state colleges. Further pr6posed

higher education. restorations pending before the committee total-

ing approximately $28 million include additional county college

enrollment support,:a reduction in'the governor's ropoied tuition

incrgase, and funds for the college of Medicine an stry of

ew Jersey.

Whether the legislature will pass.taK
A

measures to make

new revenues a reality is_still an open question: The New Jersey

General Assembly h- passed an income tax package that proVid
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Postscript: Spring 1976)

three kinds of rel7ief: local property tax reduction; revenue-

haring grants to localities; and increased state school

Unfortunately, none of the revenues-to be generated from the

income tax would be 'available, to restore cuts in the state govern-

ment's operating budget,_but would fund only the above three

ifemS. The New Jersey Senate defeated the Assembly's income tax

Package'in late May
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NEW- YORK:
,City_Uniyouity of New York

'OVERVIEW AND CAUSES OF RETRENCHMENT'

Retrenchment activity in the City University spans two

budget cycles, and had not been completed in mid-September' 1975.

-Appropriated fiinds for 1974-75 were reduced in mid-yeir by

approximately $20.5 million. As this reduction was being absorbed,.

worsening revenue projections for New York City were reflefted in

the 1975-76 appropriation, some $104 million below the original

City University budget request. The-actual losS of net furids was

greater because the enacted budget Assumed increases in tuition.

which the City University has not imposed. Limiting considerations

to events as of 8epteMber 1, 1975, the budget figures for the two

years maybe summarized as follows:

p

Selected 1974-75 1975-76 Bud et Fi urp

'1974-78

Mid -year
Appro- Debt reduc,
priation service tion Net

585.2 (16.1) (20.6) 548.6

millions

1975-76

Appro- Debt Tuition
priation service deficit Net

'597.9 (37.6) (10..5) (549.8)
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The history of educt in-the-1975-76 budget froM.

the time of the initial reques is shown i.n the following table:

Seledteds1475-76'Budget Figures (in $ millions)

Novembe December. February February= June.

1974 1974 1975 1975 1975

Mayor's

Cully Mayor's Governor's 'crisis Adopted

request certification budget 12.1.1191L_

702.0 662.6 651.$ a 579.1 579.9

Subsequent to September 1, 1975, the mayor. has sought an

.
additional reduction of $36,5 million in city which, with

state matching, would increas 0 $60 million.

The City University contends with a unique funding

situation in adjusting to retrenchment, for itdraws roughly

47-19ercent of its revenue fr the City of New York; 37 percen

from the state, 14 -percent ffrom graduate and nonresident and

nonmatriculated undergraduate tuition and fees, -Snd 2 percent

from miscellaneous sources. It does not charge tuition to

undergraduate matricula -student residents-of New York City;

.

although,a general, fp_ to cover_registration and other services

required of all students including graduate. ,ThiS fee ranges

from $140. a year to-$60 a year, depending upon the student's

classification.
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'The cause df r trenchrent in the City Uni vet sityas the

us'v widely publicized, aril 5ti 1 urreSol ved ancialr plight

'of the 'City of New-York State agenCie5 did not play a dircct

role i n re trenchrient.prOcedures prior td SePtette-r 19 75,

mi d-September , however, the Coromi ssi-oner of-Eel uca tior, t he a

ti ve head of the state Coo rdi riati ng agercy, added his vo ice

those persOns out =side the City University who, cvere uwgin 9 th at
40

undergraduate tui Lion be irnposed At the same rates amain the Sta to

University of New York.

HIGHER EEMCIVPI ON GOV1RNA GE .AN>? COORDLINATJONT

Public hi gher education i n New York is cornpri see

large rnul ticampus systems: the State Un lversi y of New Niork

(SONY) and the City University of Nevi York. Tre 000rdinetinq

agency the Regents of the Uni ver5i ty of the 5-nte of New York

("Regents" ) have statutory Mas ter pl anni rrj 3uthori ty which

includes tMe review of new and existing iacaderni c programs of

both public and private campus

have budgetary respoosibili tie6

The regents howev er,

either rail ticampu s s

Until the 19S0' s, the State of New `lock

on ,private rather than publ ic higher education to ser ve 1 is

residents, The pobl -lc: sect own to enroll app roxi

n 1975 the re are 74 publ ic

do not

mately 60 percent of al 1 studerits
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campuses--19 in-New York City governed by City University, and

55 elsewhere in the state governed by the state university.

fall:1974 enrollment at City University almost.reached 270,00

SUNY reported enr9jltnent of 325,000:

Prior to July 1, 1975, the state university exercised

supervisory control over City_University's eight two-year community

colleges in New York City, as it did and still does over theOther

30 community colleges, all of which also hOe.local governing,

boards. The governing board 01 the City University has been the

"local board" for the two-year campuses in New York City. Because

of the substantial-support provUed.to City University--50'percent

of the operating budget of the four -year colleges - -the sta e has

periodically attempted to exercise greater control over it. To

date, these attempts have had limited success. In 1973, however,

the law was changed to allow the governor as well as the mayor to

appoint members to the City University governing board.

Two educational policy positions of City. University are

particularly relevant to its responses%to fiscal stringency:

First, an "open-admissions" policy was implemented'in 1970 to

provide a place at one of the City University campuses ;for ev

New York'City high school gradu In part beCause of this

policy, headcount enrollment g e
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almost 27Q,000 in fall 1974. In 1974=75 approxiMately 17 percent

of City University's physical facilities were leased-at an annual

cost of $15.4 million to accommodate'the increased enrollment.

The second policy, also related to access is the long-

standing position that reOdents: of New York should not be required

to'pay tuition for undergraduate instruction, As the financial

problems of New York City deepened in 1975, reversal of this policy

was perceived in some quarters as a significant solution to the

city's fiscal crisis. The City University responded that the

saving in dollars would be small inr,relation to the city's budge

gap and that the imposition of tuition would bea,stiuluS to the

further flight of middje-incorne familes from the city_

The salary scal

ft

faculty in the City University is

higher in the various academic ranks than for those in th state

university and in institutions in other states. Higher salary

scales for-full-time faculty ai-e offset by two factors: A high

proportion of instruction is performed by part-time adjunct

faculty; the recent rapid increase in enrollment has resulted in

a "high proportion of full-time fa-ulty in thelower ranks. As a

result, total-average faculty compensation (for both full and

-part-time) appears comparable to that of SUNY and other institu-

tions even though the cost of living in New York City is highe
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than elsewhere (City University estimates it .at about. 15 scent

-higher). Cost per student figures reflect particularly 1

-support staff., crowded facilities, and low library'and equip?

costs. For-example, the average cost for senior college and

graduate students (FTE's) was. about $2900 in 1974-75 and for all

students was $2500 (excluding debt service cost).

STATE AND CITY BUDGET PROCESSES

BOth the state and the city of New York,have annual

budget cycles; the state's fiscal year runs from April 1 to

March 31, the city's from July 1 to June 30.' The budget request

of the City University is submitted .to the Budget Bureau of the

City of New York in NoVember. The request is in program format;

shortly after-submission the lump suns are placed in line item

schedules. After staff review it becomes part of the mayor's

executive budoet--Olso in line-item format. Before this, however,

and by December 1the mayor is required by state law to "certify"

to the governor his intended city support of the senior and

community colleges in order to enable the state-to determine its

-funding in the governor's budget (issued in January). City

University central staff negotiate with (hie sa te executive

budget office and legislature as the governor's budget is

OP

prepared. The nabor usually prepares his budget in April' aft

the state budget is passed although his budget is often delayed
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by a month or so. The final city budget must be adopted,before

the end of June.

Under general statutes state support for the senior

colleges is one-half of the operating budget, less tuition and

fee income. State support for community colleges is set by

statute At.'40 percent of the budget but a uniform statewide

per-student funding formula established in 1971 has kept aid

below that level. As a result-state aid has declined each year,

reaching 33 percent in 1974-75. Theseshortfalls constitute a

limita expend tures and Are considered a form of retrench-

ment. Although the eight Eommunity colleges were severed from

the state university system as of July 1, 1975, the per-student

-fund ng formula continues to apply to them.

Within the city University, campus requests are based

on campus perceptions of their needs, fee-income projections, and

compensation determined by collective bargaining. These requests

are integrated into a totaluniversity budget request."

University:central staff ng6tiate the budget of:each campA,

separately within the framework of a formula, or model based on

lystemwide average costs by instructional level. Average costs

appear to have been' artificially low in the recent past because

the funding model (based on limited new appropriations) =did not
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recognrre the additional expense of .remedial education required

for many students enrolled under the open admissions policy. When

requests for supplemental funding'to-meet this additional expense

sJere granted, the funds had to be applied to ongoing programs to
A

offset the,perceived inadequacy of regular funding, especially

for the community colleges.

.The sta .
appropriation to the City UniVersity is in a

-lumpsum format,' and_ state fiscal agenOies neither analyze nor

'question the internal allocations. The City University is subject

to a large measure, of control by the City Budget Bureau, Although

the university may fill vacant lines, city budget approval is

necessary to establish new lines for liew .positions, grant merit'

increases, transfer funds from one program to another, and trans-

'fe lines. In times of crisis like the present, the City Budget

Bureau may even freeze vacant lines to.4prevent additions to the

staff.

-Except for-the' two-year college funding formula, the

ormal budgetary procedures of the'state and the city did not

play major roles in the retrenchment -of 1974-75. For 1975-76,

the situation looks'different -thie-impact of the community

college formula will be minimal but the statutory senior colleg

matching formula is almost doubling the reduction imposed. by the

qty.
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SYSTEMWIDE PROCEDURES AND CRITERIA

F;Lscal 1974 -75

llthough the City University began the yearwith an
t.

appropriation of $585.2 million, this amount was-based an

statutory state aid of 40 percent for the community colleges.

The enrollment- driven state aid formula disci4sed above reduced!

the state aPprOpriatiAp.to, 3 percerit,:and meant hat $5.7 million

of the $585.2 million total appropriation for th university

could not b used.--

In mid-November 1974 the mayor notified-al city

agencies and affiliate institutions that declining revenues and

underestimated expenditure would result in a deficit for the

.city of over $400 millionjor the 1974-75 fiscal year. He asked

the university to analyze the impact of a possible cutback of

8.5 percent ih the city's support of City University from city

tax levy funds -- approximately 530 million with matching state

funds. The City University immediately called attention to its

existing commitments to faculty and students but shortly

thereafter the mayor ordered in two successive actions a total

reduction in current expendituhs of $14.8 million (including

matching state funds ). Together with the community college state

aid shortfall, the total reduction was -$20.5 million:
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1974 -75 Reductions in 0 Budet in millions)

City State
Funds funds, Feel Other , Total

1974-75,Appropriation 280:0 - 242.5, 50.4 12.3 585.2

Debt service (15.1) (16.1).

Gross operating budget 253.9 '242.5 50.4 12.3 569.1

Reductions
City emergency reduction
5tat- id shortfall

( 9.6) ,

(5.7) -

(14.8)
( 5.7)

Spendd le operating budget 254.3 231.6 50.4 12.3 548.6

In meeting the $20.5 million reduction (see table on

page 193) the City University utilized approximately- $10.8 million

in technical adjustments and $1.6 million in unanti6ipated addi-

tional fee income from higher than estimated_enrollment. To meet

the balance of $8.1 million, the governing board on Januartw31,

1975, issued a policy statement requiring the central office and

each campus to take certain immediate steps to meet their share

of the reductiOn as determined by across-the-board computationS:

I Freeze the filling of any administrative full-time
lines that are presently vacant. When special

emergency situations develop, tire chancellor is
authorized to grant exceptions upon written
,justification.

2. Overtime for additional compensation except jA
exceptional circumstances, shall not be-authorized.'

3.. Reduce faculty released time by a minimum of
20 percedt:
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Reduce Other than Personal Services by 25 percent
in accordance with the following:

-Defer- supply,,equipment, and service procurement
which does not immediately limit teaching or
administrative effectivenesS.

- Defer nonessential repairs-and maintenance.

Reduce contractual and office services.

Reduce out-of-state travel.

,q-
Where feasible during periods when classes are
not in session, including Christmas recess,
close selected bwildings not in substantial use
by students, faculty, or administrators-1

n addition, the governing board specified other proce-

dures directly'r:elated to instruction which the campuses could use:

--Combine.class sections with low enrollments.

Increase average class size.

- Offer more courses on a staggered semester basis
(i.e. , not every course every semester).

- Inc ease average number of class contact hours
o eachers.

- Ha`e qualified addn.istrators teach at least one
con se.

2

The governing board emphisfzed the discretionary author-

ity of the heads of the campuses, and urged consultation with

faculty and students:
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College presidents shall have discretion, within the
limitations outlined above, to .deterMine for each
institution what actions shall 'be taken to achieve
thp necessary budget reductions'. Consultations with

appropriate faculty and sVident-representatives
should be, encouraged as Ohs are developed.i

The campus -chief executives were required to report their

plans to meet the reducQns within two weeks of the issuance

the .policy directive. The plans, including those of the. central

office, indicated that.estimat savings of $8.1 million VoUld. be

effected in the following manner:

1974-75 Ci Unive.rst Reductions in $ millions

Full -time positions

Administrative
Teaching
Other (student services, etc.).

Subtotal

Part-time..positions

Administrative
Teaching_
.Other (library, etc.)

Subtotal

Other reductions

Deferral of equipment & supply
purchases

Deferral of library book purchases
Out-of-city travel
Deferral of maintenance
Reduction of contract services

(guards, etc.)
Other (postage, telephones, etc.)

Subtotal

Total

Number
Estimated
savings

100
35

49 .3

184 2.0

320 .8

890 1.5

490 .7.

1700

.2

:5

.4

.4

3.1

8.1
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al /975-76

In-mid-September 1975 the City University remains

uncertain of its funding for the fiscal year which began can July 1.

This case study deals only with events prior to September 1, 1975--

that is, with the adjustment of the City University to an appro-

priation of $597.9 million, estimated as $87.2 million less than,

would be required for inflation, for .salary -ri.nCreases required by

collective bargaining agreements, and for a projected 9500 enroll-

ment Increase
4

City Universit 1975 75 $ millions

Estimate of budget needs (base budget
plus estimated costs due to inflation,
enrollment, space rentals) $607.0

executive budget 597.9
Less: Fee income included $40.5

Debt service 37.6 78,1

Net budget $519.8

Difference between estimated needs
and net budget $ 87.2

By increasing fees,to yield an estimated 0 million',

the university effectively cut the budget gap to $57.2 million.

Tvi6 aspects of the $597.9 million appropriation are

critical:
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e final appropriation itncluded some $18.8 million

in additionbl funds for two special programs for the disadvantaged

(SEEK in the senior colleges And College'Disc-dvery in:the

Community colleges) which the mayor had specifically eliminated

in-his original budget. These funds were rest4ed by the city

council after strong pressure by the City University and by

students in both programs.

2. The appropriation was based on a directive to the

City University to increase tuilion and fee income by some $40.5

million. which did not, however, raise-the issue of imposing

tuition on undergraduate matriculated student residents of the

city. The Board of Higher Education authorized increases in fees

other than tuition for all students, and also increased tuition

for students already in tuition-paying clalsifications-.- These

increbTes were projected to yield $30 million of additional fee

income.

Early in the spring, when the City University learned

that its f011 needs would not be_ met, it began .explpration of

alternatives for -eductions. Because of the 1974-75 reduction,

and betause of the size of the 1975-76 reduction, it became

apparent that the campuses could not be asked to absorb ano er

substantial across-the-board cut.
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Among several more drastic alternatives which were

4

given consideration, analyzed, but discaNed, were the closing of

=

some of the campuses and drastically reducing the 1975-76.freshman

class, The 'latter would have-.involved withdrawing Acceptances

. already sent out to approximately 11,000 students (some 9500 in

fullrtime-equivalents) who had been accepted after the regular

;deadline. Moreover, it was also apparent that two additional

factors required more systemwide concern with the 1975-76 reduction

than with that in the prior year

1= The single largeSt factor in the 1975-76 reduction

was the $40.5 million assumedtuition increase which was-beyond

the jurisdiction of the individual campuses.

2. Numerods other possible alternatives for absorbing

the reduction -e.g., an increase in faculty workload, academic

program reductions, and the like--were of a magnitude or

importance to require policy decisions on a-universitywide basis.

The governing board, in May 1975, acted to preserve

flexibility in the face of the uncertain .1975-76'funding by

initiating a temporary freeze. on new appointibents, promotibns,

and reappointments other than those required by collbctiVe
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bargAining agreements. In addition, the bOaleadlarohibited the

initiation of new, academic and other 'programs as well.as contrac

and 'purchases no previously approved,

The board selected from alternatives presented to it and

ordered action to meet the $87 million reduction on July 28, 1975.

Its statement emphasized the three overall policY positions which

governed its decision:

Free tuition for Matr-iculated resident undergraduates,

Open AdmiSsions; which offers the opportunity for

meaningful higher education to all New York City?

high school graduates, and

High-quality education befitting the greatest urban

University in the world,
5

It is not easy to put a dolleT cost on high-quality

education. On the other hand, fairly prOcise dollar figures could"

be attached to free tuition and the open admissions policy, both

major controversial issues on which the board took vfirm stand.

The board's policy statement specified reductions which

,
would be accomplished by-systemwide action to save $54.3 million.

These, in summary, were:
6
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,Am6411b.

5YStWaction (in $__MilliOns)
7-:

COnsOlidatiOn and reduction of griduap:

programs
IncreageS in student fees and tuition
ReductiOn of admAnistration and support

staff
'Increase in faculty classroom teaching time
Limitations-bon sabbatical, eaves

Total,

$ 1.6
30.0

$54.3

In-itS directive-to consolidate and redOce graduate

programs, the.governing-boarcrs decision benefited from the

university's ongoing-review of its masters' programs,at the

colleges:

In a number of area the Board has noted a redundancy
of-Master's programs being offered at different colleges
of our University system',- The chancellor-is requested
to implement a minimum reduction of 25 percent of the
278 Matter's-programs for September.1975 semester and
and additional 15 percent of the Master's programs for
the February 1976 semester. This should be done after
immediate consultation with the college and faculty.
Such prograM consolidation should not only economize
but strive to improve quality by conSolidati'ng
small Master's programs into a single or fewer p s.

Students in the programs that are eliminated I be'

assigned to comparable programs elsewhere in the
University so that their academic training will not
be interrupted

'7

In September 1975 the governing-board tOok the first

steps in program reduction by eliminating 14 masters' degree
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programs in anthropologgphilosophy. linguistiCs, andpolitical

science which .had been offered,at,:several general campuses and..

-A
consolidating the-Se programs-at the geographically Separate

graduate school.

.-At he systemwide- level -'the tuition and- fee increases of

an estimated $30 million were'-Rfsentially.adjustmentbased'-Pnthe

inflation :V4hich occurred'sinde.the prior Adjustments were madeAm..

.J970 and again i0.87J. For example, `the fee for -registration--0.0.

student services was increased from $35to $55 for New York City

resibent senior, college students In addition, tuition for non7

resident graduate Students was increased to a-level comparable-to

that charged by private campuses'in the city.

Although. not productive -of dollar. saVtn _but with

intent of maintaining instructional services bents of the
. -

statCand city within the limits of esources, wierning

board banned the admission of.new.out-of-state undergraduate

students 197546.

After the required systemwide activity reduced the $87

million deficit by $54..3 million, the--governing board directed the

system's chief executive,office to allocate the-balance of the

reduction--$32.7 million - -to campuses on an across-the-board basis:

2 r2
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The Board requests the Chancellor to distribute the
remaining $32,7 million by reducing the budgets of

. each of the dolleges, SEEK, College Discovery, and
the Central Office. These reductions are to be made
in proportion to budgets which reflect mandatory cost

f
increases and n essary adjustments to compensate for
substantial ove -enrollment or under-'enrollment or
other unique factors. The reductions in the Central.
Office and, other programs are in addition to the
reduction lbf administrative staff required above.8

The governing board-advised the campuses of possibilities
.

which i t considered among the-alternati'ves available to them

meeting their share of the 2:7 riilliOn reduction:

Reductions in Othef- than Personal Services categories.

reduction'in the number of executive'leveLadmihis--
trative positions to meet the needs of the colleges.

Reexamination of course offerings to eliminate or
consolidate-those that are least related to the,
mission Of the college.

Consolidation of smaller departments intogener4c
groupings.

Increasing class size and combin ng of class :sections
with small enrollment.

Increasing the use of lecture tlasses in apprOpriate
disciplines and where necessary facilities are
availattle.

7. Computing class loads on the basis of those who will
probably remain rather than on initial regittration.

Havtng q alified administrators teach at 'least one
tour

9
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The loverning board. expressed concern about the

. maintenance of the strength of the university's academic programs,

and asked the campus 'Chief execOtive officers in considering

personnel reductions to reduce support services Wore instruc-

tional Servites, It asked each to make-reductions by emphasizing

the particularmission of his own campus. Regarding personnel

actions,:the board noted:

,

That wpere departments or teachers 4re'no longer
needed because of decreasing enrollment or changing
patterns in higher education,the elimination of
those positions stiOuld'be considered. No legal or
contractual limitations apply in such cases,
especially in the light of the financial stringency
required. "

10

However, the collective bargaining agent for the

;faculty initiated litigation in August 1975 claiming that the

increased teaching hours, increased class size, reduced released_

time for research, and other retrenchment measures were in

'violatibn of the expired collective bargaining agreement which

remained in effect during negotiations. In early SePtember a

lower court ruled in favorpf the union, and appeal of the

decisioR by thetity University is expected.

Twoweeks after the July 1975 policy statement of

the governing board, the Council of P'res.44 nts, a systemwide
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administrative group consisting of a11,19 campus chief executives

icers and the president of the affiliated medical school,

approved emergency procedures and guidelines for,personnel

-:decisions required by the,retrenchment.11 Shortly thereafter,

on August 15, 1975, the governing board declared the City

University to be 'Lin-a state of ffnancial exigency " It adopted

C\A

the emelency procedures approved earlier by the campus chief

executive -,'stating

-

that-these would remain in effect until the

end of fiscal 1975-76. The authority to initiate personnel

"discontinuances on the basis of financial exigency" was

delegated. to:the campus chief executives'for-cmpus personnel

and to the,system executive for central office staff.
12

The emergency procedures, 12 pages in length, are

detailed and afford specific illustration's of possible problems

which might be presented by seniority and tenure.
13'

With

egard to these major indicia of faculty statbs,.the procedures

provide, in summary':

1. The basic unit for retrenchment purposes in the

City UnjVersity is the academic department of the particular

campus.



The seniority of tenured persons is by he'date

of appointment (not:of tenure) with the department., State

statutes-have been interpreted to the effect thatprevious-

service in-another departMent is'notlAcluded-in the seniority

computations

In the absenceof cori1pelling educational reasons,

the position of a tenured person will not be abolislied before

that of a nOritenUred one.

The. emergency procedures call at en ion to -thecomplex

impact of budgetary decisions on a campus d its academic

. programs:

?here may he more than a single variable which
precipitates campus-retrenChmeht decisions. A

budget pction per se may. force retrenchment, but

,

more like.y it will be the need fora campus to:
realloca-e its resources in order to provide the
optimal evel of-Service_ within a given budget that

will bring about .personnel changes. Financial.

exigencipS Aotwithstanding, a reduttien in the
number-of Instructional staff personnel may W
warranted:by abolition of programs, insufficient
student registration, redistri.bution of 'staff,
reassessment of programs and priorities or other
campus decisions affecting allocation of its fiscal,
personnel, or phyAical resources, Retrenchment
takes. place at the department or program level, .

and the actual cutbaCk in positions proceeds from
program and workload decisions.

14
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The emergencypro ures.provi-de for nd ice to the

disTochted faculty member, but do not require a hearing prior

to disoontinuance. The affected faculty member can Opeal the

decision of the campus chlf executive, howeVer, to a "special

retrenchment review committee" consisting of at least three

members of,'Ahe instructional staff,: the majority of whoM are to

be tenured. The.procedures prOvide:.

On appeal the affected indivldUal has the burden
of establishing:

a. Where the determination was made on the.
basq of length of service-, that the . . Committee
or party making the decision did not correctly compute
the length of service in accordance with these '-
guidelines.

b. Where the determination was made on the
basis of.special educational reasons, that the reason
given was a pretext for action-based on constitutionally
prohibited grounds.

No other issues maybe raised by the appellant or
considered by such committee on such review. In

considering the:appeal, the committee shall be
prohibited from considering the need for retrenchment
in the University, the'Collegethe departMent,
division or other-retrenchment unit.15

The. retrenchment review-committe s at the campuses are

advisory to the campus 'chief executives; final authority for

specific discontinuance rests with these executives.



INSTITUTIONAL PROCEDURES :AN CRITERIA`

Fis'6i1 1974-75

The mid-year reduction of the 1974-75 appropriation by

$20.5 million, together with the freeze on new appointments and

promotions, had its primary effect on administrative personnel

and part-iime teaching staff--z_rom October 30,-1974_to June 30,

1975 the overall staff of the City University was. reduced by

577 full-time employees and 870 part-time adjunct teachers. The

reduction did not-require dislocation of tenured instructional

staff; however.

Notwithstanding their varying. academic emphases,

individual colleges were severely restricted by existing commit=

ments in their choice of areas to make cuts. With few exceptions,

attrition, vacant positions, and part -time employees were the

only areas in whichcuts could be made within the time allowed.

,Fiscal 1975 -76

Unlike the ap o ch taken in 1974-75 the university,

adopted both pror'ation and selectivity in effecting the much

more drastic retrenchment equired in 1975-76. Some cuts were

made on a systemwide basis, e.g., the elimination of paid

faculty.sabbaticals' and the increase in faculty workload to a
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,specifid standard. The colleg s Merenot given he'option o

trading off these requirements againt cuts in:other areas,

-other cases college presiders were given the opportunity to be

selective on the basis of thetr own priorities while adhering.to

the university's retrenchment guidelines.

1975-76 Budget Allocations

On August 4, the chancellor informed each-college of

its 1975 -76 budget. This budget.was calculated in accordance

with the statement of policy adopted by the board at its July 28,,

1975 meeting. Following is abrief summary of the way in which

each college budget was developed:

- The 1974-75 base budget, excluding two special
programs, SEEK and College DiscoVery, was taken
as the starting point.

Mandatory increases (annualization of 1974175
collective bargaining increases, fringe benefit
cost increases, fuel, energy, and inflationary
increase for supplies and equipment) -were added
to. the base budget.

- Each budget was then reduced to reflect

. elimination of sabbaticals-

increase in productivity of full -time faculty
(through decrease in adjunct costs).

reduction in administrative and other
noninstructional cost.
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- The college's budget was cut further by 7 4 percent.

- Collages with enrollment growth were,given funding
at. specific dollar amount per FTE student.

The net result of these steps*Was the 1975-76 spendable

budget. The difference between this figure and the 1974-75 base

budget represents the savings reqUired of the college in 1975-76:

It was recognized that there were some inequit s,in- this approach.

--

Cost per student differed in the individual colleges for a variety

of reasons: One such reason was the greater additional expense

incurred when a larger number of students at one college,compared

o another required. remediation. It was not possible to...treat

this kind of situation selectively within the retrenchment time-

frame,-

Two aspects of the budget reductions imposed on the

colleges are, worth close inspection, namely, faculty productivity

and the reduction in administrative and other noninstructional

costs.

Faculty Productivity

Data on faculty workload indicated that full-time

Faculty classroom hours in the senior colleges excluding_

doctoral faculty) ranged from 8.8 hours to. 10.3 hours;. in th'e
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community colleges the range was from 11.4 hdurs to 13.6 hours.

The board determin that the faculty workload in each of the

Senior colle.gesA cluding the gra ate school) should be 12

classroom hours and in each of the community colll
-,

15 hours

in both cases less one hour of released time. .Doctoral faculty

were required to increase classroom hours 15 percent.

On the whole faculty workloa0 in the community colleges

-11

had been closer to the new norm than in the senior colleges. On

a percentage basis the required increases in faculty workload

ranged from 2.9% to 22.8% in the community colleges as compared

with 6:8% to 25.0% in:the senior:colleges.

Reductions, irtdministrative Cost

In the area of administration, college base budgets were-

adjusted a differential basis. Cost center datWere used to

correlate administrative cost per FTE and total FTE'enrollment for

all colleges; each college was located in relation to this

correlation curve. The further away the college was from the

curve,qhe lar4er the required percentage cut in administrative

costs, and base budget cuts ranged from 5.7 percent to 6.8 percent.
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POSTSCRIPT SPRING 1976

Anthony D. Knerr
Vice ChOncellor for Budget

and Planning
City University of New York

The budgetary sitoat-01 of city University worsened

steadily between mid-September 1975 and. May'1976, reaching So

critital'a poiPt that the university was fighting for -its very

survival. The city ordered successive cuts this year, and each

such-cut automatically carried with it a reduction in state aid..

,Tbe city announced that would Ether reduce its support for,

.1976-74 and that i uld withdraw 11 financial support for

City University's four-year college

the community colleges.

in 1977 -78 and finance only

ven though tuition for undergraduate

matriculated resident Students as imposed and- a major restructur,

ing of the university was adopted,' considerable uncertainty exists

concerning the future structure and financial stability of the

university. The history of retrenchment sincemid-September11975 -

is summarized briefly below.

Develo ments Af he_ 1975775)iidatt
, -

In. August the city announced a reduction of $32- million

"in lieu of tuition" and in, the early fall set a further expendi-

ture cut to balance unanticipated city:revenue shortfalls.- Both
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of these cuts were, in addition o the $87 million reduction

-,already absorbed. After months of negotiaticin with the city, in

which tentative dgreements were reached on cuts ranging fromLa
-

total of $25 million to $60 million, the city finally ordered a

total $55 million cut for the second semester. This cut,-togethe

with a reduction in debt service payments and several techni

adjustments, brought the university's spendable budget $58.7.4

million at the beginning orthe year. The Board of Hig e

Education decided at December 1975 meeting to effect the

reduction in''the fol ioi ing manner:

- Shut down all university buildicgs during.
Christmas and spring recess'perio to
sue energy and mai.ntena -ce cos

. million-

Distribute budget reduct s mong all
thecollege units to be e ectuated by
'consolidation of programs and retrenchment
of administi-ative, support and instruc-
tional staff to save . . . . . . . . . . . $13 million

Roll back summer session fees and charges
to June 1976 to increase income for 1975-76

.\

and consolidate summer session offerings
to save $'9.0 lion

Schedule pdyless furloughs Of'four weeks
for all staff.. to save '. . . . . . . . . . . . $32-million

Estimated total savings $55 million
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Postscr pt. Spring 1976

The oropoted furlough was the subject -O legal att on

brought by the instructional staff union,.the Profeisional Staff

Congress (PSC), and by the union representing custodial staff.'

Although the court ruled in favor of the university in the PSC:

case, the city, was concerned about t impact of a furlough on

other municipal labor unions. The university; the city, and the

state engaged for weeks in extensive discussions about alternative,

arrangements without coming to a final sol ion The PSC, however,

-agreed to, a salary deferral plan to ease the university's cash

ow problem as Part. of an agreement which providedfor a `technical

adjustment in the university's.budgetto perMit it to take. advan7

cage of unused fringe benefit allOcations and $24 million -of

emergency state aid above arid beyond the amount provided-under

matching formulas..

Meanwhile he university was forced into a c ti ca

cash flow position. While agreements were reached with the union .

regarding the salary deferral plan, the city (1) reduced the

university's budget.* an additional $8 collectiye

bargaining costs for which no funds had ever been provided, and

(2) placed the university on anew monthly,cash a lotment System,
.

which did not recognize its full spendable budget. ,Farther, the
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(Postscript: Spring 196)

legislature refused to provide the emergency aid separately from

a major restructuring of )(ate support for 1976-77', and this action

in turn depended upon the board imposing tuition. By the last-

weekiv-May-theontversity-bad been unable to persuade the city

to amend the cash allotment for that month, and the city held up

the 'May paychecks. Declaring a state of emergency, the chance

ordered the entire university to shut down as of May 29, and al-

faculty and staff wdiT-5ff the payroll. The university'reopened

--on June 14 after the state legislature enacted a comprehensive

bilt- (to be described later) which made-enough funds-available

carry the university to the end of the fiscal year. Through

discussions with the union and other officials, the university is

.o

seeking to have faculty and staff work to'make up for the two-

week shut-down but to have payment of salaries for that period

'deferred until 1978-79,

Develo ments Affectin the 197677 Budget

Recognizing, that the fiscal situation of the city 'a d

the-state would prevent the return to previously prevailing.

budgetary levels, the Board of Higher Education instructed the

chancellOr in late winter to prepare a plan for restructuring

the university on a basis which would maintain educat=ional
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Pos c ip- Spring 1976)

quality and, yet would be responsive to the reduced funding.in

prospect for 1976-77. The chancellor established task forces
\

comprised of presidents, senior administrators, and faculty kd

student representatives to prepare recommendations which the

board,acted upon following extensive discussion, analysis, and a

lengthy public hearing. As,a result the board - adopted restructur,

ti

ing plan provided for the following:

Reduction in the number of institutions through
merger and elimination from 19 to 17, comprising
the graduate school, six university colleges, and
nine. community colleges.

Adoption of new criteria for admision.,

Establishment of univehsitywide standards and
progress towards adegree based on a specified
satisfactory record of , course completion and
maintenance of specific, grade point. averages-:

Adherence to fixed ratios of administrative and
staff support costs with total personnel costs
ranging from 22 percent to 28 percent in inverse

'relationship to size.

- Institution of a trimester 'calenqar over a two-,
year period to replace the semester calendar.

Consolidation' and centralization of certain
administrative-and support services.
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(Postscript: Wing 1976)'

The board made some modifications which left the total

number of colleges at 1,7 instead of 16. The plan as approved is

estimated to provide savings approximating $60 million over a

three-year period. Th6 proposal also called for a significant

increase in state support for the senior colleges and continued.

city support for the senior colleges. It did not- call for under-,

graduZte tuition.

The Politicalization e the Decision-Makin Process

Throughout the winter the- board- and the university

admini triation held numerous conferences with the city in an

effort fo'stop the .onslaught on the university's budget. At die

same time, negotiations were conducted with-the state with a view

to increasing- the state's proportion of senior college funding

from 50 percent to 75 percent in a three -year period. The state

own fiscal difficulties forced the tuition issue to the fore.

The State Board of Regents-recommended a plan for restructuring

the university which included a tuition charge for traditionally

tuition-free matriculated students from New,York City.

1

Gradually &tiring the course of the spring, with signifi-

cant.pressure.from the state, the question of tuition was widely

discussed within the university as wellas -within the city and



(Postscript: Spring 1976).

state governments. The central concerns regarding the tuition

'questionmere,the social, economic, and educational implications

of impoSing tuition, the public policy considerations of who

should actually make the deciOone and the problem of potential

political onus which would attach to those elected officials who

either directly or indirectly required the mposition of tuition.

When the univer5ity's cash flow problems fo 1975-76 became so

,acute as to require temporary closing, the -=chairman of the Board

of Higher Education and three other members res=igned in proteSt

Three new members were promptly. appointed by the mayor and tuition

was finally voted the evening of June 1.

osing of the university had immediate impdct on the H

governor and the state legislature. Having gained the Objective

of tuition and unwilling to bear the onus of the disruption caused

by the closing of the university during the critical examination

period, the state legislature enacts l a measure which gave the

university $24 million in additipnal funds and enabled it to

reopen on June 14.

The measure also included some other ti-gnifican --a ures:
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(Postscript: Spring 1976)

lit

An addit'ondl $3 million to preserve the bilingual
program t a.community college.

Increased state support for the senior colleges in
1976-77, thereby changing the exiting dollar-for-
dollar city/state funding pattern.'

Establishment of new procedures for preparing the -._3

university's budget request and for administering
the budget. .

Reconstitution of the governing Board of Higher
Education by increasing its size, altering the
ratio of state and city member appointments-, and
changing the manner of electing the board's
leadership.

Establishment of a "blue ribbon" panetl to study
the future of City Univerksity within the context_
of higher education in NOW York State.

While enactment of this legislation,solved the immediate
'21

cash problem, the long-term outlook remains unfavorable. The

fiscal components of the legislation' provide an operating budget..

for 1976-77 of $470 million, $35 million below the estimated cost

of the board- adopted restructuring plan and $65 million below the
k

effective base line budget of 1975-76; This gap will increase if

the'impact of tuition causes greater attriti n in enrollment than

had been estimated. Since there is virtually no likelihood that-

either the city the state will increase its contribution in

the course of the lea-, and the city may again have an imbalanced

budget, there is a high likelihood of additional substantial
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(Postscript: Spring 1976)

retrenchment in the months ahead Further, the questions of the

magnitude of state support, the continuation of city support, the

relationship of,CUNY and SUNY, and the future organizational

structure of the university have yet to be worked out
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WISCONSIN:
University of Wisconsin'stem

OVERVIEW AND CAUSES OF RETRENCHMENT

In Wisconsin, retrenchment has been severe and Kolonged

for two biennial budget cycles, 197:3-75 and 197W7. Hundreds of

probationary employees have not been renewed and 88 tenured

faculty members were given layoff notices effective in 197344,

another 32 in the 1974-75 academic year. Under a coordinated

"RRR" effort, all but five of the first group were subsequently

Relocated, Retrained, or Rehired. Over a period of three years,

increasingly sophisticated procedures have been developed by the

'statewide multicampus system, the University of Wisconsin. In

1975 in response to an unprecedented governors request for a

plan for "phasing out" and "phasing down" campuses and programs

in light of his estimate of long -term financial and enrollment

prospects, the university identified the quality versus access

dilemma and countered with a prop al which the legislature

approved,called the "2+2" plan. The university projects both

expenditures and targeted enrollments for two biennia rather than

one- -e.g., for 1979-81 along*with the 1977-79 budget--based on

academic plans and ongoing program evaluation. The legislature
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will review e proposal and will, it is hoped, approve "in-

principle a ding level for the additional biennium at the

time it appropriates funds for the current biennium thus

facilitating longer-range and more effective planning.

Retrenchmetit in WisConsin was caused by a combination

of factors. In 1973-75, the governor and the legislature placed

high priority on using revenue growth to provide local prOperty

tax relief in a variety of forms. The state assumed many welfare

and social services costs formerly borne by counties, increased

aids to local elementary and secondary school districts, and

provided direct property tax relief-througha6 expanded "homestead

credit" program, for example; State services-in general, and

higher education in particular, had restrained budgets. In 1975-

77, faced with continued rapid inflation and a lesser rate of

revenue growth than previously experienced, support for many

state services was actually reduced-to continue supporting local

programs and to finance inflating welfare programs.

Some campuses were faced with usual retrenchment

requiretnehts because of enrollment reductions that occurred in

this period. A statutory enrollment fuhding formula reduced

state support to those campuses experiencing enrollment declines.
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(The system as a whole continued to grow in every year except

1972, which is discussed in the next section.)

Retrenchment policies which were applied to the system

As a whole included a "productivity savings" policy adopted in the

1973-75 biennial budget and continued in 1975-77. In essence

the,govdrnor attempted to increase "public sector" productivity'

at a rate comparable to the Bureau of Labor Statistics' reported

rate for the "private economic sector" by- forcing public agencieS

and the university system to cut base budgets first and then

report "productivity ijincreases" to cover the loss. it was a

budget cu) In addit'on, there were increasing mid-year au

requirements imposed day state government (e.g.; the systeM was

directed in December 174 to return $3 million of funds already

appropriated).

HIGHER EDUCATION COORDINATION AND GOVERNANCE

Thejniversity of Wi eonsin is a statewide multicampus

system, coordinated and 4over ed by a consolidated governing board

and central- staff: The present governing structure resulted

from the 1971 merger of the prior University of Wisconsin -(UW)

and WisConsiW State University (WS ) Systems The merger,

initiated by the governor, was propo-ed explicitly to "reduce

costs and eliminate or at leaSt bette' control program duplication,



In 1975 the university system consists of 13 four-year

colleges and universities, 14 two-year centers and extension and

other outreach activities. For governance and budgetary4wactice,

campuses are divided into hreeclusters: the doctoral cluster

consisting of two campuses, Madison and Milwaukee; the university

consisting of 11 four- year - plus- masters -level campuses;

and the L, or consisting-of the 14 two-year campuses

and the statewide ex ension.system.

The public sector also includes l5 twd-year vocational-

% technical institutes with.local governing boards which .are

coordinated, by a separate statewide` board. Vocational-technical

institutes receive,iPproximately 32 percent of their support for

general operations from the state on a formula basis. , In some

Ways, retrenchment has been less severe on the technical institutes

than on .university systeM campuses because state funding for them

is categorized in the state appropriations 4s "local assistance"

and as such, is exempt from productivity and special austerity

requirements. HOwever, in 1975-77'state support for vocational-7.

technical institutes was substantially reduced in conjunction

with a :mandatory academic fee Wiry..
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Opening fall enrollment of the campuses, which now

comprise the merged university system, grew from, 12.7 47 -in

r'

to 139,1391139,1391 in 1974substantially short of the 160,1e which the .

Cpordinating Council for Nigher Education (OCHE) had projected in

1969. (The 1971 merger bill terminated theCCHE.) Absolute

enrollment declines occurred at several cathpbses in 1973=-74 and

again in 1974-75. The long -term projections have been subsequently

revised downward. The 1969 projection of 177,981 for 1980 was

reduced to 149,653 in 1975. Enrollment is expected to peak in

1980 and decline afterwards at_al campuses unless the present

ate of increase in older student enrollment continues. For the

1975-77 biennium it is expected to increase by,about 6,000:

.Although overall enrollments in the public sector of

higher education in Wisconsin grew at some 12.5 percent from

1970 to 1974, this was below the national'-average of 18.1 percent.

In the private sector, enrollments declined by 6.1 percent,

substantially below national growth of 4.4 percent. Fnr6liments

in the private ctor in 1974-75 was approximately 9.3 percent

of the total university enrollmen s.
1

The state has furnished support to the Medical Collge .

of Wisconsim in Milwaukee .(pre iously part of Marquette University)
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since 1969-70 and 'the Marquette School of Dentistry since 1973.-74.

Private higher education institutions-have also been _indirectly,'

ded through a tuition grant program for undergraduates. attending-.

-Wisconsin private colleges,and universities.

STATE BUDGETARY PROCESS

Wisconsin has a hinnia.F budget begjnningon*July 1 o

odd-numbered years, wfth.ahnual review sessions in even-numbered

ones. The budgetary.process is characterized by,. ). the active

fiscal and educational ,policy role Tif:the,systaM"governing board

and its central staff; 2) the extensive and structured Aocumenta-

tiOn of-budgetary issues at the state level; and 3)' the free'

exchange of data and policy studies among the exqcutive, legis-

lative, and system fiscal staff,

Biennial budget instructions are issued by the central

administration.of the university system in February of even- I

numbered years after informal consultations with the campuses

and the executive budget office. The latter issues procedural

guidelines in Marchiand aistatement of thigovernor's budget
,

policy expectations in May. After Staff reviewAof:Campus pro-
.

posals during the summer months, the governing bbard- holds

formal reviews on the system budget request. Executive and'
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legislative. fiscal staff attend these hearings :but do .moil

participate in them. In the system request submitted to the

state in September, campuses are identified and governing board

action on, campus requestsWstated. The request is in program

format,' and changes in subprograms' by campus are documented in

deta it .

The governor's recommended budget bill and supporting

materials are issued in late January, in program format with

narrative justifications including reasons for major executive

_office changes in the system's request. Legislative review of

the governor's recommendations typically takes approximately six

-months, of which three months are spent in review by a joint

committee on finance.

The legislative budget bill is essentially in a lump-sum

format: "General Programtperations" is a single line 6ompri4'ing

the major apprcipriations far the university system as a whole.

This major 'category is disaggregated by the three campus clusters,

-by individual campuses. It is also disaggrega.ted into five

WICHEACHEMS program classification st

compensation acrbss all clusters. The

ucture programs and faculty

university system can

transfer funds among campuses within a particular campus cluster,

but transfers between clusters require executive budget office
a
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approval. It can transfer funds among the program classifications.

withOut such prior approval but must report such transfers

quarterly.

The General 541gram:Operations aPPrOPriation is built

through the addition or deletion of dollars to the base budget'

levels. Executive and legislative, deCisions modifying the

existing budgeelevel-a're ordinarily associated with specific

intentions that particular programs will be reduced, expanded,'

or otherwise modified Occasionally controlling language is

added to. the budget to mandate these chahges... .Theygovernor may

veto particular words or lines, but cannot` rediice dollar amounts

within apprOpriation lines.

STATE. LEVEL PROCEDURES AND CRITERIA

Retrenchment criteria and procedures at the state

level in Wisconsin are largely those developed by the university

system.. Dollar reductions have beeh specified by the state,

sometimes in general terms like "productivity savings" and

sometimes in campus-specific (e.g. , enrollment funding) or

program-specific ways. In gross terms, the impact of retrench-

ment--actual and projectedcan be portrayed by selected

financial and enrollment data for the past ten years :2
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University of Wisconsin Heall.Count Enrollments and General
Fur oseRevenue A dollars 1965-1975*

1965 1970 1975

Students in thousands, dollars in millions. Appropriations
exclude fringe benefits.
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Summarizing the criteria and procedures developed over

the. past Ole years and applicable ID the next three or.four is

difficult. /Rather than attempting a detailed chronolOgy,

discussion here centers on three closely' kterrelatect aspects of

trenchment,..! ScheMatically, these -three aspects are:.

ACADEMIC PLANNING'

Merger Mission Program Scope`

concerns statements review study;
n *"

1973

RESOURCE ALLOCATION PR CEDURES

C14ter Economy Targeted--

concept. of scale capacity
funding

FISCAL EMERGENCY PROCEDURES

ProcedureS & process Reassignment
& 'layoff
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_Merger Concerns, The 1971 merger legislation combined

the campus-es of two mult campus systems:

campus Type
Univer,sity of

Nisconsin (UW)
Wisconsin State
University (WSU) total_

Doctoral 2 None 2

Four-year 2 9
Two-year 10 4 14

TQtal campuses 14 13 27

Statewide,Univer-
sity Extension 1

That 1971 legislation was not final, however.- It

, required that, pending a final "merger bill,"the two systems

would initially be adminisIeredseparately.under then existing

.statutes, albeit under a unified governing board and central

.staff. In effect, the system began unified administrative

operation immediately. Final merger,legislation was not enacted

until 1974; .in the interimduring the initial phases of

retrenchment--the university system was faced with both historical

and 'statutory differences among its campuses Six differences

appear most relevant here: 1) Enrollment Shortfalls causing
----

Teduced state funding occurred only at five former WSU campuses;

2) Statutory. tenure, provisions in the ftirmer WSU campuses had
.

been relatively liberal, and after the-growth of the 1960's a



number departments w_

tenure in thb formeP WSU

particular 'c-ampus;.4) T

UW-system--Green Bay

than the former W

5) The active

a-systemwide

the formal-ca

e 100 perent tenured; 3)- Statutary

systerewaS systemwide rather than at a

o relativeTy new campuses of the former

and Parkside were funded-at a higher levels
sr

campuses, in par ecause 'of "start-up" costs;

acuity Organization in the former WSU system was

acuity asociation with considerable Variation in

us faculty governance structure and level of

activity--in con cast, thb - former UW system had a systemwide

faculty senate

Orticipation.

governing the fp
s.

or faculty layef. but only "'termination" for cause.

_ampu& bases and a tradition of facul

vernance; and drStatutory provfiions

WSU caMpuseS'did not cover 'fiscal exigent?

Mission Statements, The first ma- result of academic

planning in the newly-merged system was the 1974 W Statemen.

Developed through extensive public hearings throughout the state,

it set out the missions for -the system, each cluster, and each

campus. Two ciampuses, Madison and Milwaukee, were designated as

doctoral and research institutions. Other campuses were given

more limited program entitlements. Two campuses were given-.

"special missions" which permeate the total undergraduate

curriculum--Oreen'Bay in environmental studies, and Stout
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(Menomonie) in technology. -Two other campuses--Eau Claire and

Oshkosh--.were designated as regional graduate centers for

.concentrating more extended masters' progr* offeringsrather

than allow 'all uniVersity-cluster campuses an open-ended entitle-

, ment for graduate programming (Further development of academic

planning mechanisms such as regional consortia may lead to /.

modification of the regional graduate center concept.)

Program Review., Concurrently hedevelopment'of

the'W,soion,a systemwide review-of masters' programs resulted in

the termination of 51 such programs and the decision -to have

subsequent reviews on -a-regional basis of 60 others, In additiOn

and slightly later, nine system task forces undertookin-4epth

studies of specific disciplinary areas:across all campuses and-

levels of instruction (e.g., agriculture, business administrati n,

etc.).

q(22qtLJzjyisIthe:12+2" Plan. By early 1976; program

evaluation and campus academic planning were about to culminate

in a systemwide long-range plan. In January 1975 however, the

governor, noting the fiscal stringency facing tha state as a

whole; asked the governing board to address "forthrightly the

questl f how the university system can best reduce the scope

Of institutions and programs." He requested:
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By April 15, 1975, I ask that the Board of Regents
bring. to my office anO the Legislature a plan:for
phasing out, phasing down, or consolidatinginsti-
tutions and program including- a statement of
language to-be inserted the 1975-77-biennial
budget which would authorize implementation of
theplan,4

The President's F10 of April 18, 1975, responding

to the governor's request` -was based on an-a most unprecedented

effort by over 50 faculty-members, administrators, board members,

and students organized intofd'ur committees in the primary task
, -

-force- and.a:Separate SubtaSkfarce dealing with the fiscal and

economic imOactAf "phasing out, phasing dovin, or consolidating."

Additional faculty, staff, and students were involved in campus,

,liaison groups,.;

The report and its voluminous back-up papers contained

Detailed. Aceduret and criteria for retrenchment. For ex ple,

a% summarized in the President's Report,

down or phase-out reducing t e scope

"university cluster" are:

the criteria for pWase- ,

ampuses 'in the

1. Effect on access to educational opportunity for,
Wisconsin residents. Phase down or pvia_se_out

less undesirable for` institutions- serving fewer
Wisconsin residents within commuting range of
the institutions, .
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Relationshi0 to projected enrollments kiski-on-
demographic trends. Phase down or phase out is
less undesirable for institutions faced with
declining commuter-based demand .than for
institutions'in areas of projected expanding
commuter-demand.

Cost-size relationships and projected relation-
ships. Phase down or phase out is less undesirable
for institutions whOrse costs or projected costs
are more than 20 percent above the Cluster average.

Relationship to intelZectual, cultural, and
economic vitality of tit' region. Phase dowm or
phase,out is less undesirable for institutions
whose loss would least affect the intellectual,
cultural, and economic vitality of the region.

Relationship to Statewide System Planning.
Phase down or 'phase out would be less,undesirable
for institutions with fewer educationally unique
program elements, services, and innovations
responsive to System and sWetal long-range
needs,

.41

. Relationship to .need4'.6f- specialpeputations..
Phase down dePhae'OUt- dedisioos'-wOuid'bejess'.,
undesirable "for `nsttutions WhoSe*Toss woultL
affect less the opportunities of populations
previously disadvantaged in their search :for.-
educational opportunity (e.g., minoritieS,,
women) A '

The report also proposed a "2+2 Planning/Budget CyCle"

under which the university system-,would submit biennially a

budget proposal covering a -year*Iling-base period, and
s-.

including campus-by4impu'5 enrollment targets by level and

program mix. The
-goverop4

r and legislature would deal with the

budget:request by identifying two years cei
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two years tentative budget author :. AticIns for fixed -cot nd

aprol)men increases. The report stated:

The Univer ity System understands that no legislature
can commit funding for more than two years-, nor can
the state any more than the University Systerh be free
from such fiscal crises as may flow from an event
such as the current recession. . Nevertheless,
it is possible to normalize the basis for resource'
expectations on the part of the System by projecting
the.policy bases for such expectations.on a four -year
front /p.161.6

The'repUrt -appeared to be well-accepted by the legis

lature. :HoWever,-the university system isstill faced-With
, - -

.

immediate fisCal problems, and Fit is ha-clear whether the state

will change its fiscal priorities. These may be resolved in a

more predictable.. conttxt than is available-inother stateS

.,:because of pollties:adopted'by:thefsystem.

Resource Allocation Procedures

Cluster concept. The merger in 1971 brought with it

the need fora concept to guide equitable treatment of campuses

with diVerse histories,missions, and aspirations. The initial

concept of "organizational clusters",adopted by the governing

board in 1972 has remaineciAhe overarching rationale. As noted

above, campuses are grouped by functional type,'and Academic
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policy and funding are generally applicable:to the group.

Initially, it served to contain the still lingering doctoral

aspirations of several four-year campuses. Within the unive si

cluster 001 four-year campuses, however, it became quickly

apparent qA,"equity" required campus-by-campus ''adjuslments.

g011privpra6111.preparing for the 1073 175

bienniiim the concepts of 'economy of scale curves" and "variable

support zone were developed and utilized to -establish a support

range within the university cluster.. Existing costs of

instruction and academic support Were separately plotted against

enrollment for the 11 campuses, and a curVe-apOroximating the

average was drawn.- The "variable support waS'Olntted as

a range 50 either side of the curve. The simplified graph

r'

=

,

below illustrates the curve and zone with the plots of only two

of the 11 campuses shown.
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Econna.y of Scale Curve; Variable Su

InStruction:
cost per
student

$3000

2500

2000

1500

1000

Economy of
scale curve

Variable
soppbrt zone*

**.

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 910 11 12

Thousand students

Rased- on these Concepts, fultiOthg for ,CAMP-us "WI would' be

reduced Over 'a three 0-four-year. period Auntil -it was_witnin the

Hvaria.06-suppbt,- .-iSimilarly;lunding for caliiiiii113",would

be increased, The concept was refined ayeaT later by separating

-student-services from academic support, by reducing the range of

the variable.suppoh zones, and by denying additional:enrollment

funding to campuses-above the variable support Ones. While not

tuned, additional refinements based on major disCiplinary,lroups"

were explored. .The economy -of scale curme'proscedures.were Con-
-

sidered- interim and developmental, with final proCedures awaiting

on the refinements in the Supporitng central inforMation system:,
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IAngLte4S,Ipaci'ly Funding, A second procedure,

r-- :

applicableto all campuses; was - 'developed in early 1975 when

the governor's 1975 -77 budget proposals (a) defied funding-for

\
additional enrollment, (4) -required savings

than'had been initially ingicated, and (c) denied any inflation-

-ary erosion offsets. These three factors requir'ed further
- ,

base-budget retrenchment and the new allocation procedures for

istributing the 'pain" wasAki
0-

lded-by a_micomposite-supPortindex"
.. . .

(51)Which.reflected te-relative enrollment -suppOrt.capacity

of each residential campus. Campus differences in programming',

level, and disdipline were recognized in composite by weighting

, student credit hours. Enrollment targets, derived from
-

.
evaluations of this composite index, were set for,197576 an

197-77 and served to guide new students away from campuses
. , ..,

whose.c51,4as low. (i e, m 'saturated) to those amous0wh

enjoyed a reTativelylhigher(54- A simplified ext c Tfrona-:

.

systoth-POlicY Paper illustrates the concepts and their

application in the case of three campUses for the first year



" "Composite Support'Index' (WS H* in thousands)

1.

1974775 (Actual) etea)

Cost/WSCH 'Cost/WSCH

InStftution WSCH (CSI_) WSCH CSI

360 $41.75
338 36.36
128 '54.49

366 $39.70
334 37.62
137 48,44

..Assuming level funding, the targeted enrollments for

1875-76'would result in lower support for-Parkside and slightly

-.-Jligher support at Eau Clirel In factthe cost projections

-(i.e., Cost/WSCH) included the differential allocation pf an
.

overall "$1 6 million "produttivity" cut recommended in tRe_

governor's budget, This is .i 11 4trr ated by the same three

campuses:

1975776 Differential Allocation tin thousands)

Prorated- Adjust- Net

1.5% u ,meats uction

Oshkosh -228.

Eau Claire' -210
Parkside -113
Balance'of
University Cltuster -1078

+260

-230

-1.00

+50
43

1178

-1629



The $1.5 million "productivity" -cut was allocated

Selectively upon t e basJs of explicitly stated academic planning

principles. Larger than average reductions were al located try

four campuses, including Pa'rkside.. From these funds,- substantial

relief was giveh to Eau Claire and the effect of the cut was

mitigated for Oshkosh aneone other campus. Extracts from more

detailed justifications explain differential cuts for the three

camp.uses:

0a;lko;3:1: UW-Oshkosh must contribute a sLbstantial
portion of its share of the productivity for=ced savings
but not be asked to trim further its composite support
index, second highest among the larger. Institutions
in the University Cluster. . The faculty and
student_s are looking forkangible evideOce that the
System is backing their very considerable efforts_ to
move to.a new university model. To give substance
to Academic Affairs endorsement of the Oshkosh-plan,
the rKommendation is made that the University
receive relief in the'formof a $70,000 adjustment
to the proportionate productivity cut for the express
purpose of aiding implAntation of the all-UniversitY
academic calend# p1an.8

CZ,:zie: The need to supply some relief for UU-Eau
Claire was based on the fact that this University now
has the lowest composite support index in the University
Cluster ; ,has maintained an effective program with wide
Student appeal despite extraordinary budgetary pressure;
but clearly cannot absorb further retrenchment withbut
'irreparable damage to its gLdlity.9

UW-Parkside presents a complex situation.'
Operating in essentially traditional libe'ral arts
curricular mode, with direct instructional costs
comparable_to other smaller:Institutions in the
Cluster, it is only the disproportionate high costs



of academic and student services, and general opera
at UW- Parkside, which drive up its composite suppor
index' to a problematic level. The University has
achieved notable success in its library, media and
computer center supporting operations. It is to be
hoped that these achievements, due in part to start-up
funding and in which the. University takes justifiable
pride, will remain as quality supporting programs
given the limitations of _a decreased ongoing support
budget. The University is assigried its share of the
productivity cut based on its 1974-75 base budget and
an additional mount to realign downward its composite
support index.10

ions

A more recent' refinement of the composite support index

takes intof,account situations like that at the..Parkside campus

1
whqce headcount enrollment is substantially greater than

timeequivalent enrollment, and it affords a form of weighting

to recmize the additional 'processing and counsel wworkload

FISCAL. EMERGENCY PROCEDURES

"Productivity" cots iurIthe 197375 biennium resulted

in the lay-off or termination of a'most 500 nonte'nured employees,

faCuity, and staff; and E tenures faculty Members under "fiscal

emergency" procedures. Add) lanai faculty dislocations may be

require in the 1975-77 biennium. Two aspects of faculty

retrenchment 07-ocedures and,criteria are briefly discussed:

1) the procedures and process- for determining and operating

under a fiscal emergency, and 2) the,options possible, for

dislocated faculty.



Procedures and Process. A fiscal emergenc'y at a campus

will exist when the governing board, upon,uthe recommendations of

the campus and system chief cutive officers, determines either:

1) that a campus cannot achieve its mission within projected

resources without reassignment or layofflof tenured faculty, or

2) that a subunit of a campus cannot'mai Lain a defensible

work °ad.- because of enrollment detlines. A writtenten report of

he appopriate,facultycommittee at the campy; is required

or to. sath:deteriiination.
11

An:excerp rnr a request for

lr status in 1975 -7 .is 111Aistrative:

The Vntverss sin-Stevens Point finds
ncee.ssary to docLare a fiscal emergency for 1975776.
Even thetigh'She total base budget at Stevens Point
shows an increase of $34,000 for 1975-76 compared
to 1974-5, the:loss of the expected'1974-75 fiscal
reliif=in the amount of $197,000 heightens the budget'
problem facing the University in 1975-76. This
coupled with the disproportionate reduction in the
non-teaching_ faculty areas in 1974-75; the general
decline in enrollment and the changing student demand
for courses will cause the Department:af History -
to be overstaffed by six teaching tenured faculty
and the Department of Geography and Geology to be
overstaffed by five teaching tenured, faculty. Due
to changes in cpurse demand, the Departments of
English, POItical Science, Mathematics, and. Computer
Science, Physics and Astronomy, Chemistry, Foreign
Language and Comparative Literature, and School of
Education, and the School of Communicative Disorders,
face possible reductions of tenured teaching faculty.
In each of-these instances, applying current workload
-tandards, an overstaffing situation will result.

12
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Upon governing board approval, the campus chief,

executive officer issues a formal notice to affected campus

constituencies, including the basic information supporting he

fiscal emergency and the board's approval. He advises each-

campus subunit of its projected resources and of the process

forAeterMining the individuals to be affected by the emer

University rejulati ns place the burden of designatin

individuals for layoff or reassignment directly on th

-Once the board has declared1a state of financial
emergency it shall be the primary responsibility
of the tenured members. of the affecteddepartments,
to recommend which individuals are to bOaid.off.13

Faculty at each campus are to determine, foi- -.example,

for the campus as a whole whether layoff or nea'ssignment.of

'tenured faculty shall be by seniority with6-utregard to

ccording to it and, if according to.rank, then whether by years.

of- service at that rank or total-years of service within .the

institution-

The-scope of the present study does not permit a more

detailed analysis of the 12 of regulations which detail

notice to the affected indTViduals heartng.-Andreview--
.-

including review,by a gdverning b coMmittee.-Current
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procedures are built upon system experience in 1973-74 when

less-refined procedures withstood the challenge f litigation

Reassignment and Layoff. At the onset of the l973-,74

retrenchment procedures spoke of the " "termination" of faculty--

in large part because this was the language of the applfcable

statute. Acting within its own authority, the governing board

quickly changed the term to "layoff" to avoid pejorative connota-

tions and to indicate more accurately the status of the individuals:

Current Rpractice generally .uses "reassignment -and layoff"

Compass the options available, to dislocated faculty. In
-r,

there are-four options.

urinary,

Layoff 5tatuc is the required designation if
of the others are elected. The individu'al rem
in his current position, and if continuing fundiii§
is not available is laid off after one year,

Relocation leavo may be elected tp Allow the
opportunity for -relocation or retaining ONtside,
the system. Salary ts continued for one year, but
a resignation effective after one year is required.

Reaosignment/la0fY"status may be elected to allow
the opportunity for'reassignment, ,relocation, or
retraining within the system. If continuing funding
is not available, the individual f I' off at the
enld of the year.

ReaseLpncnt otatus is available if the campus can
assure two years' funding for the individual. It
is similar to reSSsignment/layoff status, and if
continuing funding is not available after the first
year the individual's status is changed to
reassignment/layoff.
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The current options were developed to avoid the

individual and institutional difficulties encountered in 1973-74

when dislocated faculty members were continued "An place."

part, these difficulties. were unavoidable because of a late

budget, but they were also attributable.to lack of experience.

The hope that individuals in one or the other_form of reassign-
.

meet status widloi-dchtek:re contfnuing pesitiOns hss faltered'as

fiscal stringency tightened. however, there are examples of

successful relocation and-reassignment such as two mathematicians

who mpved rOm_one campus to another-, an- Englith teacher who was-

reassigned to thOlibrary on the' campus, or the historlan

who is teaching his secondary specialty after relocating to

ahother institution-in the system.

INSTITUTIONAL PROCEDURES AND CRITERIA

At the inception of thej973-75 retrenchment, the

"productivity" cut assigned to tile_system was allocated to the

campusespp an Acrossthe-board basis. Information procedures

An the newly merged system were not Sufficient to justify

allocation on any other basis The' all-ocatiori was of a Tump-5um,

and the campuses _were explicitly advised that the system d'

'not sought to define centrally the criteria and procedures

-which must be used in deCisions, since this is properly a matter

for" campus determina ion.
14

Some campuses allocated cuts
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evenly across-the-board Others :uncentr. ,d reductio in

nonpersonnel areas such as_ plant, -uppli and dxpense,

and libraries. In part, campuses in the later category were

forced into such concentration becc.(se of th( lack of time to

provide-appropriate layoff notices.

The policy of the liniversity. of.Wisconsin System to

protect the diversity andoutonothy of its constituent campuses
f

continues:. A 1975 policy paper states:

The SysteM will always have some differences based
an mission differentiation; should Striveto avoid
the deStrOction of.planned.differentials achieved;
and. shbuId avoid erosion of the established mission
capability-of any Institution by formulary budget
cuts.
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'POSTSCRIPT: -SPRING 1975

Donald E. Percy
Senior Vice President

University of Wisconsin System Office

In late summer 1975 the state auditor, head of the

Legislative Audit Bureau (LAB), declared- his intention to

initiate an ".academic prbgram audit" within the university

system. The LAB initiative was a new manifestation of the

retrenchment/accountability/performance syndrome in Wisconsin.

It. came, however, at the verylime legislators were publicly

acknowledging the fact that state retrenchment efforts--iii-16 h.`>

particularly intensive for the university system, and perhap

the time had come to allow the system to come to terms ith

new budgetary diet without iMposing additional retrenchment and

more studies, regulations, and requirements.

-

In November the state auditor issued a memorandum to

the university system setting forth hiS plans for a "survey "" of

__-
system-le_el academic management procedures as a possalle prelude

to an audit of one or more academic programs. The system posed

no objection to an inspection of its academic planning and program

review procedures or of its bngbing program audit and review

procedure. The line was drawn most clearly.by the Board of'

Regents'in February when they asked the state auditor to appear
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Postscript: Spring 1976)

before them to explain the purpose of the survey and his

intention regarding subsequent audits of individual academic

programs.

There is no way to capture the esence of the exchange

that took place at the February meeting (the transcript went

through several printings!). Perhaps it will suffice to say

that h Board of Regents, aft0 hearing the state auditors
P.-c.'

views, passed a resolution directing its amployeg'not to

cooperate further in any LAB effort to implement ah audit of

individual , progrwii Er. This occurred three ,days prio

to the time when the legislature'S Joint FinanCe Committee was

due to take testimony on a special university systelri "annual

review" budget request. The newspapers had the predictable

-field day. Some legislators reading early media accounts

suggesting that the regents had refUsed all future audits

ncludJnO the normal fiscal variety)-by LAB, started issuing
, .

press releases and'statemepts with dire predictions as to the

system's- budget. prospects.

A meeting was hurriedly arranged between'key regents

and key legislators just 30 minutes prior to the budget hearing.
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(Postscript: Spring 1976)

When it became clear that the regents were not objecting to

normal fiscal audit activities of LAB and that the "survey"

L!ston- academic management procedures was continuing,.:the

tempest Subsided. The Joint Finance Committee and full

legislature subsequently voted favorably on a variety of

university requests including an additional one percent faculty

salary increase, additional.staffposition authorizations

$7.2 million for utilities cost increases, a mini-sabbatical

program and funding for a few other special needs.

As of this writing, the LAB "survey" is proceeding'

'tl?' full involvement of a faculty-administrator committee every

step of the way "`; .clear protoWs have been established for regent

and legisAlive discussions before a >zj audit of aft academic

progrA is considered. The above-mentioned annual review budget

Includes an amendment-which explicitly-frecZudes the

Legislative Audit Bureau from:

ro;

examining issues related to academic freedom
within the University of Wisconsin System, A'post
audit shall not examine into or comment upon the
content of various academic programs, including
degree requirements, majors, curriculum Or .courses
within the University of Wisconsin System, nor shall
any sjich post audit examine into the manner in which
individual faculty or groups of faculty members
conduct their instructional, research, or public
service activities.
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;Postscript: Spring 1976)-

In the budget planning arena, the university system',

moved in the late fall. and early winter of 1975(in keeping with

the Scope Report mentioned in the case study and with statutory

language calling for enrollment targets and 2-1-Tplanning.

have each campus specify thenumber'of students it could

"reputably teach" with the budget res

fall 1976.

urces available to it

The "end,product of this complex undertaking took the

form of Annual Budget Policy Paper #4.0 approved by the regents

in March1976. 'Paper #4.0 confirmed campus-specified figures

under the headings "target capacity" ,ane'transitional targets."

the latter were necessary-where time was needed to phase down

to the ultimates target. All of this occurred at a time when

the requests fo'r admissions to UW campdses were running 100-250-

percent ahead of the prio year's rate.

t
'Shortly-after-the announcement of the targets, the

legislature's Joint Finance` Committee acted to release a modest

enrollment funding-escrow account held back for 1976-77 while

a special legislative Study Committee took another look at the

peivnnia ion of intercampus program suppOrt differences.
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The Study Comm ttpe ad spent four months ex'aminingjhe

resource allocation policies and practices,of the UW System

and critically assessing the Composite Support Index methodology

dA of determining relative bridgetary support among campuseS. The,

committee endorsed the CSI as a more adequate methodology than

had existed previously, urged further refinement, and recommended

that the parent Joint Finance Committee release some $560,000'

in escrowed enrollment funds. The funding will be used to.

increase 1976-77 target clpac i8n two or, three ampuses.

In fall 1975 the regents also presented a 2+2 planning

prospectus to the governor indicating the kinds.ef.pbanning

assumptions state government must provide if the 'system was to

accomplish the 2+2,planning effort requi

The governor 'referred the document loicis

are still going on on-the eve ofsthe

development process in Wisconsin. There are indication t .th5

the assumptions,milybe pcgVilded and that a beginning Ave

d a more stabilized planning and programming' enViropMent

can be Made. The Board of Regents, in March 1976, adopted the

first in ,a series of 2+2 (four-year) academic/fiscal guidelines .

for academic and budget planning and development efforts.
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Postscript: Spring 1976)

RefirfeMent of Enrollment Tar e a acj rOce

.The -most significant development 0-occur in preparation.

for the 1976-77 system vnual :budget-was the regent approved
.

policy paper, 19 647- Enrollment Target Capacit.ea and Stabilized

Reoource Parn (March, 1976). Unlike the pi'eceding year (the

first-of the 1975-77 biennium) the state fiscal policies were

'known in -advance, and permitted a degree of lead time in planning:

for the annual budget. In February 1t975 the regents approved any

.interim budget policy for 1975-76 which established envi onment

targets for all institutions and enrollment ceilings 'for four

campuses, -". . which by CSI calculations were least able to

accept additional students and, still sustain a-quality safeguarded
.

level of instruction.'"4

The 1976-77'annual budgetpreparation- was guided by a

series of budget planning memorandaAdesigned to initiate enroll-

-Mept target settingefforts.at the institutional level;

=

An October 1975 memo, entit=led 137,Ye pi-ny the-Annual

Budget ir1 Transition try tare Firs't. Pour-Year; (27-2) Plan ---,nci/Budget

ITIele asked each chancellor, in cooperation. With faculty and

staff, to conduct an institutional sessmept to
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(Postscript: Spring 1976)

- Determine the number of students that could be
reputably taught; taking into account all aspect

of instruWon and academic support programs, with
the projected 1976-77' budget resources.

- Examine possible enrollment shifts aid related

personnel actions.

Examine w rkload patterns and flexibility of faculty

resources.

Ixamine transfer experience and the-need to maintain

access for Center System transfers and maintain
transfer access to unique institutional programs.

Eval ate the .impact of inflationary erosion (10 pereent

pe- .ar).

- Determine the need to recirdss the effects of recent
base budget reductions and fiscal emergencies (e.g.,

deferred plant maintenance, low stocks of critical

supplies, etc:).

Upon completion of the assessment, the institutions were

asked to propose a 1976-77 enrollment target, in terms of student

credit hourS .(SCH), and be preparedto doCument the 46ality

threshold judgment and-criteriksupporting their proposals, taking

,into account instructional costs, class size, student/faculty

ratios, SCH per FTE faculty meMber, etc ,-and the adjuSted

Composite Support Index;
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(Postscript: Spring 1976)

In December 1975 the campuses-were asked_ lo submit

the following projections on the basis of ,institutional planning

efforts.

- reputable enroliinant target, defined in terms
of student Vevel and mix and budget resourc
This projec,pion'is.to become the rinstitutio
"target capacity" and represents a workload..
consistent with quality - safeguarded teaching
through timein all -programs.

transitional enrd7Zment*arget, this figure
constitutes a.recogniti$n that a transitional
target 01,be necessary where institutions are
not.ableto shape the 1.076-77. workload to. he
targetedlevel and mix liven the 'profile of
studentS tunrently enrolled or other factors
whith. will require phased adjustments.

- :"me_market'enrollment projection, represents
the number and mix of students anticipated in
a'".free Mar t" with na fiscal constraints.

The establishment of target camittes is an effort

to 4'chieve'a climate of relative resource staWlity fief the ins 1-

tutionS of the University of Wisconsin System.

While budget pressures have constrained the resources

y5tem,:homogenization of programs And unit costs was

rejected as aAeSirable or tenable goal. The, board reaffirmed_

11*

.its declaration ofH975-76:
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(Postscript: Spring 1976)

The charter Statute 'and the System and Institu-
ti9ns' mission statements-mandate diversity and
Aifferptiation. The System will always have
some differences in cost and quality and itust
seek to avoid erosion Of established mission

.capability and Wated.student demand by_
formulary budg90-edu4tons. Moreover, it must
al heYs be rea45( to mak4:,ipvestments-in particular-

programs with iii-gh4itt4ogts, but which are cost
;t; eqtctive in the sense of producing increments
2to'the achievements of the System which more than"-
justify the investments.
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